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INTRODUCTION

This guide is released
at a time when the issue of fluoridation
of
community
water
supplies
has become
a matter
of national
concern.
The wisdom
of proceeding
with a health measure
which has been proved
beyond reasonable
doubt to be safe and effective
is contested
in many
communities
throughout
the nation.
Many failures
of public understanding
and action have been experienced.
From failure
and from success,
lessons
are available
for the learning
and for this reason
representative
community
experiences
are presented.
Through
this opportunity
for knowing
something
of the actions
and
methods
of the opponents
of fluoridation,
the behavior
of some persons
and groups
in your community
may be anticipated.
More important,
through
examination
of localities
where favorable
action has been taken,
the key to public and official
education
and understanding
may be recognized and used.
Fluoridation
is of national
concern,
on the basis
of more than simply
widespread
geographic
distribution
of the debate.
Medicine,
dentistry,
public health and engineering
have overwhelmingly
supported
the practice
of fluoridation
on evidence
within their competence
to judge.
But there
is by virtue
of the attack upon the integrity
and authority
of these professions the quite serious
fact of a faith at risk which has long known public
trust.
When to this is added an identical
attack upon officially
constituted
health bodies
the situation
borders
on the absurd.
The health of children
is not the least reason
why this is a matter
of
national
as well as local concern.
Three out of four American
children
fail to receive
this valuable
trace
element
in amounts
sufficient
for the
normal
development
of healthy
teeth resistant
to decay.
This failure
can
be ascribed
to public and official
apathy,
inadequate
community
planning,
and an opposition
answered
in the record
but unanswered
as far as the
public understands.
To the correction
of such failure,
this guide has been
organized
for the use of community
lay and professional
leaders
in this
effort toward
the public health.

DUNCAN
W. CLARK,
M.D.
President
Committee
to Protect
Our
Children's
Teeth,
Inc.

U. S. DEPARTMENT
OFHEALTH,
EDUCATION
, ANDWELFARE
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Public Health Service

This second summa ry of the status of fluoridation includes the numbe r
of commun ities addi ng fluorid es to their water suppl ies, the num ber of
water supply systems, the populatio n served, and the percentage of
towns in each popu lation category using this pu blic health measu re.

Status of Controlle d Fluoridation
in the United States, 1945-56
URING 1!)56 fluoride was added for the
first time to the drinking wate r of more
than 6,500,000people (table 1). This is nearly
twice the number of people who started drinking fluoridated water in 1955. The 1956 increase was exceeded only in 1952 when 8,600,000
people sta rted drinking :fluoridated water.
In 1956, 213 communities started :fluoridating their drinking water, a larger number
than in each of the pr eceding 2 yea rs. Th e
number of water supp ly systems which these
communities represent was slightly fewer than
the nurpber starting fluoridation in 1!)55 (92
compared with 96).
During the year , 12 water supply systems,
representing 16 communities and serving a population of 185,000, discont inued fluoridation.
Four water supp ly systems, repr esent ing an
equal number of communities and serving
38,000 people, rein stituted the . practic e after
discontinuance.
Although the annua l rate of increase in the
number of water supp lies instituting fluorida ,tion remained about the same during the last
3 year s, there was a declb1e in the rate at which
water supplies discontinued fluoridation. · In
1954, 20 systems discontinued this public health
measure. In 1956, 12 water systems stopped
fluoridating. Two syste ms reinstituted fluori dation in 1954, four in 1956.

D

Prepared by the Division of Dental Public Health,
Bureau of State Services, Public Health Service.
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By the end of 1956 nea rl y 1,500 communities
with 31,500,000 people fluor idated their water .
It ha s been estimated that about 110,000,000
people in the United States are served by community water supply syste ms. At the present
time about 1 in every 4 of these peop le are
drinking water with adjusted fluoride content .
I t seems apparent that the number of pe.ople
using water with a contro lled fluoride content
will contin ue to increa se at a substantial rate.
The year 1956 was the 12th year in which the
practice of adding fluoride to the drinking
water in optimal amounts has been practiced
as a cari es contro l measure. The proc edure was
sta rt ed in a few study communities in 1945. .
More stucly commun ities were added in 1946
Figure 1. Population drinking water with adjusted fluoride content , 1949-56 .
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A.s adoption of the procedure gathered momentum, the number of peop le drinking fluoridated water increased from about 1.6 million
in 1950 to 5 million in 1951, 13.6 million in 1952,
17 million in 1953, 21 million in 1954, 24.8 million in 1955, and finally reached 31.4 mill ion
last year ( fig. 1).
During the entire 12-year period,· 80 communities, which at one time served fluoridated
water to 1,900,000people, discontinued the procedur e. Of these, 10 communities, serving 223,000 people, reinstated the practice ( tab le 2) .
According to the 1950 Census of Population,

and 1947. By 1949 and 1950 a small number
of places, convinced of the benefits to be derived from fluoridation, instituted the measure
as a regu lar practice . Late in 1950 published
reports confirmed the anticipated reduced incidence of denta l decay resulting from the addi tion of fluoride to drinking water , and nationa l
professiona l organizations endorsed the procedure . As a resu lt, 109 communities in 1951
and 182 in 1952 decided to bring this health
measure to their people, and the trend in reduc tion of tooth decay by an observed two -third s
was well under way.

Table 1. Annua l cumulat ive finding s on the institution, discontinuanc e, and rei nstitution of controlled
fluoridation show ing numbe r of communities , wa ter supply systems , and population served,1
1945-56
F luoridation status at end of
each year

Fluoridation institut ed whether or
not discontinued

Year
N wnb er
of communitie s

1945__________________________
1946__________________________
1947__________________________
1948__________________________
1949__________________________
1950__________________________
1951__________________________
1952__________________________
1953__________________________
1954__________________________
1955__________________________
1956__________________________

6
12
16
24
46
95
329
709
949
1,128
1,274
1,487

N umbe r
of water
supply
syste ms

3
8
11

13
29
62
171
353
482
571
667
759

Populntion

231,920
332,467
458, 748
581, 683
1,062,779
1,578,578
4,948,259
13,55 2,501
17,080,930
21,208,304
24, 775,698
31, 416, 112

F luorid ation discon tinued whether
or not reinstitu ted

Number
of communities

6
12
16
24
46
96
331
716
961
1,160
1,332
1,557

Number
of wate r
supply
systems

3
8
11

13
29
63
173
360
494
601
713
813

Popu lat ion

231,920
332,467
458,748
581, 683
1,062,779
1,595,128
4,977,709
13,754,623
17,168,202
22,361,5 17
26, 308,979
33,095,570

Fluoridation reinst ituted after
discontinuance

Year
Number
of communities

Number
of wat er
suppl y
sys tems

Population

Number
of communities

N umber
of water
s upp ly
systems

Population

1945-----1946
_________________
_________
----------- -------- ---- ----- - ---------- --------- ----- ---- ------ ---------- ----------------------- -------- -- ------- ------1947-------------------------- ---- ---- -- ------- --- ------------- - ---------- ---------- -------------1948----- ---------- ----- ------ ---- --- --- ---- ------ ----------- --- ---------- ---------- ------- --- ------------- ---------- -------------1949_________________. --- - -- -1950__________________________ ----- ----- ------- --- -------------- -------- -- ---------- -------------1
l
16,550 ---------- ---------- ------------- 1951__________________________
2
2
29,450 ----- ----- ---------- --- ----------1952__________________________
7
7
202,122 ---------1953__________________________
------------14
14
253,738
2 ---------2
166,466
1954__________________________
36
34
1,323,613
4
4
170,400
1955_________________________ .
64
52
1; 717, 653
6
6
184,372
1956__________________________
64
80
1, 902, 199
10
10
222, 741
1

Most recen tly available population figures were used regard less of t h e year that fluoridation was institut ed.
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Table 2. Annual incremental findings on the institution discontinuance and reinstitution of controlled
fluoridation showing number of communities, ~ater supply sy;tems and population served

1945-56

'

Fluoridation institqted
each year

'

Fluoridation instituted whether or
not discontinued

Year
Number
of communities
Total ___________________

1945__________________________
1946__________________________
1947
~---------------------1948___
__________________________
1949__________________________
1950__________________________
1951__________________________
1952__________________________
1953__________________________
1954-------------------~-----1955__________________________
1956__________________________

Number
of water
supply
systems

Population

Number
of communities

Number
of water
supply
systems

Population

1,487

759

31,416,112

1,557

813

33,095,570

6
6
4
8
22
49
234
380
240
179
146
213

3
5
3
2
16
33
109
182
129
89
96
92

231,920
100,547
126,281
122,935
481,096
515,799
3,369,681
8,604,242
3,528,429
4,127,374
3,567,394
6,640,414

6
6
4
8
22
50
235
385
245
199
172
225

3
5
3
2
16
34
110
187
134
107
112
100

231,920
100,547
126,281
122,935
481,096
532,349
3,382,581
8,776,914
3,413,579
5,193,315
3,947,462
6,786,591

Fluoridation discontinued whether
or not reinstituted

Fluoridation reinstituted
discontinuance

after

Year
Number
of communities
Total __________________ _

80

Number
of water
supply
systems

64

Population

1,902,199

Number
of communities

10

Number
of water
supply
systems

Population

222,741

10

1945_________________- - - __- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1946__________________________ __________ __________ ______________ __________ __________ ______________
1947__________________________ __________ __________ ______________ __________ __________ ______________
1948____- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1949__________________________--------------------------------------------------------------1950__________________________
1
1
16,550 -------------------------------1951__________________________
1
1
12, 900 __________________ - ___ - ___- _- ___- 5
5
172,672 -------------------------------1952__________________a.._______
1953__________________________
7
7
51,616
2
2
166,466
1954__________________________
22
20
1,069,875
2
2
3,934
1955__________________________
28
18
394,040
2
2
13,972
1956__________________________
16
12
184,546
4
4
38,369

there were 18,548 communities in urban and
rural territory in the United States. Table 3
presents a comparison of these communities, by
size group, with the numbers of places using
controlled fluoridation. Two of the five communities of over 1,000,000 population are now
fluoridating their drinking water as are 8 of
the 13 communities of 500,00J to 1,000,000 population. Thus, 55 percent of the largest cities
in the country have adopted the measure.
From 25 to 30 percent of places ranging in size
from 10,000 to 500,000, and 15 percent of the
466

places from 2,500 to 10,000 population are now
fluoridating. Of the 14,000 places of less than
2,500 population, only 5 percent are adding
fluoride. Figure 2 shows the number of communities, by size, that have adopted the fluoridation procedure.
During 1956 the proportion of cities of 500,000 population and more that were fluoridating
increased from 45 to 55 percent. Those with
a population of from 10,000 to 500,000 people
increased from 24 to 28 percent. The number
of places from 2,500 to 10,000 in population
Public

Health

Reports

Figure 2 . Percentage of communities fluoridating th eir water suppli es, by size, December
31 , 1956 .
60

the action.
referendum;
fluorida.ting,
decision. It

In 5 percent, the authority was
and in 4 per cent 0£ communities
the utilitie s commission made the
is interesting to note that in 91

Tab le 3. Total communitie s in the United States,
by size group , compar ed with the proport ion of
each ui;ing controlled fluo ridation , Decembe r
31 , 1956
N umb er
of
communiti es
in
urban
and
rural
territory 1

Po pulation of
community

500 ,000

a

OVER

10,000
TO

500,000

2,500

UNDER

TO

2,500

10,000

----

using fluorida tion increased from 12 to 15 percent, and the percentage 0£ those under 2,500
increased from 4 to 5.
·water suppTies in 85 percent 0£ all communities fluoridating are operated und er public
ownership. Th e proportion is similar among
large and small cities.
How the institution 0£ fluoridation was autho r ized is a subject 0£ considerable int erest. In
nearly 85 percent 0£ the communities the governing body alone const ituted the aut hority £or

1,000,000 and ov er _____
500,000- 999 ,999 _______
250,000-499,999 ___ ____
100,000-249 ,999 _______
50,000-99,999 _____ - - __
25,000-49 ,999 _________
10()000-24,999 ________ _
5, 00-9,999 ____ _______
2,500- 4,999 ________ -- _
1,000-2 ,499 ______ _____
Unde r f,000 and not
spe cified _________ ___

P ercen t of
all communi t ies
of sam e
size

N umber

----

Tota l _______ ___ 18,5 48

POPULATION

Ta ble 4.

Communities
using contro lled
fluoridn.ti on

-- ---

1, 487

8. 0

5
13
23
65
126
252
778
1, 17G
1,846
4,296

2
8
7
19
42
78
201
209
251
277

40. 0
61. 5
30. 4
29. 2
33. 3
31. 0
25. 8
17. 8
13. 6
6. 4

9,968

393

3. 9

1
Sou RcE: Number of places in urb a n and rural
te rritq ry..,_by size of place: 1950. Stat ist ical ab s tract
of the united Sta tes, Bureau of t he Census, United
States Departm ent of Comm erc e, 1955, t abl e 15, p. 23.
Places und er 2,500 in urban te rri t ory dist ributed in
proportion to t he dis t ributi on in rural ter ritory.

Owner ship and authori zat ion fo r fluoridat ion in plac es fluo ridat ing, December 31, 1956 ,
by size of commun ity

Population

size of commun ity

Owners hip

N umb er
of communiti es
Public

TotaL _____ ____ ____________

l , 487

1,000 ,000 and over _________________
500,000-999,999 ________ - - _______ -250,000 -4 99, 999 ___________________
100,000-24 9,999 ___________________
50,000-99,999 ___ __________________
25,000-49,999 _______ ____________ __
10,000-24,999 _____________________
5,000-9,999. _ -- __________ -- ____- - _
2,500- 4,99!)_____ _-- ________- - ___ . .
l,000-2,499 _____ __________ ________
Under 1,000 . _____________________
Not specified __________________ ____

2
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7
19
42
78
201
20 9
251
277
190
203

1,272
2
8
6
17
36
70
180
177
214
.235
148
179

Private

Authoriza t ion
Other
Gov ern- I Referand not ing body endum
specified
alone

Utiliti es Other
comand not
mission specified

190

25

1, 252

77

56

102

0
0
1
2
6
7
15
30
28
35
42
24

0
0
0
0
0
1
6
2
9
7
0
0

2
7
7
17
39
70
173
180
208
233
168
148

0

0
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
2
2

1

0
0
1
2
12
10
9
9
9
24

5
1
G

10
4
28

4

ll

18
28

25
9
;5
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percent of places of 25,000 and over in population, the procedure was authorized by the
govcming body. The smaller places resorted
to referendum or utilities commission action
with a littl e greater frequency-the largest percentage (6 percent) being observed in communities ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 in size.
Table 4 shows findings on ownership and
a.uthorization .
Today, only 8 of the 18 citi es in the country
with over 500,000 population are not fluoridating. It is anti cipat ed that most of these eight
cities will institute fluoridation within the next

,

severnl year s. After that occurs the rate of increase in the number of people drinking fluoridated water will depend large ly upon the rate
of adoption in cities of between 10,000 .and
500,000. The lag in the smaller centers may
also be overcome during th e next several years
because of the greatly reduced costs that are
now possible, the pre sent avtLilability of simplified and accurat e techniques for determ ining
the fluoride content of water supp lies, and the
growing publi c acceptan ce of the measure
throughout the country.

..

'•

..
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REPORTON SAN FRANCISCO
submitted by
J. J. Weiner & Associates,

Inco

We hope that the following resume of the events prior to and following the
November 6, 1951 election
in San Francisco on which date the residents
of San
Francisco voted in favor of fluoridation
will be helpful
to you:

1. Early in 1951 the San Francisco Dental Society presented the fluoridation
measure before the Board of Supervisors.
Full scientific
discussion
of the measure
voted in favor of fluoridawas held, and in April, 1951, the Board of Supervisors
40%of the city's water supply
tion by a count of 9 to 2e Plans were to fluoridate
as a pilot-plan
project.
To my knowledge there was no opposition
expressed to
fluoridation
at this time.
2. Shortly thereafter,
the Board of Supervisors
was presented
with material
and information
against
the fluoridation
programo
This was expressed by two people
who, insofar
as I know, were not working together
in an opposition
program.
The
Editor for the Christian
first
of these was Mr. James Vincent, Western Publications
Science Church, and whom I imagine could be contacted
through the Christian
Science
Committee on Publications,
210 Post Street,
San Francisco,
California.
The second opponent was Mrse Hugo Franzen, 767 San Bruno Avenue, San Francisco, California
who has appeared widely throughout
the State to oppose fluoridation efforts.
It is also our understanding
that Mayor Elmer E. Robinson received a
considerable
number of letters
protesting
fluoridation.

3. As a result,
the Board of Supervisors
moved that fluoridation
be placed on.
the ballot
in order to test public acceptance
of this type of program.
This call
40%of
for a "Declaration
of Policy" necessarily
postponed the plan to fluoridate
the city's
water.

4. As fluoridation
had now moved from a scientific
plane into the political
arena, it was felt that a Citizens'
Committee should be formed, constituted
of civic
leaders from all walks of life and of all interests
and beliefs.
Accordingly,
therefore,
a Citizens'
Committee
composed of outstanding
people from civic and business
various racial
groups, educators,
health officers,
and
Mr. Dan Del Carlo, local labor and
medical societies.
of this committee.

For Fluoridation
was formed,
organizations,
labor groups,
members of the dental and
civic leader,
was chairman

5. At this

point,
the dental profession
restricted
its activities
to assisting
the Citizens'
Committee in various wayso This included meeting with various persons
being asked to serve on the Committee so as to furnish them with the facts about
fluoridation;
in serving on a Speakers Bureau which was scheduled by the Committee
for engagements before labor, veteran,
social,
civic,
religious,
educational
and
business groups, etc~; and in furnishing
the committee and its members with factual
information
needed in informing the public of fluoridation
benefits.

6. To indicate
following

partial

list

the calibre
of people
may be of interest:

serving

on the Citi.zens'

Committee,

the

L

Honorable Don Fazackerly - Member of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors
who had initially
introduced and supported fluoridation.
Dro Herbert C. Clish - Superintendent
of Schools, San Francisco.
Mr Adrian Falk - Former Chairman, San Franeisco Community Chest; noted
civic leader; member Board of Education.
Dra Don Galagan - Senior Dental Surgeon, U.Sa Public Health Service.
Dro Henry Leicester
- a world noted biochemist and professor
of biochemistry of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, San Francisco.
Dr. William P. Shepard - Vice President,
Metropolitan
Life Insurance
Company, San FranciSCOo
0

and filled

In addition,
countless
Dentists:

Physicians:

P.ToA.'s,
etc.

the following dentists
and physicians
requests for speaking engagements:

served

on the committee,

Dr~ Sidney Epstein. 7 Dr. Harry Bo Hambly, Dr. Myron E. Horan
(then president
of the San Francisco Dental Society);
and
Dro Thomas Wu, a Chinese civic leader.
Dr. Erwin Sage, Dru William Thomas, and Dr. Garnet Cheney
(then president
of the San Francisco Medical Society).

Other members of the Committee were prominent in Catholic and Protestant
in the League of Women Voters, and such organizations
as Junior League,

7. The Citizens' Connnittee for Fluoridation hired its own Public Relations
personnel to raise funds for the campaign and to handle publicity.
Our own services
were offered to the Citizens'
Committee as representatives
of the dental profession,
within the limitations
of activity
already described as adopted by the State Association.
This was done to avoid any implication
that the Dental Association
was
. trying to "put something over on the public",
and with the feeling the Citizens'
Committee should take the lead in formulating and leading widescale public approval
of fluoridation.
8. Much difficulty
was encountered in the fund-raising
efforts,
as no "selfish"
interest
could be appealed to for support, the campaign having instead to depend on
the purely humanitarian
appeal.
However, a speaker's
bureau was organized on which
the members of the San Francisco Dental Society served.
Talks were scheduled well
in advance for civic clubs, neighborhood groups, business organizations,
etc.
9. As it became increasingly
apparent ~hat little
money could be had for staging a "wide-open publicity
campaign", the methods resorted
to for gaining support
for fluoridation
resolved themselves to these three principal
steps:

2.

a.

Through Speaking Engagements,
groups, business organizations,
papers as publici.ty
releases.

securing the endorsement of civic
etc.
These in turn sent to

b.

As newspapers were cool to ·general publicity
releases,
much use
was made of the "Letters to the Editor" approach, signed by top
people in San Francisco.,
We received excellent
coverage on
fluoridation
through this medium.

Co

The distribution
of fluoridation
pamphlets "Why We Back Fluorithrough 600
dation""
Some 30, oo·opamphlets were distributed
dental offices,
with an insert asking each patient
to "telephone

five of his friends, u and ask them to vote for fluoridationo
A
local milk company assisted
in the distribution,
as did the Senior
and Junior Chamber of Commerces, hospital
clinics,
etco
10. Newspaper ads, stating
"Vote Yes For Proposition
Mn (fluoridation)
were run
in all four San Francisco
dailies
and last few days of the campaign.
The list of
societies
endorsing fluoridation
was printed
in the ad.
11. Personal
calls on all four newspapers were made early
newspapers openly supported us - two, because of much pressure
gave out a "No Recommendation" on their sample ballotso

in the campaign.
Two
from the opposition,

120 The opposition,
chiefly represented
by the Christian
Scientists,
opposed
fluoridation
on the grounds it represented
"compulsory medication".
A few citizens,
operating
on the belief,
that fluoridation
was merely a disguise
for some type of
"poison",
campaigned heavily against the measureo
Mimeographed sheets were distributed about the city, along with cards imprinted with a "skull and crossbones".
Various scientific
"authorities"
were quoted, claiming fluoridation
would harm the kidneys, that it would harden the arteries,
etc ..

13. As the election drew nearer, opposing groups seemed fairly clearly defined.
"This
The San Francisco
CHRONICLEin its October 28 Sunday magazine supplement,
World", outlined
these groups as follows.
After telling
about the groups (both national and local) which had investigated
and endorsed fluoridation,
the CHRONICLE
continued:
"Some San Franciscans
are not happy about the prospect
of
fluoridated.
water.
Organized opposition
to the measure
comes from three separate
sources,
the Churches of Christ
Scientist,
the Citizens'
Committee for the Protection
of
San Francisco's
Good Water, and the Citizens'
Committee
Against Fluoridation."
According to our information,
the Citizens'
San Francisco's
Good Water was led by a realtor.

Committee

We frankly do not know if there was any relationship
between any of the four opposition
groups mentioned,,

for the Protection
or working

of

connection

14., A few days prior to the election,
we were told by various members of the
Citizens'
Cammittee that summons were bei.ng served by either Mr .. Martynow and/or
Mrs. Franzen.
Summons were also served on three of the Supervisors
who "ordered the
following argument submitted to the voters in favor of Proposition
M". I regret that
an extra copy of this summons is not now availableo

It did, however, accuse the co:rn.mittee of misrepresentation
in the profluoridation
statement
placed in the voters pamphlet which we have previously
mentioned.
For one thing, the American Medical Association
(which did not officially
endorse fluoridation
until after the election)
was li.sted as one of the endorsing
organizations.
A second criticism
was levelled
at the phrase:
"Introducing
this
safe chemical into a.rinking water results
in no ill effectso"
In line with the camis a poison (which of
paign premise of Mrso Franzen and Mr" Martynow that fluoride
course it is in excessive
a.mounts) and despite the findings
of all major scientific
and professional
groups that the recommended ratio of fluorine
(1 part fluoride
to
every million parts of water) is completely safe, the complaint said the statement
is false.
The complaint also contend.ed that the ballot
argument:
"Extensive
research since 1916 has conclusively
proved that scientifically
controlled
fluoridation

3.,

prevents up to 60 per cent of the decay in the children's
teeth" was similarly
"false in that such has not yet been conclusively
proven; that such statement is
misleading in that it leads voters of the city and county of San Francisco who study
the aforesaid
ballot argument for gui.dance to believe that the introduction
of
fluorine
into dri.nking water supplies will be 'scientifically
controlled
fluoridation';
such statement is fraudulent
in that it seeks to persuade the aforesaid
voters of the city and county of San Francisco who study thi.s ballot
argument for
guidance to approve the aforesaid
Declarati.on of Policy on a statement that is untrue rr
c

Lastly,
the ballot
statement:
"Your physician
and dentist
endorse this
proposition"
was clai.med to be "false in that not every physician
and dentist
have
endorsed this proposition;
it is misleading
in the same respects
that it is false;
it is fraudulent
i.n the same respects
that it is false."
Article
XV of the Complaint reads as follows:
"That the plaintiffs
have
been damaged by said false, misleading
and fraudulent
statements made by defendants
in the sum of FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND
DOLLARS($500,000"00) WHEREFORE,plaintiffs
pays
judgment against defendants
for the sum of FIVE ffiJNDRED
THOUSAND
DOLLARS
($500,000.00)
and for such other and further relief
as to the court seems meet and
just."
l5o Our own counter-opposition
took at all times the positive
approach to this
type of misrepresentation.
No attempt was made to go on the defensive,
thus repeating the arguments of our opponents~
Rather, it was stated and re-stated
that fluoridation is an entirely
safe, bene.fici.al publi.c health measure, endorsed by the nation's
leading scientific
organizations.
These statements
appeared over the signature
of
such men as the Presidents. of the Medical and Dental Societies,
the Director
of the
Department of Public Health, the President
of the Catholic PoT~Ao, the Public Health
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, the Superintendant
of Schools, etc.
16~ At the election,
held on November 6th, Fluoridation
passed by a majority
of 114,125 to 88,377.
While this was a substantial
majority,
it was clear that many
people had been successfully
confused, and that what, in the professional
and
scientific
view should be a relatively
simple health measure had been cast into considerable
doubt.
17. During the period between the election
and the actual inauguration
of
fluoridation,
efforts
to impede initiation
were still
made. For instance
an article
by James Bo Thompson, Associated
editor of the HastingsLaw Journal was given wide
circulationo
Thompson, according to the San Francisco CALLBULLETIN, stated that fluoridation is "in violation
of state laws and federal constitutionn"
It should be
pointed out John Be Thompson at the time was a second. year law student and could not
speak for the law college~
The only body that can speak officially
for the Hastings
Law College is the Board of Regents of the University
of California.
Nevertheless,
the $500,000 damage suit was dismissed. on December 11, 1951,
by Superior Judge William T. Sweigert, who declared that "no legally
recognized cause
of action is stated or can be stated" .. As for the question regarding legality
of
fluoridation,
on July 9, 1952, City Attorney Dion Holm ruled there was no legal prohibition
against the·addition
to drinking water~
publication,

4 ..

In reference
stated:

to Mr. Holm's decision,

the San Francisco

RECORDER,a legal

"Citing a recent San Diego county Superior Court case in
which a non-suit
motion was granted} thus upholding legality
of a similar fluoridation
program, City Attorney Holm,
referring
to a claim that the right of religious
freedom is
violated
in the proposed program., quoted from a State
Supreme Court opinion which said:
" 'There can be no question that a person is free
whatever belief
his conscience dictates,
but when
lates his belief
into action he may be required
to
to reasonable
regulations
which are applicable
to
sons and are designed to accomplish a permissible

18. Subsequently}
August 25., 1952.

the actual

fluoridation

of San Francisco's

to hold
he transconfonn
all perobjective.'
water

"
began on

How Fluoridation Facts Were Presented to
the Citizens of Baltimore, Md.
H. BERTON McCAULEY, D.D.S.

Public EducationTook Two Years
Though
it is the prerogatiue
of
le~ulers to leml intrepidly,
they are
wise to set a cautious
pace that
al!oavs the rank aml file to keep up
imth them; otherwise there may be
110 parmle.
This hack11eve,l obsert'tttion is git)ell nerv mem1i11g by the
success story that follows.

+ On November

26, 1952: the people of
Baltimore, Md., inaugurated a program
of water fluoridation which they believe
will eliminate from the next generation
of Baltimoreans a substantial portion of
the tooth decay which is their current
misfortune.
On this occasion, Mayor
Thomas D'Alesandro 1 summarized the
public interest in the program as follows:
What we do here today may well be termed
by future generations one of the most important events in the history of our city.
By adding fluorine to our water. an advancr
strongly recommended both by the dental and
medical professions, we begin today to benefit
thousands of young children, and in the future
hundreds of thousands of boys and girls ~ill
he Qenefited.
Exhaustive tests by the United States Public
Health Service have demonstrated conclusively
that fluoridation of the drinking water supply
will reduce dental decay up to 60 per cent.
Thinking in terms of toothaches alone. the
benefits to children will be enormous. And
fluoridation will have a very beneficial effect
on the financial headaches of parents.
Our medical and dental authorities tell tff
that the addition of fluorine to the drinking
water has the direct result of strengthening
the enamel which coats our teeth. It is a$
simple as that.
Yet this greatly desired result is attained
without any hanµful effect on the body.
Proof of thi5; has been demonstrated again
..:id again in communities which have fluorine
in their water naturally and in quantities
much larger than we shall add. As a matter
of fact, there are several such communities
right here in Maryland ..•.
There was a little opposition-misguided
opposition-to
fluorine. But the overwhelming
majority of our people, the parents of Baltimore who think of the well-being of their
children, is solidly behind fluorine.
The support of the people and the powerful
support of the medical and dental pro'fessions
have made this day possible.
I believe with all my heart that in the
fluoridation of our water we have something
wonderful to be thankful for, in addition to
all the other blessings we enjoy as American
citizens.

Reprinted

with

Two years of educational effort were
required to make fluoridation -of the
wa~er supply of Baltimore City possible.
T?1s effort began November 3, 1950,
with the appearance in the newspapers
of an account of the activities of the
1~merican Dental Association, at that
tune. convened in Atlantic City. The
dentists were pondering a resolution
·'urging addition of sodium fluoride to
drinking water to help fight tooth
decay.''
The resolution was adopted. Immediately, Dr. Huntington Williams, the
commissioner of health of Baltimore
City, was -requested by the mayor, and
shortly later by resolution of the City
Council, to study the possible addition
of a fluorine compound to the municipal
water supply. Jn response a report from
the Bureau of Dental Care was submitted promptly.

The Mayor Gets the Facts
The bureau's report to the mayor
was noted in Baltimore nev,spapers on
November 14. Quoting the Sur,:
City Weighs Dental Remedy in Water
A study of results in other cities where the
water is so treated indicates that tooth decay
would be reduced about 50 per cent amoirn
those who drank the treated water the first
eight years of their life .... Maximum benefits
would follow such use of the fluoridated water
during early life but there would also be
retardation of decay for those who began its
use later in life ....
Sodium fluoride ( is) one
of the chemicals suitable for the treatment.
... Treatment cost would be about $55,000 a
year. . . . (The) decrease in tooth decay under the plan within about five years would
begin to ~how results in better teeth among
children and a drop in the cost of the dental
care program .•••
Reduction of decay would
be reflected in greatly improved teeth, health
and appearance for tomorrow's citizens and a
very substantial decrease in the presently
staggering total of our population's unmet
dental needs. . . .

On the bash, of the report, the mayor
asked the ~ get director whether the
sum needed 1or starting the fluoridation
plan in 1951 could be provided without
unbalancing the budget for that year,
which had just been prepared and sent
to the City Council.
permission
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Two days later, November 16, the
Sun carried another article, "City to
Treat Water to Cut Tooth Decay." This
item reiterated much of the information
published previously and added:
Although the fluorine program has its
maximum effect on children who drink the
treated water, tests in other cities indicate
the benefits extend through adult life. . . .
Fluoridation does not alter the appearance or
taste of the water or render it capable of any
known harm ....
Enough evidence is available
for Baltimore to. go ahead. . . . If the city
adopts a policy of watchful waiting. it will
have lost the benefits of the program in the
interim period ....
The loss in tooth protection among youngsters cannot be made up
through subsequent water treatment ....

The budget director concluded that
the money was available.

The Press Gets the Facts
By the middle of Ndvember, 1950,
public interest in fluoridation had
reached such a level that the Health
Department began to receive inquiries
directly from the pt"CSs. Here ·was an
opportunity to expand and clarify the
material in the report to the mayor in
order to call attention to many additional pertinent facts:
Fluorine added to Baltimore's water supply
will reach the teeth via the blood stream .•••
Once there it will cut decay 50 to 60 per cent.
. . • How fluorine works is not precisely
known ...•
'It's like electricity. All we know
is that it does the work .•. .' Two thories are
advanced ....
One that it interferes with the
activity of enzymes which indirectly break
down tooth enamel. •..
The other tha't it
hardens the teeth, making them less soluble
to acids formed from sweets and similar foods.
A child \\hose teeth are nearly formed when
fluoride is added to the water supply will
receive some help, but babies born under the
influence of fluoridated water will receive the
greatest benefit .•..
After eight or ten years
of age there is little to be gained by exposure
to fluoride-bearing water ..•.
Adults not exposed to a fluoride water in early life are a
lost cause ....
Trying to help adults prevent
tooth decay is like Jocking the barn door after
the horse is stolen ....
Fluorine by itself is a gas. It is added to
water supplies
in a compound, sodium
fluoride, sodium silico-fluoride or hydrofluosilicic acid, which bear the same relationship
to fluorine that table salt, sodium chloride,
bears to chlorine. • • • If too much fluorine,
more than 1.5 parts in a million parts of
water, is present in the water, the enamel of
teeth formed under its influence in some
children may be mottled enough to be notice•
able ..••
However, there is no danger of
mottled enamel from adding fluorine up to the
1.5 p.p.m. level. •..

No opportunity was lost to remind
people that fluoridation is a proved
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procedure.
Pilot programs of many
years duration in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Newburgh, 'N. Y., Brantford. Ont.,
Marshall, Tex., Sheboygan, Wis., and
Evanston, Ill., had amply demonstrated
its effectiveness, and the experience of
populations living in fluoride water
areas, its safety. The Public Health Serv•
ice, in an Associated Press dispatch
dated October 27, 1950, said: "today it
has definitely been· shown that sodium
fluoride added to the public water supply will 'substantially reduce' dental
decay in children." In the final analysis,
fluoridation is no more or less than the
c·1olication of a condition in nature
favorable to dental health. At present,
more than 15 million people in about
800 communities are receiving fluoridated water.
During the last two months of 1950,
the Baltimore papers carried numerous
news items, editorials, and letters to the
editor on the proposed fluoridation of
the city's water supply. Most of them
were favorable: some expressed caution; a very few were frankly opposed.
Perhaps most influential were accounts
of favorable actions by the Baltimore
City Dental Society, the Medical and
Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland, the
dean and faculty of ·the University of
Maryland's Baltimore College of Dental
Surgery, and the Maryland State Board
of Health. People were warned that
fluoridation is not "the magic wand that
completely prevents tooth decay." At
the same time its safety was established
in the public mind with statements like
these by Dr. J. Ben Robinson, dean, and
Dr. Myron S. Aisenberg, professor of
pathology of the dental school:
With the one part in a million ratio planned
here it would take 1,000 gallons of water-at
one time-to
he lethal. . • . The amount of
fluorine which remains in the system is not
cumulative to the extent of 4 grams (the
lethal dose) .•••
Animals and fish, dogs, cats
and goldfish, even rats and mice, suffer no ill
effects .•..
Studies of the use of the chemical
in test cities over a period Qf years ( vield)
no evidence of any harmful effects on bone
structure, eyesight, or other bodily development .••• A test in New York State has shown
a (significant) reduction in decay in a fluorine
city .•..
The results should be even better as
more time passes. . . .
Dr. McCauley is director, Bureau of Dental
Care, City Health Department, Baltimore, .M<l.
This paper was presented before the American
School Health Association and the Dental
Health. Public Health Education, and School
Health Sections of the American Public
Health Association at the Eighty-first Annual
.l\Ieeting in New York, N. Y., November 12,
1953.

It is interesting· to note that on
November 27 the City Council conducted a hearing on the fluoridation
proposal "because of report of opposition," hut according to the Sun: "no
one appeared to oppose the use of the
chemical in the water supply."

The City Waits to See
On June 29, 1951, while the Bureau
of Water Supply and the Health Department continued to study fluoridation
as a practical procedure, the Baltimore
papers published the content of a letter
received by the mayor from the Surgeon
General of the Public He~lth Service,
Dr. Leonard A. Scheele: "It is my view
that the City of Baltimore can no longer
afford to postpone fluoridation of the
drinking water supply." He noted that
fluoridation was approved by the American Dental Association, the American
Public Health Association, the American
Water Works Association, the Asso~
ciation of State and Territorial Dental
Health Directors, the American Association of Public Health Dentists, and
the Association of State and Territorial
Health Officers.
However, caution was the order of the
day. The commissioner of health indicated to the mayor, and it appeared in
the Sun on June 29, that:

The Dental School Is Heard
On July 6, the Sun made public a
letter to the mayor by Dr. Robinson
who urged prompt fluoridation of the
water supply and reiterated the safety
and benefits of the plan. From a previous report of the director of the Bureau
of Dental Care it was noted that:
Several hundred thousand people spend
their entire lives in areas where the chemical
is naturally present in the water ....
Certainly
if low fluorine is toxic, it would during the
last 100 years have been made known in the
course of routine medical observation of these
people ....
Of the 3,400,000 teeth (in Baltimore) which
should he filled, dentists are able to fill only
500,000 each year and of 1,800,000 which
!o-houldbe extracted, only 300,000 arc pulled.
. . . The cost of adding fluorine has been
estimated at $80,000 a year, $2,000,000 in 25
years ....
But Baltimoreans are now spending
$2,000,000 a year for their inadequate carefor 500,000 fillings and 300,000 extractions ....
The present unmet ncnl to fill 2,900,000 teeth
can be reduced with fluoridation to 1,200,000
and the unmet need to pull 1,500,000 teeth can
be reduced to 300,000....
Fluoridated water cannot be expected to
bring about a repair of damage already accompfo•hed by decay. . . . People continuously
residing in fluoride water areas not only have
two-thirds less tooth decay but they lose their
teeth at a considerable slower rate than people
in fluoride-free sections ....

NRC Reports Fluoridation Safe
On November 29, 1951, a special dispatch appeared in the Evening Sun:

While in general the reports of experience
in other communities are favorable ...•
Baltimore should not take this step in the immediate future. • • . (T) here remains some
considerable doubt in the minds of leading
medical and sanitary authorities on the question of possible toxicity of a cumulative nature
for adults.

Fluoridation of public drinking water to
reduce tooth decay as called for by a $90,000
plan in Baltimore is safe and practicable, according to a report by a special committee of
the National Research Council.

It was decided to await the report of
a National Research Council ad hoc
Committee on Fluoridation of Water
Supplies, which among its 10 members
included the professors of medicine,
epidemiology, and sanitary engineering
of the Johns Hopkins University. In an
editorial June 30, the Sun paved the
way to public acceptance of the forthcoming report by this statement:

The committee reports that children in
communities where there are small amounts
(one part per million) of a fluoride in the
drinking water have from one-third to onehalf as muc-h tooth decay as children exposed
to fluorine-free water.
The increased resistance to decay, the committee found, carries
into adult life to an 'appreciable degree.' The
fluoride can be added to fluorine-free water
supplies with the same beneficial effects, and,
if handled wisely, should not have harmful
effects on the human system.

If (the) committee approves fluoridation,
the Mayor will have firmer reason to get on
with his plan for Baltimore. If the committee finds evidence that fluorine is harmful, the
Mayor will have reason to thank Dr. Williams
for advocating a wait-and-see policy.

Baltimore had been given the evidence it needed. On November 30, the
commissioner of health transmitted the
National Research Council report to the
mayor with this comment:

An editorial follow-up stated further:

This report which is very satisfactory has
just reached me during the past half hour,
and I feel sure that now it will be well, on
the basis of these findings, for Baltimore City
to move forward with the plan you have
sponsored so actively Jo take this important
step.

The mayor announced the same day
that authority of the State Board of
Health had been requested for adding
fluoride to the city water as a preventive
of tooth decay.

The Opposition Is Heard
An important influence against the
fluoridation plan in Baltimore appeared
December 29, 1951, in a dispatch from
Philadelphia under the headline "Fluorine Use Called 'Risk'."
This voiced
the opinion of Dr. Robert S. Harris
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who declared that because
"much still is unknown about the longtime effects of small amounts taken
every day" fluoridation is "a calculated
risk."
The keynote of the opposition,
sounded by Dr. Harris, was enlarged
upon during the following months, and
the fluoridation issue rendered thoroughly confusing to the public by the
publicized activities of the Delaney
Committee of the House of Representatives. 2
On February 25, 1952, a resolution
appeared in the City Council (No. 506):
WHEREAS, there is disagreement among
scientists as to the effect of water fluoridation
on ageing people;
WHEREAS,claims are made that fluoride is
harmful to persons suffering from rheumatism
and arthritis; now, therefore be it
RESOLVED
by the City Council of Baltimore,
That the Health Committee request the Commissioner of Health and the Water Engineer
to give to it whatever information is available
on this treatment by fluoridation of city water
supplies.

The Opposition Gets the Facts
The commissioner of health and the
water engineer appeared before the
Health Committee of the City Council
in an open hearing March 3, 1952, at
which time the commissioner presented
a prepared statement. 3 This and a
second hearing on March 7 were attended primarily by women ( about 80
in number) who vehemently attacked
fluoridation with claims that the chemical was a rat poison and an insecticide
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and would cause "hardening of the
bones" and "conceivably .••
injuries
to the kidneys, stomach, thyroid gland
and the brain."
Fluoridation was declared "unconstitutional,"
''a
fifth
column," ''social mass medication," and
"pagan." Dentists were accused of interest in the chemical industry.
Drs. Williams and Aisenberg carried
the debate for fluoridation. In addition
to the statements of the commissioner,
it was explained to the ·Health Committee and those present that fluorine fights
acids in the mouth which cause dental
decay.
Although it makes enamel
harder, it does not make bones harder
or more brittle because the teeth take
only what is needed from the water and
the rest of the chemical is discharged by
the kidneys without ill effect. Copies of
the National Research Council report
and "Fluoridation Questions and Answers," a Health Department information folder, were distributed to interested persons.
An attempt by opposition council
members to make fluoridation the subject of a referendum was unsuccessful,
and on March 10, a new resolution was
introduced in the City Council J.No.

533):
WHEREAS,there seems to be considerable
uncertainty as to the wisdom of placing
fluoride in the water sup.ply; and
WHEREAS,it seems r!esirable that further
study should be given to this important subject in order to determine whether such
chemical will he harmful to certain adults·
and
'
WHEREAS,while such fluoridation of water
may he beneficial to young children, if the
result. is that adults are seriously harmed; ...
RESOLVED
by the City Council of Baltimore,
That the Commissioner of Health and the
Water Engineer of Baltimore City be and they
are hereby requested to delay the fluoridation
of the City's water supply until additional
information has been secured in order to determine whether it is a wise step to take
under all the circumstances; . . .

Consequently, on March 19, 1952! a
third public hearing on fluoridation was
conducted by the Health Committee. To
it were invited any doctors or dentists
who opposed the measure. None had
appeared previously, and none appeared
now. Instead the affirmative was confirmed by Dr. Francis A. Arnold, Jr.,
deputy director, and Dr. Isadore Zipkin.
biochemist of the National Institute of
Dental Research:

Thorough medical checks on aauJts who
have lived for 20 years or more in a Texas
town (Bartlett) with (8 ppm) fluorine in the
water showed no had effects. . . • Adults in
Boulder (Colo.), which has no fluorine lost
three tim.es as many teeth when' they re;ched
35 and had four times the number of cavities
as adults in Colorado Springs, which has
natural fluorine ••••
Thorough medical tests
show (that) 90 per cent of the chemical is
thrown off by the body ....
The chemical is
not a health hazard and does not injure vital
organs or bones. . . .

On hand, also, to endorse fluoridation
were leaders of medicine and dentistry
in the city and state: Dr. Robert H.
Riley, the state director of health; Dr.
Dean Roberts, his deputy; and Dr. A.
McGhee Harvey, Johns Hopkins professor of medicine, who participated in the
National Research Council study. The
array of professional talent was impressive. Only a chiropracter spoke out
against fluoridation.
Four days later
the City Council voted 17 to 4 to reject
resolution 533. On March 26, an editorial commented:
The contest has been decided and it turned
out to be no contest. That· being so, there is
no legitimate reason to postpone the use of
fluorine.

A Complaint Is Heard
The Baltimore Morning Sun for April
5, 1952, reported that the city was delaying fluoridation pending the delivery
of storage tanks for the chemical. Meanwhile, two taxpayers, Ian Ross Macfarlane and Harry C. Hoffman, filed a
complaint in court alleging that "introduction of fluorine into the water supply
would be prejudicial to health, to
religious rights and to other rights
guaranteed by the constitution of the
State of Maryland" and named the
mayor, the City Council, the health commissioner, and the water engineer as
defendents. Fluoridation was again the
subject of debate.
On May 6, Dr. Harold C. Hodge,
professor of pharmacology and toxicology of the University of Rochester, and
Dr. Reidar F. Sognnaes, associate dean
of the Harvard Dental School, addressed
a meeting of the Maryland State Dental
Association in Baltimore. They received
favorable press coverage and answered
pertinent questions: To what extent does
the human body naturally obtain fluorine? Is there a reduction of acid in
the mouths of users of fluorine? What
effect has the use of fluoridated water
on diseases of old age? The widespread
prevalence of fluorine in natural foods
and the toxicology of fluorine were cited
as evidence precluding deleterious ef-

fects from a water supply fluoridated
to the 1 ppm level. When fluoride was
added to a cavity-producing sugar diet
in experimental animals, the number of
cavities dropped by three-fourths. There
was "absolutely no scientific basis" to
rumors that fluoride caused arthritis,
rheumatism, high blood pressure, or
other diseases. Both essayists stressed
the need for fluoridation of water
supplies.

The Court Gets the Facts
For two days, November 6 and 7,
1952, Judge Michael J. Manlev of the
Circuit Court of Baltimore City listened
to testimony in the injunction suit
brought to prevent the city from fluoridating the water supply. As in the case
of the hearings conducted by the Health
Committee of the City Council, recognized authorities from far and near
were called upon to take the stand for
fluoridation.*
Only Mr. Hoffman, a
Christian Scientist, testified against
fluoridation. Mr. Macfarlane, the other
complainant, failed to appear in the
court room at any time during the
pr.oceedings.
Judge Manley signed a decree dismissing the bill of complaint on November 12.4 Two weeks later fluoridation
was begun.
* Anwng tJ,,,111 wen Dr. Francis A. Arnold, Jr., and
Dr. Isidore Zipkin of the Public Health Service; Dr.
Alan M. Chesney, president of the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of .Maryland and <lean of the Johns Hopkins
School uf l\frJicine;
Dr. Maurice Pincoffs, professor of
mcdieinc in tlw Uni,·crsity of Maryland and member of
the St11te Board of Health; Dr. Perry S. Prather, deputy
<liret'lor of th,· Maryland State Dcpartm,·nt of Health-;
Dr. Huntington
Williams,
commissioner
of h<'alth of
Baltlmore City; J. S. Strohmeyer,
the water engineer;
Dr. J. Roy Doty, secretary of t!ie Cu11ncil on Dental
Therapeutics
of the American Dental Association;
and
Dr. Myron S. Aiscoberg of the dental school.
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"As an engineer,
and former
head of the Washington
School
of Mechanical
Engineering,
I have, since being Mayor,
followed
the advice of experts
in the various fields of municipal
problems.
At the outset of my administration,
when fluoridation
was
proposed
I realized
that this was primarily
a medical
and dental
problem,
which I was not personally
qualified to determine
without
outside advice.
Therefore,
I appointed
a committee
of qualified
medical
and dental experts to advise me.
Our local problem
was further
complicated
by the fact that
our Water Commissioner,
an engineer,
was publicly opposed to
fluoridation.
As an engineer,
I thought this was unwise because
I did not feel that he was qualified by either experience
or training
to set policy on this question.
To make a long story
unanimously
recommended
Board of Aldermen.

short, the committee
which I appointed
fluoridation
and it was adopted by our

Our experience
with this public health measure
so far has
been entirely
satisfactory,
and exhaustive
national
tests over a
long period of years conclusively
indicate that this measure
will
materially
benefit our community.
The small but vocal opposition
to this proposal
has virtually
disappeared
in recent months. "
R.R. TUCKER
Mayor

MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

"Fluoridation
of the Milwaukee
water supply began on July 22,
1953 and has continued without interruption
until the present
time.
Except for a very small and vociferous
group of antifluoridationists,
there have been no expressions
of disapproval
of fluoridation
of
Milwaukee's
water supply during the past years •••
Since inauguration
of fluoridation
in Milwaukee
no industry
has
indicated
to the Health Department
or to the Water Works,
or to
the Mayor or Corrunon Council,
that it believed the fluoridated
water
was in any way deleterious
to its operation.
No specific individual
has set forth any claim that his health
was being dam.aged by the use of fluoridated
water.
Some antifluoridationists
have made a general
claim that the health of people
was being adversely
affected.
The Commissioner
of Health has,
however,
publicly pro ·claimed his willingness
to arrange
for the free
hospitalization
and detailed
clinical
study of any individual
who might
allege that his health was being adversely
affected by the conswnption
of fluoridated
water.
Although this offer was made more than 1 1/2
years ago, no individual
has in any way sought to take advantage
of
the offer.
In my opinion,
there have been no significant
political
consequences
In any election there are, of course,
associated
with fluoridation.
many things which influence
the people to support or oppose a candidate.
In this connection
it is of interest
to note that the fight for fluoridation
in the Milwaukee
Common Council was led by an Alderman
whose
return to office in the Spring election of 1956 was by the largest
margin
he had ever obtained.
The Alderman
who was most outspokeL.
in his opposition
to fluoridation,
and who was actually
the only real
opponent of fluoridation
among the Aldermen,
was defeated
in his
attempt to be re-elected
in the Spring of 1956.
The foregoing
statement is not to be construed
as meaning
support or opposition
to
fluoridation
resulted
in the success
of one candidate
or failure
of
the other.
I mention thes ·e cases only to point out that leadership
in the Comm.on Council in favor of fluoridation
did not, apparently,
adversely
affect a candidate
in spite of the fact that some antifluoridationists
had threatened
to 1get 1 him.
On the other hand, if
the antifluoridationists
exerted any effort to re-elect
the other Alderman, the results
of their efforts were not discernable."

E. R. KRUMBIEGEL
Conunissioner
of Health

FLUORIDATION****
HOW ONE TOWN SUCCEEDED
(address
before Connecticut
Health League on May 24, 1956)
by Harold Singer,
D. D.S.
Torrington,
Connecticut
Privileged
as I feel I am to be addressing
you -- my purpos·e
in accepting
this invitation
is more one of duty; and a feeling of
shame that is comparatively
wealthy State of Connecticut,
wealthy
in intelligence
as well as worldly goods, should be no further
advanced
in its acceptance
of fluoridation
than it is.
I have not
only given up a half day from my office today but have devoted
many such days to this crusade,
because
of the intimate
as sociation I have as a general practitioner
in Dentistry
with the
frustrating
mechanics
of restoring
teeth again and again.
Now,
I feel, we have at our disposal
the only effective
preventive
and
it is my duty, our duty, as dentists,
to be in the forefront
of the
crusade.
I come from Torrington.
A community
of approximately
30, 000 people.
An industrial
city, like so many other Connecticut
towns, with 90% of its populace
dependent
upon the manufacturing
facilities
to provide their sustenance.
It is no more intelligent
nor less than others of its kind.
No more nor less progressive
or alert.
How was it that Torrington
succeeded
in voting yes to
the question of fluoridation
with such a relatively
large proportion
of ayes to nays?
It goes back a long way.
To 1949 to be specific.
I believe at
that time the first preliminary
report was available
from the
experiment
being conducted
in Newburgh,
N. Y. At my invitation
the president
of the local water company and our local health officer
sat down at lunch to discuss
the possibility
of considering
fluoridation for our town.
From this meeting,
having been assured
of the
cooperation
of the Torrington
Water Co. , a private
organization
I might add, and aware of the enthusiastic
sentiments
of our health
officer,
I went to our local Dental Society and proposed
that we
actively take up the campaign.
Without dissent and with some
enthusiasts
we notified our health officer to broach the subject for
the first time to our city council.
Knowing full well that the
Newburgh experiment
had run only four years of a proposed
ten
year experiment
we were over-optimistic
in our hopes that our city
council would be the first to accept that then new concept.
Of course,
as you have no doubt surmised,
it was too new, too untried,
unproven
and experimental
to interest
our city fathers
in I 949.

-2However,
each year, as new evidence cam.e out in the press,
both professional
and lay, we returned
to the city council and asked
that it be considered.
Evidence collected by our health officer and
by a committee
of dentists from material
gathered
from our national dental association
and from the state health department
and Mr.
Scott of the Bureau of Sanitary Engineering,
from reports
submitted
by the Torrington
Water Co. and from succeeding
reports
of the
Newburgh and Grand Rapids,
Michigan experiments
was submitted
to the city council for consideration.
Unfortunately,
it is a rare
community
that does not believe in the old adage,
"Be not the first
to lay aside the old -- nor to take up the new."
It finally behooved the Dental Society that our approach
had
been wrong.
We had started at the top.
True, had it succeeded,
that would have been the simplest
solution to the problem.
Now
we must consider
starting at the bottom -- the hard way -- by
getting to the grass roots -- the people.
Therefore
in 1953-54
an active campaign was instituted
to contact every organization
willing to listen to our story.
In that period we spoke to all but
two of the eleven P. T. A. units in our town, the P. T. A. council,
the Medical Association,
the Chamber of Commerce,
Kiwanis Club
from individuals
and to Rotary.
We gathered
over 1000 signatures
petitioning
the city council to consider
the question of fluoridation.
We used in conjunction
with our talks to these various groups the
film supplied by the A. D. A. and the State health department
enspoke of its value in
titled,
"A Drop In The Bucket. " Dentists
their offices,
pediatricians
spoke of it and all of us kept a supply
of small booklets and leaflets
of pertinent
literature
available
on
our waiting room tables.

With these 1000 signatures
petitioning
the council to consider
fluoridation
and with the re solutions of the Medical Society,
and
the service
clubs we again approached
the Mayor and the city
council with the hope that the tangible evidence we had to show
them of our people I s desire for this benefit plus, by now, the
overwhelntlng
evidence of many national professional
organizations
on record in favor, would be of sufficient weight to have them make
a. decision in its favor.
At this meeting with the city council we
arrayed
ourselves
in force -- three members
of the dental profession,
Frank Erlenbach
of the State Department
of Health,
our local health
officer,
and a member
of the P. T. A. council.
Once again the
council was courteous,
responsive,
but undecided
and once again it
was tabled.
We would hear from the city council after all the
evidence we had s11bmitted had been considered
and discussed.
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I might here insert tha:t vociferous
opposition
was rare,
sporadic
and weak.
No organized
forces appeared
to fight the
issue.
Also no organized
forces,
other than the health officer
and the Committee
of Dentists
fought for it. A relative
inertia:
existed on the question both pro and con on the part of the public
who would be those most to benefit and on the part of the city
fathers
who m:ight have led the populace
to achieve this benefit.
Months went by without further
contact between th.e council
and those interested
in action.
Th.e situation
lay in limbo and
to those who are enthusiastic
such is intolerable.
Therefore,
in the sum.mer of 1955 it was decided to attempt
another
approach
and allow the council to get themselves
off the hook, so to speak.
We were to propose
that since they did not feel able or willing to
make a decision
upon this question themselves
would it not be
preferable
to allow the people to make the decision
at the polling
place on election
day in October?
The proposal
was m.ade, some
discussion
ensued and we had it! With one proviso,
however!
The people may vote on the question,
yes, but -- this may not be
an edict whether
the vote be yes or no. It must be simply a poll
to ascertain
the wishes of the populace.
Now our work was to begin.
Under such conditions
a simple
majority
vote would not be sufficient.
We contacted
our Connecticut State Dental Association
Committee
on Fluoridation
for advice.
We had come to the point of putting the quest on the machine.
How
should we proceed?
Had tb.ey a plan?
A modus operandi
prepared
for communitie
·s at this point?
Pm sorry to say our Dental Association Fluoridation
Comnrittee
was not prepared
to be of assistance.
No plan, no format to follow, no expert advice.
Deplorable.
Our
methods
must therefore
be innovated.
Aware that other communities
had arrived
at this junction that
we had finally achieved
and been defeated
at the polls we decided
that their methods
had defeated
them.
We had arrived
at this point
successfully.
Why?
Because
we had quietly educated
the public.
Because we had not allowed emotionalism
to get in its devastating
work by steering
clear of anything but hard clear facts .. Because
we had not allowed any opposition
that was forthcoming
to urge us
into debate,
name calling or mudslinging
nor had we becoine
so
blatant as to arouse
outlying opposition
to rally its forces and
.invade our town.
Then too, we had patiently
worn down the council
members
to the point that further
opposition
or inertia
left them in
a poor position.
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On those basic precepts
we conducted
our successful
campaign
for a favorable
vote at the polls.
No publicity,
no big rallies,
no
more talks before groups,
nothing that would arous .e contro v e·rsy
until three days before election day. And we p·repared
for those
three days.
We called together
those people representative
of
groups we knew to be vitally interested
to map out the strategy,
and the help of Dr. Erlenbach
and Mr. Geyer,
public education
consultant
with the State Department
of Health.
Each one at this
meeting was gi v en a job to do and did it to the best of his ability.
One, perhaps,
had the job of activating
the telephone
squads of
the P. T. A. unit s reminding
them of the comin g vote on fluoridation.
Another,
to prepare
for a squad of workers
to be stationed
in front of the polling places throughout
the day to hand out 10, 000
printed throwaways
we had prepared
reminding
people just before
going in to v9te not to forget to v ote YES on the fluoridation
question.
Another,
to contact school authorities
to r ·equest permission
to
distribute
through the children,
and thus to the parents,
educational
material
reiterating
the ben e fits of fluoridation
and, of course,
someone to handle publicity,
both radio and newspaper.
The publicity
consisted
of the rehashing
of all those arguments
in fa v or of fluoridation
to reacquaint
p e ople with what they are
prone so easily to let go in one ear and out the other:
small two
or three line quotes from well known local professional
people;
ten to fifteen word spot announcements
over the local radio station
placed at strategic
hours throughout
the three days prior to election
day; and on the final day before el e ction a half page ad on the back
page of the local paper -- once more concisely
giving the reasons
for favoring
fluoridation
and listin g all those national
and local
organizations
endorsing
it.
Basically,
that
a favorable
vote but
quantitatively,
than
voting machine
at a

w a s our campaign.
an ove rwhehningly
would be expected
regular
election.

Our aim was to get not only
favorable
vote with more,
to vote upon questions
on the

Apparently,
our strategy,
as w ell as our years of educating
the public,
was the proper a pproach.
We won and we won overwhelmingly.
In looking at th e results
of the past three general
elections
we determined
that approximately
25% of those voting
on candidates,
rem embered,
or cared,
to vote on questions
placed
upon the machine.
We succeeded
in int e resting approximately
46% to consider
the question and of those close to 4100 voted in
favor as opposed to about 1100 against.
About a 4 to 1 majority.
It was a proud day for all of us.
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Now our next step confronted
us.
Those of you who have
dealt in any manner
with governmental
agencies,
municipal
or
otherwise,
must be aware of the need to initiate,
instigate,
nag,
or what have you, to get action.
I am sorry to say that notwithstanding this large favorable
vote, which,
to my mind stood as
an edict to our council,
it became necessary
to suggest
action.
The Mayor appointed
a committee
whose function
it was to study
and report
upon the methods
and cost of adding fluorine
to the
water supply of Torrington.
This committee
consisted
of members
of prominence
in the various
activities
in town such as P~ T. A. ,
service
clubs,
labor,
manufacturers,
medical
profession,
health
department,
finance board,
city council,
etc.
This committee,
of which I was favored
to be chairman,
devoted three months to
studying the problem
after having been broken down into three
working
groups
-- building facilities,
cost analysis
and cost
apportionment.
A copy of this report
is attached.
May I summarize
what we in Torrington
as effectively
in many other communities.
iastic crusaders,
and unemotionally
aware
problem
were the leaders.

did that may be used
Men of repute,
enthusof the facts salient to

We, over a long seven years,
planted and nurtured
and made
blossom
the bold idea in the minds of those most likely to benefit
-the parents.
And, indirectly,
the city council and Mayor for they,
too, would benefit politically
were they to be able to point to
fluoridation
as one of their accomplishments
during their tenure
of office.
We gathered
evidenc e that all organizations
of respect
wer ·e
endorsers
of the idea.
We persuaded
a large number
of people to
personally
sign their names to petitions
asking that the council
immediately
consider
fluoridation.
We placed the city council in the position
of no!Y longer
it politically
wise to continue
inaction.
They were therefore
to place the question
upon the voting machine.

finding
forced

We organized
and effectively
executed
a three day whirlwind
campaign
of reiteration
of education
and of persuasion
to vote in
large numbers
upon the question.
After a favorable
ittee, also of repute,

vote we suggested
and had appointed
to bring in a report that would make

a commthe city
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council aware of the feasibility
of fluoridation
in Torrington
in dolla;rs and cents and the ease with which it could be accomplished.
All of the above, I believe,
can be done, and done as well, in
other towns.
No conununity
is better than its leaders
-- its organizers of thought and action -- and few will deny the fact that all
people are ready and willing to be led • -- for their own good, or
If a community
sometim.es,
unfortunately,
to their detrim.ent.
can be measured
and evaluated,
I should think no oetter measuring
stick could be found than the relative
welfare of its children.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

"The determination
to add fluorides
to the drinking water
furnished
Chicagoans
and the city's suburbs was made by the
City Council after extensive
studies were made by the Committee
on Health of the City Council and public hearings
and debates on
the subject considered
•.•

An action to enjoin the City from adding fluorides
to the city's
water supply, on the grounds that the cost thereof constituted
waste,
that it was detrim.ental
to the health of the people and it
violated the constitutional
guarantees
of freedom
of religion,
was
filed in the Superior
Court of Cook County.
The complaint
was
dismissed
by the court upon motion of the city.
There was some opposition
to the determination
to use fluorides
apparently
by chain-letter
methods and particularly
by people who
felt that their constitutional
rights were being invaded.
Many courts
have held otherwise.

In 1956 the City of Chicago installed
the necessary
machinery
at the 79th Street Plant to add fluorides
and a breakdown
as to a
per capita cost is not yet available.
However,
the estimated
cost
per capita is $0. 15 per annum."

JOHN C. MELANIPHY
Corporation
Counsel

r '

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
"In 1953 the Ainerican
people spent about 1. 6 billion dollars
for dental services,
Philadelphia
spent a?:!,estimate
16 million
dollars
for dental care in 1953. Yet less than one-third
of our
people receive adequate
dental care.
Even if there were
sufficient
income for dental care, there were not enough dentists
to furnish the required
volume of services.
As an example of
the inadequacy
of dental resources--if
Philadelphia
were to
organize
a program
mereiy to treat the 113, 700 children
three
to fourteen
years of age, whose parents
are unable to pay
dentists
fees, it would cost the City more than three million
dollars.
The department
would have to increase
the number of
its dentists
ten-fold.
All dental surveys have indicated
that the existing
nwnber
of dentists
can not possibly meet the dental needs of our
population ..•
The Department
of medical,
dental,
experts to investigate
unanimously
agreed
preventive
measure
fluorine to a million
approval
of the State
to enact the necessary
the legislation.

of Public Health requested
an advisory
committee
pharmaceutical,
engineering,
education
and welfare
the plan of fluoridating
the water supply.
They
that the process
was an effective
and safe cariesand recommended
that the City add 1 part of
parts of water.
The Department
obtained the
Department
of Health and requested
City Council
legislation
and to allocate
funds to implement

City Council arranged
a public hearing inviting opponents
and
proponents
to present
their- opinions.
So overwhelming
were the
nwnbers
in favor of the project that City Council enacted the legislation and provided
the fwids for installing
the equipment
and for
purchasing
the fluorides
for the accepted
treatment
of the water
supply. "
JAMES P. DIXON
Comm.is sioner of Health
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COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION
FOR THEFLUORIDATION
OF PUBLICWATER
SUPPLIES
California

I.

Committee on Fluoridation
State Department of Public
June 1952

Health

INTRODUCTION

Fluoridation
of public water supplies as a safe and practical
way of
dental decay has progressed
well beyond the experimental
stage.
Evidence
value exists in many communities across the Nation.
Some have always had
fluorides
in their water suppliesj
others for a number of years have been
fluorides
to water supplies deficient
in this protective
element.

reducing
of its
natural
adding

Throughout Calj_forni.a there is an increasing
interest
in fluoridation.
comm.unities have already taken the necessary steps to fluoridate
their water
and numerous others are in various stages of taking action.

Several
supplies,

How does a comm.unity go about organizing
itself
for action?
There is no one
answer, no single pattern
that can be drafted and then applied to every community.
That is because communities differ
- physically,
socially,
and in many other ways.
And communities have their individual
ways of getting
things done.
The following
suggestions
for community organization
in the development of a
fluoridation
program are just that - suggestions.,
Many communities already have the
organizational
framework and community resources
that would permit them to proceed
quite rapidly through all the suggested steps; others may need to build their program from the beginning.
Some of the suggestions
may seem quite elementary and all
too obvious - yet, their neglect could mean the difference
between success and failure in the development of a sound program of community organization
for fluoridation.
So if you ~re interested
in seeing your community develop an effective
fluoridation
program, the following
suggestions
are offered to you for what they may be worth:

II.

STEPS IN DEVELOPING
A FLUORIDATION
PROGRAM

Step 1 - Find out where the interest
in fluoridation
lies.
Discuss fluoridation
with individuals
or leaders of groups who might be most
vitally
concerned with comm.unity health,
and dental health in particular.
You may
be a member of one such group.
They would include such organizations
as:
Local health department
Local dental society
Local medical society
Parent-teacher
association
Community health council or health committee of the
coordinating
council
Chamber of Commerce
Business organizations
and civic clubs (most of them
have health chairmen)
Council of Churches
City council or board of supervisors
Labor and management groups

1.

Step 2 - Start the ball rollin
.
If a health council exists
or a health committee of a coordinqting
a council of social agencies)

council,

or

and is active~
One of the interested
individuals
in that organization
could call this problem to the attention
of the council board and
suggest it be introduced for council action.
if inactive:
This might be a good program to bring about reactivation
the council.
A small meeting could be called of individuals
with
whom you have talked.
You would be concerned with
1.
2.

3.

Defining
Planning
Planning

of

the problem
for gathering the facts
for expanding your organization

Step 3 - Define the problem and gather the facts.
These are some of the questions you may want to explore.
1.

2.
3°

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Step
The
vened to
could be

What is the communityis dental problem?
What is the percentage of dental decay?
How many dentists
does our co:rranunity have?
What is being done to control tooth decay?
How much fluoride
is in your water supply now?
What is fluoridation
and how can it benefit
our corrnnunity?
What are the legal requirements
in obtaining a permit to
fluoridate
from the State Department of Public Health?
Who operates our community water supply?
Where do we go for answers to our questions?
(If your local
dental society or health department is represented,
they
will be able to answer many of the questions or suggest
sources of information.)

4 - Build your organization.
nucleus of a community organization
could be the initial
group which conexplore the problem.
If a heal.1:h council exists,
the central organization
a fluoridation
committee appointed by the council.

How a comm.unity organization
develops is largely a local matter and may have as
many variances as there are communities.
However, its composition should be representative
of all interested
groups.
All community groups should be given the opportunity and incentive
to participate"
There are many things
committees such as:
L
2.

3.

4.

2.

to be done and the work could be shared

Fact finding committee
Materials
committee
Speakers Bureau
Public Informat"ion Committee, to look after
relations,
liaison with co:rrm.unity groups,

press
etc.

by a number of

and radio

THE ORGANIZATION
OF A FLUORIDATIONCAMPAIGN
WHICHPROVEDSUCCESSFULIN CALIFORNIA
Palo Alto

A SUCCESSFULFLUORIDATIONCAMPAIGN
1°

Participation
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.
lating

at all

levels

Unions
Service clubs - P.T.A., Lions,
Professional
groups
Social clubs
Administrative
- schools,
etc.

Rotary,

etc.

A survey of the dental health conditions
to show the need.
can be done by the county health departmento

3. Determination
the device

of telephone,

of public Hattitudesn
toward fluoridation
door-to-door
quizzing.

4. Report on fluoridation
health

social

department
a.
b.
c.
d.

Every
Every
Every
Every

5. Formation
a.
b.
c.

- was issued

- source material
and sent to~

from dental

Forms and tabu-

at this

point

publications,

through

county

physician
and dentist
in town
councilman and city administrator
P.T.A. president
and health chairman
president
of each civic and social club
of a Dental

Health

Council

with

committees:
d.
e.
f.

Finance
Technical Advisory
Public Information

Specialists
in the appropriate
lines
chemist, newspaperman, advertising
executive,
a hard-hitting
series of ads can be published
printing
costs,
space rental,
etc.

Advertising
Speakers
Headquarters

chosen as chairman, i.e.,
bankers, bioetc.
Enough money to be raised so that
and also to pay for activities
such as

Technical. advi.sory cormnittee screens all printed material.,
all ads, and all
speeches for accuracy,
besides answering any questions
workers were asked about
fluoridation.
The public information
committee mi.ght be organized with a captain in charge
of specific
areas, e.g.,
elementary
school districts.
This captain is to be assisted
by block workers who contact neighbors two weeks before election
and hand out uGive
Our Children Better Teethtv, pamphlet, or some other type of material
which will briefly and simply tell the story,
Bumper strips
sayi.ng "Vote Yes On Fluoridation"
block workers and Junior Chamber men.

could be attached

to cars by

1.

Newspaper ads can discredit
the opposition
as being unqualified
to advise
people on health matters and accuse them of trying to wage a campaign of fear and
hatred.
On the night before election,
a full-page
ad urging people to vote "yes"
for fluoridation
may be effective.
Every· physician and dentist~s
name might be
listed under the text as being in favor.
Speakers may be trained by the technical
advisory committee
engagements may be made with every club in the city.
Where possible,
may be obtained after the speech.

and speaking
endorsements

The Health Council can rent space for a headquarters
and staff it with volunteer P.T.A. workers.
Displays and literature
from the u.s. Public Health Department were displayed in the store windows.
At the bottom of each newspaper ad and at the headquarters,
the slogan "Ask
Your Dentist or Physician About Fluoridation",
The slogan gives credence to our
claims and has a heavy impact on the public.
Junior Chamber can obtain registration
lists from the county registrar
of
voters and get enough valid signatures
on a petition
to put fluori.dation
on the ballot at the next general election.
Some suggestions

that

may be helpful:

1.
Form a Dental Health organi.zation
and work for better dental health.
It is pretty hard to work against a health measure that is part of a general
dental health program.
Don't form a "fluoridation"
group and conduct a
11
fluoridation
campaignu.
If you do, your opponents will easily get together
11
campaign.
an "anti-fluoridationH
group and wage an ' 1anti-fluoridation

2. Take the offensive.
Never let the opposition
state something against
fluoridation
and then catch yourself answering him. Keep them on the defensive
at all times.

3. Always challenge the opponents' technical training and education which
qualifies
them to advise the public on heal th matters.
Do i.t publicly.
Get
the idea across that he is either misinformed or has an ax to grind, sometimes
he might have a commercial motive in his opposition.

4. Whenever an opponent speaks at a public meeting,
him and be sure that individual
is properly prepared.
5.

Get all

the participation

you can, especially

have someone oppose

civic,

parent

and women's

groups.

6. Strategy and timing are extremely
every phase of the campaign.
7. Never, never,
Nothing but an all-out

2.

important.

never underestimate
the strength
effort will be successful.

Set up a time table
of the opposition.

for

Step 5 - Develop a plan ~o inform community.
There should be a well-developed
plan for telling
the story of fluoridation
to
the coromunity
There needs to be a conti.nuous flow of communication with all parti.cipating
organizations.
All communi.ty activities,
such a.s endorsements of organizations,
the medical and dental societies,
the health officer,
etc.,
should be
publici.zed.
o

Step 6 - Follow t·he specific
requirements
for obtaini.ng a permit to fluoridate.
The procedures t.o be followed to obtain a perrni t~ from the State Department of
Public Health are set forth in a separate document which you may obtain through your
local health department.
Before applying for a permit you should first
have written
endorsements from~
1.
2.

Your local
Your local

dental society.
medical society

0

The governing body which controls
the community rs water supply must submi.t detailed plans for the addition
of fluorides
to the water supply.
'I1hese requirements
are set forth in the document mentioned above.
should remain active unti.l the program is effected.
Step 7 - The organization
There is a continuing
need to keep the public informed of all developments,
to
evaluate the organization's
progress and plan necessary action as the need arises.

3.

COMMUNITY

ORGANIZATION
for

Fluoridation

The first

of Public

step is the decision

Water

Supplies

to have a program.

In general,
before a fluoridation
program
can be adopted it must
be voted for by the people of a community.
Since public desire
can best be expressed
when a wide cross representation
of the
community
knows the story and bands together
in united support
for such program,
early planning to this end is essential.
The
necessary
educational
campaign
can best be assured
through:

COMMUNITY
How to Get Started
Community

organization
a.

ORGANIZATION
•••.••••••••••••••.•.

for fluoridation

can be developed

through:

The expansion
of the activity
and membership
of an already
existing
group,
such as a local
health council,
P. T. A. , Chamber
of Commerce,
or any similar
organization.

or by
b.

The formation
for fluoridation.

of a special

Citizen

Committee

1. In either event, the first step here is to call together
you wish to interest,
initially,
for a planning meeting.
should include the following
representation:

the group
This group

Businessmen;
teachers;
hP.alth leaders;
representatives
of the
medical,
dental and legal professions;
labor groups;
P. T. A. 's;
and allied parents
groups; town officials;
water works or public
utility officials;
the clergy;
civic, fraternal,
patriotic
and social
leaders;
press;
radio; theatre
representative;
and other key persons
in the community.
2. Present
the story of fluoridation
to the group,
calling upon such
other persons
to assist
in the presentation
as you need to lend support
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and variety
to the presentation-physician,
or comparable
officials,
- a representative
health department.

dentist,
city engineer
from the local or state

Obtaining
the advice of the group as to further
in the community
toward a widespread
promotional
campaign.
Some matters

3.

Assist

to be considered

steps to be taken
educational

here:

a.

The area to be co v ered
usually this is the area
public water supply;

b.

It is advisable
that committee
members
obtain costs of fluoridation
equipment
from several
concerns,
and any related
costs:
any engineering
problems
that
may be involved;

c.

Other groups or persons
who may need
to be involved or interested
in the program
before action is started;

d.

The organization
of an active
for the community
campaign.

in the organization
Suggested

of a working

Organization

Plan,

by the campaign
served by the

working

..•

group

committee.
.••.

a.

The appointment
of a general
chairman.
Desirable
qualifications:
an active,
aggresl;;ive,
dependable
person who
is interested
in the problem
and who is acceptable
to all
groups,
knows his community
and how to get things done,
will tackle the task efficiently
and has the determination
to carry it through to a successful
conclusion.

b.

The formation
of a publicity
committee;
The chairman
of
this group should know all media available,
all community
channels
for spreading
the information
widely as possible.
Com:rn.ittee should include local newspaper
correspondent
or
other press representative;
radio representative
{local or
area); sufficient
committee
members
to handle:

as
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i
ii

iii
iv

Speakers
Bureau
Special Events,
such as displays,
exhibits,
information
booths,
general
mass media methods.
Clubs and organizations
publicity
Churches
and schools publicity,
if desired.

c.

The setting up of a technical
committee:
The appointment
of
a professional
person as ch.airman
of this committee
would
be highly desirable,
since this committee
will be called upon
for supplying
to the other committees
much of the scientific
data and information
on fluoridation
which is obtainable
from
any local,
state,
and national
sources.
This committee
might well be considered
the fact-finding
group of the organization.

d.

An Executive
Committee
is an important
adjunct to the
organization.
Its chairman
should be thoroughly
acquainted
with the legal requirements
concerning
fluoridation;
should
study these with the committee
appointed
to assist
him and
assume
the responsibility
of drawing up the requisite
article
on which the people will vote; safeguard
the interests
of the
total Committee
and community
in this respect
and take leadership toward the introduction
of such article
into town warrant
or comparable
voting roster
of the community;
assist
in obtaining the required
written approval
from the State Department
of Health and Welfare
(Di vision of Sanitary
Engineering}
before the program
is put into effect.

Reprinted
with permission
of the Division
Maine Department
of Health and Welfare.

of Dental

Health,

State

of

,,

-

IV.

WHERE
Local

TO GET MATERIALS

and State

Health

Departinents

can supply

such information

as:
current
dental needs in your community;
present
fluoride
content of your water supply;
cities in your region with fluoridation
programs;
naturally
fluoridated
areas;
legal requirements
for getting fluoridation;
local engineering
factors.
Consult your family doctor and dentist;
your county medical
and
dental societies .; voluntary
health agencies;
dental and medical
colleges.
In addition,
a selection
of available
materials
is listed below:
Anlerican
.Dental Association
222 East Superior
Street
Chicago 11, Illinois
Fluoridation

Kit

- booklets,
materials.

Fluoridation

Facts

Why Your Dentist

Write

Recommends
Fluoridation
- folder
500, $3. oo. 1,000, $5. 25. 5, 000,
10,000,
$44. 80.

Committee
to Protect
105 East 22nd Street
New York 10, N. Y.

Fluoridation,

source

- answers
to criticisms
of _fluoridation
25 copies,
$2. 30. 50, $3. 75. 100, $6. 40.
500, $30. 00.

for information

Our Children's

reprints
and other
$1. 00

on slides

Our Children

and exhibits
1

s Teeth,

Teeth - digest of expert
105 pp. $1. 08
Pro

$22. 90.

Inc.

opinion,

1957

and Con - by Dr. D. R. McNeil,
reprinted
from the March 3, 1957 N. Y. Times
8 pp.
$5. 00 per 100, single copies free .

The Issue

Facts

of Fluoridation
and the Public Health
- by Dunca n W.
Clar k , repri n ted from January,
1957
N. J. State Public H e alth News
8 pp. $7. 00 per 100, single copies free.

on Fluoridation

- by H. Trendly Dean,
February,
1957 America.
per 100.

Many other reprints
available.
lend tape recordings,
TV kinescopes,
ments.

Arrang ements can b e made to
radio and TV spot announce-

American
Association
for the Advancement
1515 Massachusetts
Avenue,
N. W.
Washington,
D. C.
Fluoridation

of Science

as a Public Health Measure - edited by Dr.
H. Shaw, 1954. 232 pp. $4. 50.

Ox.ford University
Press
114 Fifth Avenue
New York 11, N. Y.
The Fight

reprinted
from
4 pp. $5. 00

Ja.znes

{or your bookseller)

for Fluoridation
- by Donald
240 pp. $5. oo.

R. McNeil,

1957

Public Affairs
Pa.znphlets
22 East 38th Street
New York 16, N. Y.
Water

Fluoridation:

Facts,
Not lyiyths - by Louis I. Dublin, 1957
28 pp.
single copies;
25¢; 10-99, 20¢ each;
100-249, 18¢; 250-499,
17¢; 500-1, 000, 15¢.

New York City Department
125 Worth Street
New York 13, N. Y,
Report

to the Mayor

of Health

on Flu 9 ridation for New York City - 1956
52 pp. single copies free on request.

Connecticut
State Department
State Office Building
Hartford,
Conn.
Suggested

Teacher

of Health

Reference

Guide

on Fluoridation

- 1957

11 pp.

FILMS
Leo Trachtenberg
Films
90 Riverside
Drive
New York, N. Y.
Science Fights Tooth Decay - Dental progress
in Rochester,
N. Y.
after 5 years of fluoridation
is explained
by Dr. Basil Bibby,
Director,
Eastman
Dental Dispensary,
and Prof.
Harold C.
Hodge, University
of Rochester.
14 min.
B & W 16mm sound
$75 purchase,
$5 rental.
Science Workers
Get
ask questions
of Dr.
Association,
and F.
of Dental Research.
$5 rental.

the Facts on Fluoridation
- 5 reporters
W.W. Bauer of the American
Medical
A. Arnold,
Jr.,
Director,
National
lnstitut_e
16mm sound.
$55 purchase,
14 min.

Michigan
State Dental Association
112 East Allegan Street
Lansing,
Michigan
The Truth about Fluoridation
Rapids since program
began
$125 purchase.
Through
Regional

State Health
Office:

Department,

- Study of fluoridation
in Grand
in 1945. 15 min.
Color.
16mm sound.

in U.S.

Public

Health

Service

A Drop in the Bucket
- How one community
put its program
into
effect.
Shows procedure
and public acceptance.
15 min. Color.
16mm sound.
RECORDS
The $100,000,000
Toothache
- 33 1/3 rpm, 25 min. - documentary
Available
for public meetings.
Also on broadcast
quality tapes,
through
the Committee
to Protect
Our Children's
Teeth,
Inc.
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FLUORIDATION: THE
BATTLE OF HASTINGS*
By DEREK TAYLOR, Medical Officer of Health,
Palmerston North, New Zealand.

HASTINGS(population approximately 21,000) was introduced to
fluoridation in March, 1951, when the Hawke's Bay Branch of the
New Zealand Dental Association approached the Borough Council.
The Hastings Borough Council supported by their colleagues at
Havelock North (population approximately 1,800) in turn
approached the Minister of Health and the Health Department with
enthusiasm. They established their case that Hastings, with Napier
(population approximately 25,000) as a control town, would be
ideal for a survey and the Government agreed to fin.ancc a pilot
scheme for New Zealand. One survey only was decided upon,
partly to establish that the excellent results obtained overseas
could be repeated under New Zealand conditions, but also to gain
experience with fluoridation equipment which would be useful to
other communities at a later date. This decision has proved a wise
one and much valuable experience has been gained. It was not
fully realised at this stage that invaluable experience would also be
gained in the tactics used by opponents of fluoridation.
The press at this time was wholeheartedly in support of the idea
and favourably headlined such words as " Experiment ", " Guinea
Pig", and " Doctored Water".
(These words were to reappear
in print later with quite a different emphasis).
The scheme also received favourable Dominion-wide publicity
and several other towns approached the Health Department seeking
advice on fluoridation but for the reasons given above agreed to
wait until more experience had been gained in Hastings.
In due course it was announced that the equipment had arrived
• An abridged version of "Fluoridation Comes to Hastings",
Zealand Medical Journal, February 1955, Vol. LIV, No. 299.
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New

and a few months later fluoridation began, still without opposition.
In November, 1953, after the plant had been in operation about
eight months, opposition began. Several letters to the paper
complained of dry mouths " traced to the water supply " and one
writer hinted darkly at" worse to come".
Day by day the letters
of protest in the press continued and multiplied until at least a
column was the routine. It became impossible to ignore them and
although it was felt that the average citizen was not at all disturbed
by the situation a letter in reply was made by the Medical Officer
of Health who also arranged for a series of articles, by recognised
health authorities, outlining the safety and advantages of
fluoridation. Occasional letters supporting fluoridation and the
council's attitude towards it also appeared from other sources.
The early letters of protest were mostly signed by a 110mde plume
but those signed personally usually revealed the writer as a wellknown crusader of public causes whose signature had frequently
appeared below letters to the editor in the past.
These
earlier letters were unto-ordinated individual efforts ranging from
a continuation of the dry mouth and taste theme to an occasional
claim that nephritis, heart trouble, fibrositis, insomnia, cancer, etc.,
could result. Several writers objected on principle to being
experimented on and several having admitted in their opening
sentence that they were not qualified to discuss the subject proceeded
to write some hundreds of words giving their opinion. Over the
early weeks there also appeared the religious theme " water should
be pure and free from adulteration as God made it " and the dietThe
crank theme "It is rubbish to say it may be beneficial ...
water has- nothing to do with dental troubles which are mainly due
to inferior bread . . . " The Medical Officer of Health was
upbraided for not concentrating on more orthodox aspects of
public health but in general the letters were remarkable more for
their number and the range of objections raised than for their
quality as propaganda material. There was a ring of sincerity
about them and one felt that with continued education on the
subject the objections would die down and that some new crusade
would be found for the diehards. There was in fact a lull over the
Christmas period such as has occurred on battlefields in the past,
but by January, 1954, protests were pouring in to the paper, the
Borough Council and the Health Department.
There had been a local body election in October, 1953, which
resulted in a change of Mayor in Hastings and the election of five
new councillors who had not had to give any serious consideration to
2

fluoridation until then. Not unnaturally members began to question
the advisability of the scheme and in January the Medical omcer of
Health was invited to address the Council in Committee. From a
statement made to the press afterwards it was clear that they stood
firmly behind the previous council's decision. One or two
councillors questioned whether it should be compulsory as was
inevitable with fluoridation of the town supply and this doubt
apparently multiplied over the succeeding weeks as when put to the
vote at the council meeting in February it was decided by only five
votes to four that fluoridation should continue. (The one absentee
had been a consistent supporter of fluoridation.)
By the end of February the objectors were organised and there
were rumours of the formation of an Anti-Fluoridation Society.
This eventuated following a public meeting on March 2, attended
by little over 100 people. A committee of eight was elected with
the object of .. educating the p~1blic to the dangers attending
artificial fluoridation of public water supplies and to take steps to
terminate the experiment being conducted by the Hastings Borough
Council".
From then onwards the letters to the paper and the antifluoridation advertisements and slogans which began to appear
showed signs of co-ordination.
Many " authorities " were quoted and it soon became obvious
the society had ready access to anti-fluoridation literature
originating in the U.S.A. It was later discovered that much of
this came from an organisation called .. The N.Z. Voters Policy
Association".
Little is known about this association, who$e only
address is a post office box in Auckland and whose honorary
secretary, E.C. Browne, signed his correspondence with a typewriter.
Mr. Browne has since been identified but the aims and objects of
his association remain obscure.
This imported propaganda was fed steadily into the newspaper
and it concentrated on putting fear into the public mind, e.g.,
" Fluorine like insidious deadly Carbon Monoxide is tasteless,
odourless and colourless. When you discover it has affected you
it may be too late ", " Stop putting this poison in o~r drinking
water ", " Wholesale medication of the people is an infringement
of human rights ", " Fluoride is a poison that accumulates in the
body and for which there is no known antidote ", " Promotes
cancer and deafness ", " Apparent. bad effect on school children's
ability to memorise".
The following advertisement appeared on March 13, "New
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York, Los Angeles, Chicago, St. Louis, Seattle and Cincinatti have
recently refused to fluoridate their water. Detroit has dropped
fluoridation because it is unhealthy and deadly dangerous." This
led the writer to write to the health authorities in these cities thus
augmenting a correspondence with supporters of fluoridation in
the U.S.A. which eventually proved invaluable in routing the
Anti-Fluoridation Society. The replies from the seven cities
mentioned above showed that Detroit had not rejected fluoridation
and that in only two of the others had it been rejected and this in
spite of urgent recommendations in its favour by the health
authorities in the face of opposition similar to that being experienced
at Hastings.
This advertisement typifies the unreliability of the propaganda
that had to be contested. It consisted of bald statements against
fluoridation made by "/authorities " whose names in print looked
most convincing. It took time to check their credentials with the
U.S.A. health authorities and by the time one was discredited
several more had been put forward.
The volume of newspaper -and other correspondence was such
that the writer and his head office in Wellington felt unable to cope
adequately at a range of over 100 miles with a situation that was
being organised by people both willing and able to devote a
considerable amount of time to this single objective. It was
clearly necessary to have sympathisers on the spot who were
known and respected and could gauge local feeling and deal with
situations immediately they arose. The obvious source of such
support was the local branch of the Dental or Medical Association
which had both published articles in the press supporting fluoridation
and whose members were supporting fluoridation whenever the
opportunity arose. However, before these bodies had been
approached officially an inquiry came from the Hastings Junior
Chamber of Commerce. All men under forty and with children
of an age who could benefit from fluoridation, they had decided
to investigate the situation and support the scheme if convinced
of its value. The writer was invited to address them on the subject
and this was later altered to a debate against the Anti-Fluoridation
Society. The opposition speaker was a married woman from
Napier (the control town) who had no special qualifications and who
spoke along the lines that we would be better employed avoiding
fluoridation and concentrating on eating a correct diet. Practically
no reference was made to the dreadful consequences of fluoridation
that had been claimed by the " Antis " in their press publicity and
4

letters either by the speaker or the two supporters who accompanied
her. The audience could hardly have overlooked the conspicuous
abs~ncc of a I-lastings speaker from the ranks of those who had
been so energetic in pri11t and who could have taken this opportunity
to attempt to discredit personally a project and a person whom they
had not hesitated to criticise in no uncertain terms in writing. The
Chamber of Commerce voted unanimously in favour of fli'.1oridation
and almost immediately a Jaycee Fluoridation Education Committee
was formed.
The local newspaper had over recent weeks gone to some pains
to publish both sides of the story and although always prepared
to publish material supplied in support of fluoridation it also
published with equal impartiality the statements and claims made
by the "Antis".
The editor had already insisted on all correspondence being signed and less than a month after the Jaycees
entered the field he declared that i'10further letters on fluoridation
would be received for publication.
From May 8, 1954, therefore,
with the exception of a few factual articles obligingly published
to refute earlier· misleading statements that had appeared in the
correspondence columns, all propaganda had to be paid for.
The Jaycees raised funds and announced their intention to " by
every means at their disposal combat false, misleading and sometimes scaremongering publicity ·disseminated by opponents of
fluoridation ". They proceeded to publish advertisements that
systematically discredited the claims made by the " Antis '' over
the past months. Much of their material came from supporters
of fluoridation in the U.S.A. whose prepared replies to objectors
there had arrived in response to our requests.
In addition, a fabricated correspondence direct with AntiFluoridation circles in the U.S.A. resulted in a flow of their literature
which enabled us to anticipate the attack here and have the answers
ready. The Department of Health began a series of advertisements
in support of fluoridation in the press and the Dental Association
provided speakers to groups who wanted the situation explained
to them. A rebroadcast was arranged from the local radio station
of a talk on " Care of the Teeth and Fluoridation " given by
Dr. Basil Bibby who was visiting his home country from the Eastman
Dental Dispensary (U.S.A.) and who had been a member of the
important Ad Hoc Committee on Fluoridation of Water Supplies
which had reported favourably to the National Research Council
in 1951.
In the meantime the Anti-Fluoridation Society had not been idle.
5

Soon after its formation a " Petition of Prote st" to be presented
to the Borough Council was organised and further scaremong ering
adverti sements appeared in the press encouraging the public to
sign the petition . To combat this the Jayc ees conducted a quick
Gallup poll and published their findings. Of 206 persons interviewed 149 supported fluoridation, 47 opposed it, and IO remained
neutral. They advised that many persons had announced they
were losing their origina l fears and that lO of the peop le interviewed
who had signed the Anti-Fluoridation Petition had declared that
they now wished to withdraw U1eir names. One admitted he had
signed "as a joke".
Thi s Gallup poll did much to und ermine
the success of the petition, particularly as · most of the reasons
given for obj ecling could be discredited by the public from their own
experience -" It has an odour", " It killed my poppy plant",
"It causes dry mouth", "My washing-up water won't lather",
"It sta ins my tea cups".
The Jaycees played their trump card on May 18 when in
conjunction with the Dental Association they arranged for Dr. F. A.
Arnold (U .S.A.) and Dr. G. F. Parfitt (England) to give a public
address on fluoridation. These two acknowledged authorities
were ·by good fortune in New Zealand to attend a World Health
Seminar. and their address was probably the turning point in the
campaign. Th ey were the ·answer to the critici sm that none of th e
supporters of fluoridation in New Zealand had had personal
experience of the subject. (Dr. Arnold has been associated with
the Grand Rapids survey since it started and Dr. Parfitt has had
many years of resea rch on fluoridation in England and the U.S.A.)
Their masterly handling of questions and their obvious conviction
and sincerity was stimulating and of equal import a nce was a
gathering held after the address at which Borough Councillors were
able to seek information from Drs . Arnold and Parfitt and settle
any lingering doubts they might have. The doctor s' addresses
were, of course, fully reported in the press.
The petition presented by the Anti-Fluoridation Society some
ten days later was received somewhat coldly by the Council owing
to the informality of its compilation and presentation. It was,
however, "received".
A cursory scrutiny by the Town Clerk
revealed that many of its 4,700 "signatures" were invalid. Some
were of persons resident outside the area concerned, others had
signed twice or for several people and others were und er age. In
yet other instances the "signatures " appeared to have been written
by the canvassers. The clerk was instructed to investigate the
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position and at the Council meeting on June 27, he reported that
the document was not a petition on several grounds, two important
ones being that it contained only half the required number of
signatures and none of these were verified by declaration.
Consequently at this meeting in June the Council once again voted
that the fluoridation scheme should continue and this time only
two dissenting voters were recorded. Both these councillors
objected principally to compulsion and considered that right of
choice is desirable.
On June 26, a statement of over 3,000 words prepared by the
mayors of Hastings and Havelock North was released to the press.
It gave a clear account of events that had led up to the adoption
and retention of fluoridation, stressed that local authorities must
accept the advice of their medical advisers and pointed out, by
giving a number of examples, that New Zealand's record in the
Public Health field proves that " our advisers know their business ".
The statement summarised well the salient points in support of
fluoridation and has been acclaimed by a number of overseas
Public Health Authorities to whom it was sent. It concluded
with these words :
" Every consideration has been given to the objectors' views
and now that a decision has been made, if any of them still disagree
we earnestly trust that they will accept what has been done with
goodwill and co-operate in what we are assured is an important
forward move in preventive medicine."
Little more was heard of the Anti-Fluoridation Society locally
from then on and their efforts were concentrated on letters to
newspapers outside Hastings and an abortive effort to petition
Parliament to amend the law to prevent a local authority putting
into the water supply sodium fluoride ·• or any other medicine to
treat a specific disease ". The petition was considered by a Public
Petitions Committee who had no recommendation to make to the
.House of Representatives where the subject was discussed for
about three hours. It received a considerable amount of support
and a certain amount of criticism, particularly on the compulsion
issue. In this. regard the Hon. Minister of Health stated that a
referendum is not the wisest for the community to decide. Properly
the decision was one for the elected representatives controlling the
water supply.
And there except for occasional letters in various newspapers
the matter rests, but these occasional letters have appeared
sufficiently often to suggest the necessity for communities to be
7
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prepared to fight for this benefit for their children when the time
comes. The major battle has been fought at Hastings but minor
skirmishes can be expected in any community where fluoridation is
contemplated. A heartening decision was recently made by the
N.Z. Junior Chamber of Commerce at its Convention in October,
1954, to the effect that where a fluoridation scheme is being
considered for a town's water supply ''Jaycees" should ensure
that all the facts are put before the people of the town. This may
well be the answer to the problem.

Conclusions
The basic error made in many towns in the U.S.A. and repeated
in Hastings was the failure to appreciate the necessity for an
intensive and prolonged campaign to educate the public in this
highly technical procedure which lends itself admirably to the type
of opposition adopted by its opponents. It is equally important
to educate and so gain the goodwill and understanding of the local
press. This is a mistake that must not be repeated and any
community undertaking this measure in the future would be well
advised to remember the motto well known in this country
"Hurry Slowly". On the relatively few occasions in the U.S.A.
where fluoridation suffered a setback it was almost certainly due
to insufficient health education on the subject. often occasioned
by a premature referendum over which the health authorities had
no control.
The ground must be prepared thoroughly and the local Junior
Chamber of Commerce is the most likely organisation to do this.
They will receive support from the Medical Officer of Health for
the district, the branches of the Dental Association and Medical
Association for the district and the Fluoridation Committee at the
Head Office of the Department of Health is available for advice
and guidance. Only by such a concentrated and prolonged effort
can the Borough or City Council be guaranteed the support they
deserve and will almost ·certainly need in deciding to adopt
fluoridation. The position will of course become easier as
fluoridation becomes better understood and we may soon reach
the stage already being experienced in part of the U.S.A. where
control towns will be difficult to find. Provided of course that
New Zealand experiences the same reduced caries incidence as has
been found overseas.

•

Reproduced from Health Education Journal, March 1957, published by
the Central Council for Health Education and printed i11 Great Britain by
Jordison & Co. Ltd., London and Middlesbrough.
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Reprillled from Health Education Journal, Noi•ember, 1956.

THE INTRODUCTION OF
FLUORIDATION IN
ANGLESEY
By G. WYNNE GRIFFITH, M.D., D.P.H.,
County Medical Officer of Health, Anglesey.

THE story of fluoridation in Anglesey might be said to start in
January 1951, when a memorandum on the subject was prepared
for the Health Committee of the County Council. At that .time
preliminary reports were just appearing from the first American
projects, though little had been heard of the subject in this country.
Between February and May 1951, the views of the Education
Committee and of the Water Committee of the Council were
obtained, and here it should be explained that the Anglesey County
Council, by virtue of a private Act of Parliament, is the water
authority for the county. Having received favourable reports
from these committees the Council adopted a resolution in June
to apply to the Government for a grant towards the cost of
introducing fluoridation.
The Council had been particularly
impressed with the results of an ad hoc survey conducted by one
of the dental officers into the state of children's teeth. This had
shown that the number of D.M.F. teeth* was 4.7 at the age of 5-6,
and 5.5 at the age of 15-16 years. Only 7.5 per cent. of school
leavers had no D.M.F. teeth. All the major sources of water in
the county had been analysed for fluoride content. With the
exception of one area which had 0.2 p.p.m. there was no appreciable
fluoride in any of the supplies.
The first mention to appear in the press was a small news
paragraph in The Times of June 14th 1951, announcing the Council's
intention. The attitude of the Ministry at that time was not
encouraging, and in September 1951 the Council expressed the
* D.M.F. means de<..ayed,missing and filled. This is an index commonly
employed to indicate the extent of dental caries .
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hope " that consent" to the application of the process in Anglesey
would he forthcoming with~ut delay".
In Fcbrnary 1952 a
Mission from the United Kingdom visited North America to study
fluoridation projects in C:rnada and the United States. The
Mission, in its report published in July 1953, recommended that
fluoridation should he given a trial in certain sckcted areas, and
the Minister of Health announced in Parliament that the Government had accepted this recommendation.
In September 1953. on
consideration of the Mission's report, the County Council instructed
its. officers .. to pt·css for the inclusion of Anglesey as one of the
selected communities referred to in the report of the Mission ",
and in the following June an invitation from the Ministry of Health
to participate in a fluoridation project was formally accepted, on
the recommendation of the Health and Water Committees of the
Council.
Meanwhile, the County Medical Officer of Health had raised the
matter at the Local Medical Committee, and that committee,
representing all the general praditioners in the county, unanimously
approved the proposal. A similar resolution of support was
passed by the Local Dental Committee, representing the dental
practitioners.
Local industrial concerns had been consulted to
ensure that fluoridation would have no adverse effect on their
processes. Discussions with Officers of the Ministry of Health,
the Welsh Board of Health and the Ministry of Housing and Local
Government relating to the technical engineering aspects and the
necessary dental surveys followed, and were reported to a special
meeting of the Health Committee in September 1954, when the
detailed scheme was approved.

Planning
The project was planned to be from the outset a controlled
investigation, so that any difference in caries incidence between
children receiving the fluoridated water and children not receiving
it could be ascertained as precisely as possible. If the two groups
of children could be in the one county there would be obviou:;
advantages, not only· in the administration of the dental surveys,
but also because the groups would be likely to be more homogeneous
than would be the case if .another area were to provide the control
group. The dental surveys were planned to include only children
that satisfied two criteria ; the child had to be continuously
resident in the area, and the fluoride status of the water supply at
the child's home and at the school he attended had to be the same.
2

The intention was to repeat the surveys annually probably for
seven years and as the county water scheme was likely to continue
to develop in certain areas the second criterion would need to
be checked constantly, particularly in the rural areas, as new mains
extensions and connections were being made.
The techniques to be employed in the survey and in recording
the results differed somewhat from those used in routine dental
inspections. A dental officer and a dental attendant had, therefore,
to be specially trained for the work. It was estimated that some
75 per cent. of the school population would need to be included in
the surveys in order to give enough data to satisfy the statisticians.
It was therefore arranged to conduct the surveys in such a way
that they would not only supply data appropriate to the fluoridation
project but would also serve as an annual routine dental inspection.
The surveys were to embrace children from 3 to 15 years and
special efforts by health visitors were to be made to bring pre,..school
children to sec the dental omcer when a neighbouring school was
being visited. For budgetary purposes it was estimated that
the surveys would occupy one third of one dental officer's time.
To supplement the dental staff of the Council a dental officer from
the Ministry's staff was to visit the county for 4-5 weeks annually,
and to avoid any possible ambiguity the Education Committee
resolved to " engage " this officer for the purposes of medical
inspection as defined in the Education Act, 1944.
In the course of the base-line dental survey several children were
found who showed "mottling"
of the teeth not dissimilar to that
ascribed to excess of fluorides in the water supply. Colour
photographs were taken of many of these children for the purposes
of record. (It is not inconceivable, of course, that these
photographs might have to serve some other purpose in the future).
The size of the supply to be treated was such that a solid feed of
sodium fluo-silicate could not be used. A solution feed using
saturated sodium fluoride in softened water was necessary. The
engineering problems encountered arose largely out of the need
to use a powdered form of sodium fluoride instead of the granular
form in use in U.S.A. and elsewhere. A special saturator had to
be built and various modifications in design were to prove necessary.
In practice, the danger from dust in the operation of the plant is
negligible, nevertheless the operatives were trained to minimise
the hazard by the use of rubber gloves and a face mask. The
control of the level of fluoride was subject to several independent
checks. The volume of saturated solution pumped into supply
3

would be registered ; the amount of solid fluoride added to the
saturator would be weighed ; the fluoride content of the main
water would be checked several times a day by a colorimetric
method and spot samples would be taken at intervals for analysis
by the Government Chemist.
Such was the detailed plan approved by the Health Committee in
September 1954, and in the event it has been followed without
variation in any essential.
Action and Re-action

The Council's decision of June 1954, was widely reported in the
local press an~ a deal of controversy ensued. It is clear from the
correspondence columns that the people of Anglesey themselves
were keeping silent and this has remained the case all along. With
the exception of one or two individuals, all the letters against
fluoridation weJe written by people residing outside the county,
the most industrious correspondents being members of the British
Housewives' League, the Scottish Housewives' Association and a
senior lecturer in forest botany at the University College of North
Wales, Bangor. The Anti-Vaccination League put in a solitary
appearance.
This controversy was not without effect. The reactions of the
local authorities in the county varied. Two parish councils passed
resolutions of protest, but in one case this was done apparently
under the misapprehension that a certain village, and that village
alone, was to receive the fluoridated water. Another parish
council expressed itself in favour. One urban and one rural
district council passed resolutions of protest. The council of a
borough asked the County Medical Officer of Health to address
them and then decided not to make a protest. Another district
council passed a resolution in favour at one meeting and a
resolution of protest at the next. One local council was asked to
protest but decided not to do so, and yet another responded· by
asking that more information on the subject be given to the public
by the County Council.
Even before this request was received, the County Medical
Officer of Health, on the instructions of the Chairman of his
committee, had prepared material for publication in the local press.
This took the form of a series of questions and answers and ran
for five weeks in all the local newspapers in both Welsh and English.
It is an interesting side-light that although the public were invited
to submit questions for inclusion in the series very few people
4
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did so. Other means of informing the public were also adopted.
In an agricultural area, it was necessary to guard against the danger
of confusion arising between fluorosis in cattle due to the industrial
contamination of pastures and the fluoridation of water supplies.
An authoritative opinion was obtained from the Animal Health
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, and the help of the county
branch of the N.F.U. was enlisted to give this categorical reassurance wide publicity among the farming community. A
symposium was held under the auspices of the local Medical
Society to which all doctors, dentists, and others interested were
invited and this was addressed by members of the United Kingdom
Mission. A dental officer of the Ministry of Health addressed the
Health Committee as well as a meeting of doctors, dentists, health
visitors, and members of District Councils. The County Medical
Officer of Health addressed numerous meetings, large or small,
including, for example, Women's Institutes, National Union of
Teachers, technical societies, Church and Chapel literary societies,
Rotary Clubs, and even Old People's Clubs. Audiences varied
from a dozen to a couple of hundred, but there was usually a li"'.ely
session of questions to follow. If these audiences could be taken
as representative, there was no general apathy ; on the contrary,
considerable interest was being shown by the general public.
At the same time it must be recorded that fluoridation was never
made an issue at the local elections in April 1955. It has been
claimed that one county councillor was unseated because he would
not give an undertaking to oppose fluoridation, but this is not so.
He was the only member of the Health Committee to lose his seat
and no members of the Water Committee failed to be returned.
The American film A drop in the bucket was shown on two occasions.
Meanwhile, the press controversy was being fostered by the
opponents of fluoridation and barely a week went by without
letters appearing from the sources mentioned. The press campaign
was enlivened by a few satirical (and pseudonymic) articles and the
odd cartoon. The opposition in the correspondence columns was
frequently expressed with considerable violence of language.
The council (" fluoridating cran.ks ") was accused of " behaving
like the Hitler Regime " and of introducing " the very shadow of
the Totalitarian State ". Comparisons with concentration camps
and references to the Nuremberg Trials were commonplace. The
County Medical Officer of Health, it was implied, was lacking in
" medical knowledge, democratic conviction and even common
charity and consideration for his fellowmen".
It is again
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emphasised that, with one or two exceptions, these letters all came
from outside the county.
Various other means were tried by the opponents to get the
council to reverse its decision. As far back as 1951, anti-fluoridation
literature was being posted, usually in plain envelopes, to all
members of the council and this has continued at intervals to date.
'The Clerk of the Council was asked to bring anti-fluoridation
literature to the attention of the Council. Appeals for the Council
to reverse its decision, all emanating, with one exception, from
outside the county, were presented from time to time. A call,
again from outside the county, to establish an anti-fluoridation
committee, met with no response, however. People were urged
to write to the Member of Parliament, but in fact very few indeed
took the trouble to do so. The County Medical Officer of Health
was subjected to abusive letters both from this country and from
America, and, he was advised, some of the references to himself
appearing in the local press were actionable. When it was understood that all branches of the County Library had had copies of
the Report of the United Kingdom Mission, the Library
Committee received a request from a prominent anti-fluoridationist
to put copies of anti-ft uoridation literature in all branches of the
library. Anti-fluoridation literature was being sent to all members
of the medical and dental professions in the county.
Meanwhile, this local activity was being rc-inforced by certain
matter in the national press. A irntional daily, with one of the
largest of circulations, in January 1955, for example, came out with
·· This water may poison millions" in bold. black headlines.
In March 1955 a popular weekly illustrated paper carried a story
" Hands off our drinking water" and in order to make sure that
the residents of Anglesey did not miss the issue the journal put
large advertisements in all the local papers and placarded the
county with " You have been warned " posters. The decision of
Norwich City Council not to accept the Ministry's invitation to
institute a fluoridation project was brought forcibly to the notice of
the Anglesey public. and much play was made, too, of the alleged
refusal of Liverpool to proceed with fluoridation. In fact there
was never at any time a proposal before the Liverpool City Council
to fluoridate their water supply. On the contrary, the Medical
Officer of Health and the City Water Engineer had recommended
that no action be taken pending the results of the trials arranged
by the Ministry-a
very understandable decision when it is
remembered that the corporation sell water to a large number of

•
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other autonomous authorities any one of which could have blocked
the scheme. It was perhaps too much to expect that the opponents
would explain such niceties-for
them the whole matter was
simplified into the statement that Liverpool "had turned it down".
The problem of dealing with this type of misrepresentation by
over-simplification was a very real one, particularly as there was
sometimes considerable and inevitable delay in finding out the
full facts, by which time, of course, new hares would have been
raised. Typical of this type of case would be the statement that
the " Government of Ruritania (say) has vetoed fluoridation in
its area".
On enquiry, it is found, in due course, that the
Government of Ruritania has permitted a limited number of
schemes but is prohibiting indiscriminate resort to fluoridation until
sufficient experience of the procedure has been obtained in these
initial schemes. Many similar examples could be quoted.

A " show-down"
When, therefore, the County Council in May 1955 held a special
meeting to discuss fluoridation (nothing else was on the agenda),
they did so against this background. The motion before the
council was a resolution instructing its officers to proceed with
implementing the council's policy as soon as the necessary
equipment had been installed. The debate reached a memorably
high standard and an amendment to postpone fluoridation was
defeated by 25 votes to 7. The motion was then carried with only
one contrary vote. This debate was reported at length in the
local press and undoubtedly created an important impression.
Suddenly the controversy died down, and apart from an occasional
letter in which " foreign " correspondents are at pains to keep our
people up to date with developments, real and imaginary, in this
field, there have been no more accusations of " poisoning",
" subjecting the people to veterinary treatment", and so on.
For technical reasons there was some considerable delay in
installing the necessary plant, but some members of the public
obviously thought that the council's decision of May 1955, meant
that fluorides were teing put into the water supply the very next day.
At all events, a few complaints started to arrive. A bout of
diarrhoea, a sudden pain in the back, the corrosion of sanitary
fittings, the wilting of an aspidistra and other mishaps, were all
attributed-prematurely-to
fluoridation.
lt was not until 17th November 1955 that the plant was switched
on for the first time. It had been decided that there would be
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no special announcement but that the matter should be reported
in the ordinary way to the next meeting of the Health Committee.
No secret, however. was made of the fact, and anyone who troubled
to enquire was told that fluoridation had started. General
practitioners were told of the start of fluoridation in advance of the
public announcement and were asked to note any complaints made
to them. The County Medical Officer of Health offered to consult
with them over any illnesses which might be thought, however
remotely, to be due to fluoridation. To date there have been no
such illnesses reported.
The minutes of the Health Committee announcing the
commencement of fluoridation were adopted without comment at
the following meeting of the County Council. This, it so happened,
was the annual budget meeting, and the local press gave a full
account of the debate on finance, but no mention was made of
fluoridation. The first press announcement did not appear until
April, after a local newspaper man had enquired about the position
and was, of course, given the information.
Only two complaints have come to the Health Department
since fluoridation started. The first was from a man who
complained that his razor blades were being blunted as the result
of the fluoride in the water supply. He lived outside the fluoridation
area so the complaint was baseless. The second was from a
professional man who attributed an unpleasant mouldy taste on
the potatoes grown in his garden to the fact that earlier in the
summer the patch had been watered with fluoridated water. This
interesting point is still under investigation.
Fluoridation has been operating satisfactorily now for ten
months. The first " teething troubles " with the plant have been
overcome, and a constant level of fluoride is being maintained in
the water supply. In Anglesey the controversy has largely died
down. It is now possible to get on with the long-term task of
assessing how much dental benefit the procedure is capable of
conferring at the present day under the conditions obtaining in a
rural community.
Many individuals have had a part to play in the introduction
of this, the first fluoridation project in Britain, but their efforts
would have come to naught but for the solid good sense of the
ordinary people, who refused to be panicked, and who had a
council to represent them prepared to stand fast in the face of
considerable pressure.
Pri11ted in Great Britai11by Jordison & Co. Ltd., London & Middlesbrough.
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COMPILATIONOF FLUORIDATIONMATERIALSFROMTHE SUCCESSFULREFERENDUM,
ORLANDO
Furnished

through the Florida State Board of Health,
Jacksonville
1, Florida
Existing

Factors and Activities
in a
Successful
Fluoridation
Referendum

Midnight November 15, 1955, told the story for Orlando.
The Fluoridation
Referendum had been won! Those of you that have actually
worked in a community while the
'battle
rages' know what the feeling
is to hear the final decisive
news. There is a
florious
flare in your spirits,
and realization
of accomplishment,
such as almost no
other activity
in dental public health work can bring.
When you have helped a community to help itself
to secure fluoridation,
'the greatest
good for the largest
number of people' has been accomplished.
The health educator of the Bureau of Dental Health at the request of the county
health officer
and the local dental society worked for a period of three weeks in
Orlando prior to the referendum.
During this campaign certain
personal
observations,
impressions,
and experiences
were gained.
In retrospect
all these were valuable.,
Her personal convictions
are that fluoridation
referendums
can be won with sufficient
preplanning
and community cooperation
of the type herein explained.
In the educational
campaign work was done with the basic belief
in mind that
the more groups that can be actively
involved in the planning and conducting of an
educational
campaign, the better the understanding
of fluoridation
and its benefits,
and the more certain
you can be that the community can secure fluoridation
through
a referendum.
The Orlando Junior Chamber of Commerce sponsored the fluoridation
project.
The
members believed that fluoridation
was a preventive
health measure vitally
needed,
and worthy of their wholehearted
support.
They contributed
working time of their
members, money for educational
materials,
and services
of a full-time
secretary
for
two weeks" Their own downtown office was set up as fluoridation
headquarters.
The two daily local newspapers
dation.
The one television
station
discussion.
The intensive

educational

and the radio station
strongly
supported fluoridonated a fifteen-minute
period to a pro-con

program was begun five

weeks prior

to the voting.

The county health department director
was yery interested
in securing fluoridation.
He was a capable physician,
thoroughly
schooled in the principles
of public
health education.
He had harmonious working relations
with the local dentists,
physicians,
and school personnel,
as well as being known and respected
by the average
citizen.
He encouraged his health department staff to know the answers on fluoridation questions
and to do as much fluoridation
education
as they could work in during the course of their regular health department activities.
He assigned a promising young health educator on his staff to full-time
duty on fluoridation
three weeks
prior to the referendumo
This health educator was a Jaycee himself,
well known in
the community, as were his parentso
He had a good working relationship
with the
radio stations
and civic groups and was able to inspire
their interest
in fluoridation.
The health officer
sent a letter
to all registered
voters explaining
the
benefits
of fluoridation
and asking them to vote "Yes" to the fluoridation
question,
L

From dental examinations made in Orlando schools, the county dental health
officer released a series of newspaper articles
and made a number of talkso
In all
of these he gave concrete evidence of the great need for fluoridation.
He worked
tirelessly
as a speaker before luncheon clubs, parent-teacher
association
and other
civic groupso
The local medical and dental societies
furnished money for materi~ls
and newspaper notices,
and maintained an active speakers' bureau that never once failed to
meet the many speaking dates for civic and social organizations
arranged for by
fluoridation
workers.
The United States Public Health Service provided an experienced consultant
for
the dentists
at their organizational
meeting.
Several fluoridation
films, 16mmand
35mm, were loaned by the United States Public Health Service for community education.
The Bureau of Dental Health, Florida State Board of Health, provided the consultant services of the dental bureau director
and the services of the dental health
educator for three weeks in Orlando, as well as films, tape recording,
radio scripts,
flip charts, newspaper stories,
form letters,
and 2500 fluoridation
pamphlets.
The Orlando Chamber of Commerce provided up-to-date
lists
of civic organizations
and social clubs as well as a booklet listing
all the industries
and businesses
in
the community. These gave groups from which to solicit
workers as well as placement
centers for speakers and materials.
Practically
every parent-teacher
association
group passed a resolution
favoring
fluoridation,
as did thirty-three
other organizations.
Phoning committees were
composed of PTA mothers who contacted other parents urging them to go and vote for
fluoridation.
The PTA also provided poll workers who distributed
leaflets
300 feet
from the polls on the day of the election.
In·a fluoridation
referendum, never feel a group is too small or insignificant
to bother to reach, or that four means of educating the public will reach as many
people as fourteen will reach.
Never underestimate
the ability
and energy of your
opposition despite their apparent unorganization
and idiosyncrasies
and sparcity
of
number. One extra vote on your side can win the referendumo
Some of the educational
planning, techniques,
and forms used in this referendum
have been compiled in the hope that they may be helpful to those who may in the
course of events be confronted with a fluoridation
referendumo
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REPORTOF THE ORLANDO
COMMITTEE
FOR FLUORIDATION
December 8, 1955

The Orlando Junior Chamber of Commerce, as a civic minded group of young men
interested
in the welfare of the community and the future health of its children,
felt that fluoridation
of Orlando's public water supply was a desirable
health
measure.
In June of 1951 the Jaycees passed a resolution
favoring such an action.
Feelers were put out among various civic leaders and it was found that the city was
not quite ready for such a measure at that time"
In April of 1955 the Jaycees, after studying available
research on the subject,
felt that fluoridation
of Orlando's public water supply was STILL a desirable
health
measure of proven effectiveness
and safety.
Dental examinations made by the Orange
County Health Department of elementary school children during the school year of
1954-55 had definitely
indicated
the need for fluoridation"
Ninety-five
per cent of
the children examined were found to have dental decayo
IN VIEW OF THE ABOVE,WEFELT THATTHE TIME HADARRIVEDTO ASK THATORLANDO
ADDFLUORIDETO ITS WATERSUPPLY.
Upon investigation
it was found that many clubs, organizations
and groups, both
civic and social,
had passed resolutions
favoring fluoridation,
but like the Jaycees
they had taken no further
steps to bring about its adoptiono
In May 1955 the Jaycees went to the City Council and asked that they approve
fluoridation
of Orlando's public water supply.
The matter was referred
to the city
attorney who advised that the Council had no authority
in such matters and referred
us to the Orlando Utilities
Commission"
Several weeks later,
along with the County Health Officer and representatives
of the Dental and Medical Societies,
we appeared before the Utilities
Commission.
They were receptive
but would not give this grouv a positive
answer.
Because Orlando's water supply belongs to the people, the Commission wanted to be sure that
this measure was one that the people wanted.
It was decided that the question of
Fluoridation
would be put on the ballot November 15, 1955, as a STRAWVOTE to give
the people an opportunity
to express themselves on the subject.
The commission made
it clear that they would not be bound by the outcome of the election,
but at the
WEFELT CONsame time they expressed that they would certainly
use it as a guide.
FIDENT THATWITH A FAVORABLE
VOTEORLANDO'SWATERWOULDBE FLUORIDATED"
I would like to make it clear at this point that putting a health measure up to
a vote of the people is not a recommended procedure.
Defeat at the polls in a referendum cannot alter scientific
fact, but it is a test of how well the public can be
educated on a controversial
subject in a short period of time"
We were aware of the past record of referendums on fluoridation.
The outlook
was poor unless something was done. We felt that the best approach would be to form
an "Orlando Committee for Fluoridation,"
made up of those groups, clubs and organizations who had endorsed fluoridation
and invite to the initial
meeting all other
groups whom we felt might be interested
in working to bring about the fortifying
of
Orlando's water with fluoride.
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The Jaycees Public Health Committee agreed to sponsor the Fluoridation
Committee.
Many planning sessions were held to map out exactly what line of action the
Fluoridation
Committee could take when it came into being.
During this preliminary
planning the local newspaper was contacted concerning publicity
for our project.
The Executive Editor and the editorial
staff all agreed that there was need for
Orlando's water to be fluoridated;
also they were aware of all the propaganda that
the opposition would use.
After several visits
the newspaper agreed to support
Fluoridation
and to help the Fluoridation
Committee with the full resources of the
paper.
Finally we were ready, and in early October letters
and invitations
were sent
to more than eighty organizations
and groups requesting
that they send representatives to an organizational
meeting of the "Orlando Committee for Fluoridation."
In
this letter we explained that these representatives
were to act as liaison for the
committee to their own organizations.
The Fluoridation
Committee's job was to act
as a clearing house and overall planning group in order that each club would know
what the others were doing in the cause and there would be no duplication.
The initial
meeting was held at the Chamber of Commerce building and a chairman
was elected.
At this meeting it was agreed that all publicity
and business matters
would be handled from the Jaycee office.
A budget was made and several of the groups
agreed to contribute
money, supplies,
or to underwrite some specific
expensen At
this meeting an overall chairman was appointed and workers were asked for.
Committees were appointed to handle publicity,
telephone,
displays,
speakers, transportation,
poll work, and section work.
The first
project undertaken was to ascertain
how many of the groups represented
on the Fluoridation
Committee had heard speakers on fluoridation,
and how many of
these same groups had endorsed this measure.
Arrangements were made for speakers to
attend the meetings of these organizations
and give short talks and at the same time
ask that they endorse or approve this health measure.
During the next several weeks, bumper strips urging fluoridation
were distributed, posters were placed in offices and public buildings,
displays were set up,
film strips were run at all movies, articles
and editorials
appeared in the newspaper,
spot announcements were broadcast,
panels appeared on television,
articles
were
placed in company or organizational
papers, and literature
was mailed to approximately 15,000 persons.
During the last week of the campaign, the Parent-Teacher
Association
saw to it that the parents of every school child in the city were contacted.
The private and parochial
schools were hand~ed by the Parent-Teacher
Organization of the Lutheran Church.
At the end of the campaign we had some fifty groups supporting fluoridation
of
Orlando's water.
We had had 480 mentions on the radio, two television
programs, one
front page cartoon, five editorials,
42 news articles
in local papers, 27 letters
to
the editor,
approximately
15,000 pieces of literature
mailed, 33 endorsements from
groups, and more than a hundred talks and speeches reaching 5,300 people.

3,500 voters went to the polls, and in the final
On November 15 approximately
tabulation
we were victorious
by 157 votes.
At the next meeting of the Utilities
Commission after the election,
the commissioners directed their consultants
to bring
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in a report in two week.s gi vi.ng the cost., etc. of supplementing our water with
fluoride.
The report was favorable and the Utilities
Commission voted unanimously
to begin fluoridation
of Orlandois water early in 1956.
Respectfully

submitted.,

ti'.
John E. Stripling.,
Health Field Worker

JES:mas
Approved:

Wade N. Stephens., MoDo, M.PoH.
Orange County Health Officer
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Atlantic City's Action
To the N. Y. Herald Tribune:
A protest letter·written to you
by Emily Mehr, president of
Greater New York Committee
Opposed to Fluoridation, on the
decision of the Commission
Government in Atlantic City to
.fluoridate its water supply is so
replete with inaccuracies that a
true statement of facts from Atlantic City is herein contained.
It is true, as stated by Miss
Mehr, that in 1954 the Mayor
stated that the City Commissioners would abide by the results of the ordered ·referendum.
The resultant vote was 2' to 1
opposed to .fluoridation. What
made the commission change its
mind ori Dec. 7 when in .first
re~ding it voted to enact an
ordinance for .fluoridation?
The Mayor stated in the newspapers that the overwhelming
5cienti:flc evidence presented by
the medical and dental representatives of the community, the
resolutions pr~sented by every
PTA in the city, the endorsement of the League of Women
Voters, tbe Junior Chamber of
Commerce, the Am~rican Legion,
and many other groups demonstrated the true effectiveness of
.fluoridation.
A matter not mentioned was
that the chief reason the
referendum was lost QYthe proponents was that the night before the election 25,000 pamphlets were mailed to the voters
of Atlantic City bearing a large
skull and cross bones with the
ominous caption: "Don't . Let
Them Put Rat Poison in Your
Water." This was followed by
a list of the usual factless accusations with but one point in
mind and that was to scare the
da,ylights out of the voters. It
succeeded. It was like shouting
"Fire" in a crowded theater.

One. has but to fOl¥)W the
referenda contests on fluoridation in various sections of the
nation to observe that the oppo.;.
nent.s thrive on this sort of battle.
It is so easy to frighten the
masses of people who are unlearned in scientific matters.
On the day of the final hearing more than 200 persons
jammed the commission chambers. The opposition came fully
prepared with an "expert" from
out of town and a. large vocal
following. 'I'he Mayor allowed
each side thirty minutes for
presentation of its case and five
minutes for rebuttal. It could not
have been more democratic. At
the conclusion the commission
voted unanimously to fluoridate
Atlantic City's water.
HARRY SAUL, D. D. S.,

Atlantic County Fluoridation
Chairman for the New
Jersey State Dental Society.
Atlantic City, N. J., Jan. 10,
.1957.

Reprinted from the N.Y. Herald
Tribune -~ January 12, 1957.

proper
action
nity.

3-Year Fight
Wins Water
Fluoridation

authority to order the
sought by the commu19.33 Beginnings

OROVILLE, Calif.
A determined
editor's sustained fight over a th1·ee-year
period has won a California
Public
Utilities
Commission
order
providing
fluoridated
water for his community.
..Moreover, the battle was won
through an unusual app l'Oach
and by a means which may well
pave the way for similar successes in other cities throughout
the nation.
The continued efforts and the
dramatic results are typical of
Dan L. Beebe, editor and publisher of the Oroville Mercury
for 30 years. He himself regards this as his ''best achievement" in 47 years of newspapering.
Stands on Results
Aside from that admission.
Mr. Beebe prefers to let the results stand in proof -of the
campaign's merit. The Mercury
account of the victory is devoted to these results and to
the parts played by various
individuals and g1:oups.
Significance
of the action
comes from Dr. Lloyd F. Richards, chief of the division of
dental health of the California
State Department
of Health,
who pointed to the difficulties
Mr. Beebe encountered and observed:
"I am thankful
for the
strength of Dan Beebe's convictions. This ruling helps not only
California, but the entire country."
Dr. Richards was a participant in the move for fluoridating: the Oroville water supply
from its first rebuff. He was
asked by Mr. Beebe if the
utilities
commission was not

The issue, developed from a
series of Mercury news stories
in 1953 advocating the addition
of fluoride to the water supply. The campaign lagged until
the Oroville Business and Professional Women's Club adopted
a resolution making fluoridation
the: club's project for the year.
The club's move gave the
Mercury an anchor and its reports were stepped up until 25
clubs, school-parent
organizations, lodges and labor unions
endorsed the movement.
Under this added impetus,
the move went before the city
council and the Butte County
board of supervisors. Then the
private water company ·serving
the area advised the council it
"felt morally bound to require
an election'' before proceeding
with fluoride activities.
The rebuff sent the editor
and
p u blisher
to
San
Francisco on a reporting trip.
He visited PUC and State
Health offices. He found a way,
although Dr. Richards recalls
that he was a bit reluctant to
endorse Mr. Beebe's plan. He
saw that a defeat could provide a disastrous setback for
fluoridation.

elusive showing is made, has the
power to order the California
Water Service Co. to fluoridate
the water of Oroville.
'·That court is the California
Public Utilities
Commission,"
the editorial explained. Meanwhile the city council voted 4
to 1 to ask the water company
to fluoridate the water.
Survey Obtained
The community next obtained
a State Health Department survey to determine the extent of
tooth decay in local schools. The
results of this were used in the
presentation which won support
from the county supervisors.
When the move went before
the PULC, publicity was dropped on the theory the matter
was then before a quasi-judicial body. Yet in the three
years a partial clip book record
was built up to 83 columns of
stories, editoria]s and pictures
concerning fluoridation.
Dan Beebe began his newspaper career with the Indianapolis (Ind.) News. He covered
top Pacific Coast stories for
United Press and rose to a UP
bureau managership.
He is a
past president of the California
Newspaper
Publishers
Association and a veteran fighter for
improved editorial and advertising practices.

Editorial Report
His reporting trip concluded,
.Mr. Beebe returned to Oroville
and pounded out a February 19,
1954 editorial that called on the
the
matter
city to "carry
promptly to the one judicial
body in California empowered to
act."
In the editorial, Mr. Beebe
said an election should not be
necessary.
Fluoridation
is a
technical matter, and should be
referred to a judge rather than
to a jury, he suggested.
"There is a court that can
try this case and, if a con-
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We in Peoria are quite happy and a little
amazed at the results of the
referendum held on November 6 or last year regarding this subject.
Several years ago an effort was made to promote fluoridation
of the public
water supply.
The City Council held a hearing .or two on it at which rather
focal but not intensive opposition was made known. They tabled the proposition at that time.
That ef.f'ort was carried by a committee of the Peoria
Dental Society.
At that time, the local Medical Society and the Board of
Public Health, as well as the D8 ntal Society, approved of the fiuoridation
of our water supply.
The idea remained dormant for a considerable period of time, but many members
of' the Dental Society and we in the Public Health Department kept the spark
of the idea all ve. About a year ago, we approached some parent groups to find
out about their interests.
Some of the Pl'A groups and the Mothers Club groups
decided to push the proposition and they sent a letter to the City Council
requesting that fluorine be added to our public water supply.
Those of us who
had been working on it were not quite ready f'or this, but of course could not
hold it back now.
The Public Health committee or the Association or Commerce
decided to assist in the promotion of' this.
Earlier,
the City Council had
approved of the fluoridation
or the water supply but then decided to request
a referendum on it, such a referendum being only an expression or feelings by
the public and not at all binding.
The committee formed by the Public Health
committee of the Association of Commerceand by the Dental Society swung into
action.
A Speakers Bureau was set up and the whole idea or the fluoridation
or the public water supply was pushed with a good deal of enthusiasm.
There
was no particularly
special angle that was used.
We got hold of a fairly
large number of the pamphlets furnished by the .American Dental Association to
promote this subject.
These were distributed
at many meetings at which the
members of' the Speakers Bureau gave talks.
Much to our amazement, no organized
opposition developed.
A few fadists and small radical groups voiced their
opposition, but did not enter into widespread opposition to the referendum.
Amongthe problems that were encountered was the fact that

the public water

supply here is privately owned. They had agreed to do as the public wanted
at no increase in rate inasmuch as they had received a 40 percent increase
This water company supplies water to another
in rates less than a year ago.
municipality adjacent to Peoria and to several precincts beyond the municipal
limits.
The water company had requested a majority vote in favor of' the
fluoridation
of' water from all these areas.
The City of Peoria and the other
incorporated village made official ballots for this; however, in the unorganized
areas, they were not of'f'icial ballots and had to be handed out by volunteer
workers.
They were collected by volunteers and counted by volunteers.
We were much surprised to see the majority in every precinct an over-all two
to one majority in favor of' the proposition.
At the request of the City Council, the water company is proceeding with obtaining the necessary machinery and to install it at several locations as will be
necessary because of' the physical properties of' the water system itself.
There has been no additional education promoted since the vote in November.
It will still be several months before the fluorine is actually added to the
water supply.
We will be happy to give any more details
promote this health-giving
procedure.
Very

that might help another community to

trylY -y;,urs,
,,,

/'
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August 26, 1951

PRESIDENT

Beniamin Spock, M. D.
2040 Abington Road
·cleveland 6, Ohio

Dear Dr. Spock:
Early in our correspondence, I promised to let you know how the fluoridation question came out in the City of Green Bay. I have been remiss
in my promise and I apologize for it.
The chronology of the problem is as fol lows:

(1) Early this year, several of us approached the League of Women
Voters so that they could make a study of the Fluoridation issue.
They were gracious enough to undertake such a study and accelerated it so that when Lake Michigan water would be in the
Green Bay distribution system in mid-July or early August, the
fluoridation issue would be settled.
(2) In early April, one of our councilmen offered a resolution that
the City Council direct the Water Department to put fluorine
in the Lake Michigan water. Immediately after, opposition
started forming and was headed by our Mayor.
(3) The Board of Health of the City of Green Bay requested the
counci I to approve fluoridated water.
(4) In June, the League of Women Voters,
approved fluoridation of Lake Michigan
The League then held a dinner meeting
ested parties, all the councilmen along
Board of Health, etc.

after a thorough study,
water--unanimously.
and invited al I the interwith the Mayor, and the

KELLOGG-CITIZENS

NATIONAL

BANK

-2Beniamin Spock, M. D.

August 26, 1957

(5) On the 3rd of July, the Council voted 23-0 to fluoridate Green
Bay water. One councilman walked from the councilroom to
avoid putting himself on record. The one-sided decision came
despite the Mayor's decision to veto the action anyway.
(6) The Mayor signed the City Council resolution to fluoridate
Lake Michigan Water supply on the 5th of July realizing that
his veto wou Id have been overridden .

We feel that the matter is well in hand, but that we are not dropping our
guard because a referendum can stil I be cal led for at any time.
Yours truly,

jmr/iavf

July

1, 1957

STATUSOF COURTACTIONSON FLUORIDATION

COURT S
State

California
Indiana
Louisiana
Maryland

City

San Diego
La Porte
Shreveport
Baltimore

Circuit
or
County

Appellate

Upheld

Upheld

State
Supreme

United
States
Supreme

Upheld

Upheld

4/3/52

7/1/54

1/11/55*

Upheld

Upheld

3/15/55

1/57

Against

Upheld

Upheld

Upheld

5/10/54

5/31/54

6/5/54

12/4/54**

Upheld

Upheld

Upheld

12/4/52
Massachusetts

Northampton

Upheld

6/27/52
New York

Fulton

Upheld

1953
North Dakota

Fargo

Upheld

1954
Ohio

Cleveland

9/55

Upheld

Upheld

Upheld

Upheld

10/22/53

8/11/54

6/29/55

5/21/56**

Upheld

Upheld

Upheld

Oklahoma

Tulsa

Upheld

Oregon

Bend

Upheld

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia

Upheld

1/10/55*
Upheld

2/28/56
9/21/54

Pennsylvania

New Castle

Upheld

6/55
South Carolina

Greenville

Upheld

1955
Washington

Chehalis

Upheld

Upheld

Wisconsin

Milwaukee

Upheld

6/23/54
* Refused to Review
** Case Dismissed

Upheld

12/2/54

11/5/52
Upheld

Upheld

3/8/55
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WHYALLTHE
CONTROVERSY?

By WILLIAM ATTWOOD
LOO K STAFF W RITE R

AN AMEIIICAN at ra ndom to define " fluori dati on." Chan ces a re he will repl y tlrnt " it
has somethin g to d o with wat e r." T hat' s as
much as most o f us kn ow ab out a p ro cess Lhat has
provo ked more hea ted deba te in the la nd tha n a ny
hea lth mea sure s ince va cc ina tion. Tc\wns an d cilies
fr om coa st to coa st a re co nfu sed , divided a nd
swept by str ife ove r a wo rd th at was not e ve n pa rt
o f our voc abu lar y a ge nera ti on ago . And the de ba te shows no s igns o f slackeni ng.
Flu ori dati on does hav e somethi ng lo do with
wa le r. h mcllns add ing a fluori ne co mpound to the
water sup ply in order to reduc e tooth deca y, which
affects 95 per cent o f the popu la ti on and cos ts
the co untr y we ll O\'e r Sl. 6 billion a year. Since
most wale r na tur a lly co nt a ins so me fluorin e co p1pounds, the proc ess usua lly invol,·es inc reas ing
th eir p ro port ion to ab out one pa r t per million
pa rts o f wa le r. More th a n 20 ye a rs of re~earc h
h ave s hown that a c hild dr inkin g this kind o f
wa ter fr om birth will ha\' e ha rd e r tooth ena me l
and abo ut 60 pe r cent fewe r ca\'i tics.
Ar ti /ic ia l fluori d ati on wa s sta rted in 19 15 on
4, Ame rica n
a n c ~per imenta l bas is. Sin ce the n, 1,6..J.
co mm unities with a popul a tion o f 33,4-W .779 ha ve
acloplcd wa te r-fluorid a l ion pr og ram s. If you add
an other l ,600 towns whose water 11atura lly co nta ins enough fluorid e for de nta l-hea lth pro tection,
you ha ve so me 40 ,000,000 peo p le fro m Washin gton, D. C., to S an Fran cisco (includ ing P resident
E ise nhowe r ) d ri nking this eon lr ovcrsia l wale r.
T oda y, the fluori dat io n pr ocess has bee n endorsed by th e Ame ri ca n Med ica l Assoc ia lion, the
Am er ica n De ntal Associa tion, th e Unit ed Sta les
Pu blic Hea lth Se r\'itc, th e hea lth dep ar tme nts o f
a ll 48 slates an d sco res of la y and p ro fess ional
orga niza ti ons. Th e ove r whelming maj ori ty of doc tors an d de nti sts sa y the re is no longe r a ny se r ious
K

medi ca l q uesti on as to the sa fely and effica cy of
fluori da tion.
So why all the fus s? Don't peo p le wa nt be tter teeth an d lower d eni al b ills for th e ir childr en ?
Obv ious ly, th ey do. But man y fea r the e ffec ts of
so diu m fluorid e ( a po iso n i n co ncent ra ted for m)
or opp ose, on p rin c ip le, wha t th ey rega rd as mass
med ica ti on by the s lat e . Mor eo ve r, since 0u oridatiQn only wo rk s on grow ing teeth , ad ults with out
yo u ng childr en often obj ec t lo hav in g th eir wa ter
trea ted fo r so meo ne e lse's be ne fit.
Th e rt>~ult has hee n th e mu shr oomin g of loca l
and na liona l co1u n11licer, '>!'J'"S'-'
d to fluc d clation.
Th ei r membe rsh ip includ es, amo ng others, man y
Ch r istia n Scient ists, food fa ddi sts, orga nic ga rdene rs, chiro pra cto rs and pe ople who ar e chro nicall y susp icious o f auth orit y or opp osed to change.
Th ey ha ve th e supp or t of the Dau ghters of th e
Am e rican Revolution a nd va r ious self-styled p atri otic orga ni za tio ns . P e rh a ps 1 per cent of th e
na tion's do ctor s and denti sts h ave a lso lent th eir
na mes to the cau se.
T heir ar g uments r un a sha ky ga mu t. T he y
sa y th at so dium fluo rid e is a dea d ly po iso n (so is
ta ble snit tak e n in q ua nt ity); th at fluoridati on is
unco nstit utional ( it has been up he ld in th e co ur ts
of a ll 14, stat es wher e it was leg ally cha lle nge d ) ;
th at it is soc ia lized me di cine ( alth ough it is bac ked
by the co nse r vati ve A. i\•1.A. ); th a t it e ndan gers the
l,ea hh o f older peop le ( a lth ough no lif e-in sura nce
comp an y co ns ider s fluorida ti on in iss uin g a policy); a nd Lhat it is ex pe ns ive ( a lth o ugh total cos t
pe r co nsume r av era ges 10 cen ts a year ).
So me anti s eve n cont rn d ict eac h othe r. On th e
one ha nd , fluoridat ion is a llege d to be pa r t of a
Communi st pl ot to po iso l'I c1ur wa ter s up pl y ; on
I.he olhe r , the A lumin um Co rp oi:ati on o f Ame ri ca
is acc used of fo isti ng it on :lie cou ntr y in ur<ler 10
se ll so d ium fluori de . Simil ar ly, so me op ponent s
will reco mm end th e use of fluo rid e table ts in place
o f tre ati ng the wa te r, while othe r&c laim th a t even
one pa rt per milli on o f th e chem ica l wi ll short en
yo ur li fe .

Among uninformed people, the volume and
stridencv of these ar2:uments often drown out the
logic o; the other side. By raising a din where
fluoridation is under consideration, the antis manage to create the impression that ''where there'~
smoke. there's fire." Thus, where referendums
have been held, fluoridation has been rejected by
227 communities and approved by only 162. And
of 49 other towns that have adopted fluoridation,
anti committees succeeded in getting the dechaions
reversed by referendums in 35.
Some of the tactics of the opposition so enrage doctors, dentists and health officials that they

frequently react ineptly. They will contend that
voters are not competent to evaluate a technical
questiort. Or they will merely rely on charts, graphs
and professional dignity to refute the stories about
Red plots, mottled teeth and rat poison:
However it is disputed, fluoridation arom~es
emotion wherever it is put to a vote. Such a town
is New Canaan, Conn., where the issue came up
this spring. The pictures on these pages show what
happened when the profluoridationists realized
they were involved in more of a political scrap
than a medical debate.

The antis: "When in doubt,do without."
The pros: "Do you trust your doctor?"
New Canaan. Conn., a town of 12,000 on the fringe of
l\ew York's commuting area, has the growing pains of
most suburban communities: schools, laxes, zoning. But
until last winter, its problems di<l not include fluoridation. The issue arose when its privately owned waler
company announced that it would lluoridate town waler
this summer with the approval of the local health direc·
tor. Dr. Charlotte Brown. Within weeks. a committee
opposed to Auori<lation was in action. buying newspaper
space. mailing out literature J.:,,l colleclin~ hu,ulreds of
signaturts. The strongly pro!luoridatiun J\ew Canaan
Advertiser was deluged with letters protesting the water company"s •·arLitrary decision'" and citing arguments
provided by antilluoridation groups across the nation.
Stunned by the reaction, the proponents first opposed a vote on the grounds that this was purely a health
measure and that. in any case, the result would not be
binding on the waler company. But when the antis mus-

tered enough signatures for a referendum, Dr. Brown
and her supporters got ready for a showdown fight. A
pro committee was 'Set up to get people to vote~ 32 of
1\ew Canaan's 34 doctors and dentists signed a statement endorsing fluoridation; handbills entitled ··Do you
trust your doctor?" were circulated by volunteers: local
Democrats urged a •'yes" vote ( the Republicans, whose
officers included members of the anti group, too~ no position I ; and the Ad i-erliser provided editorial support.
On election eve, the antis called a public meeting
featuring two outside medical lecturers. Bitterness
welled over as town doctors challenged them from the
floor. When the polls opened the next morning, i\ew
Canaan seemed evenly divided. People on both sides
agreed that the outr.ome would be either a personal victory for Health Director Charlotte Brown-or a personal
defeat. Fearing a vote of "'no confidence," she had already written her Jetter of resignation.

"Let's vote on it."
For Dr. Charlotte Brown, election day culminated
weeks of tension and exasperation. She didn't know
whether the people of New Canaan would believe her
and their own doctors-or the antifluoridation lecturers. At noon, local politicians told her the vote
would be close: a rumor had started in one section of
town that fluoridation would make you impotent. In
the afternoon, between patients, she used two phones
to stir up late voters. By 6 p.m., when the polls closed,
she was at the town hall, her letter of resignation in
her pocket. Friends tried to reassure her, and A. Leland Glidden, water-company president, said he fa.
vored installing fluoridation regardless of how the
vote came out. (The antis promised court action if he
did.) Her fears turned out to be groundless. When the
results were announced-L513 "yes" and 673 "no''_
Charlotte Brown and her fellow doctors cli!,covered
that the people of New Canaan trusted them after all.

The real nature
of the
HEW

CANAAN'S

CHILDREN

opposition
Why are people against fluoridation? Generally, because
antifluoridation is a made-to-order cause for the millions
of Americans who, for a variety of reasons, dislike change
and always suspect the worst. Seldom has any cause rallied
so many different kinds of supporters to its banner, ranging
from some skeptical doctors and hard-boiled citizens who
just don't want their w{ller tampered with to a weird array
of anti-Semites, charlatans, die-hard McCarthyites and
flustered old ladies.
In between is the man in 1'ew Canaan who said of
referendum!=, "I always vote no, and I'm usually right."
Studies in other communities have shown that antifluoridationists tend to he older and to have less education,
lower income and fewer children than the proponents. Psychiatrists sug<c:estthat some antis are ·'fear-directed'' people
who need something like fluoridation to give substance to
their inner anxieties.
So far. the opposition has no central organization,
apart from active local groups like those in New York and
Detroit, which furnish material and speakers to towns
where the issue arises. It is a loose hut dedicated coalition
financed by individual contributions. But it has slowed the
spread of fluoridation. Although more than half of the nation's cities of 500,000 or more population have adopted it,
New York is still holding out. The fight promises to he long
and bitter, for not only the emotions but the prestige of
people on both sides of this issue are too involved for anyone to back down gracefully.
Yet it's a safe het that fluoridation will become as
widespread as chlorination is today. For the prcs~nt controversy is beginning to generate some light as well as heat.
And the opponents can be decisively beaten, as they were
in New Canaan, when people like Dr. Brown start punching
hack. As Dr. Louis I. Dublin, a former vice-pre!-ident of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, predicted last
year, "This opposition will disappear like a bad dream,
once citizens make it their business to learn the facts."
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Prove Id
QNE statement in the latest mailing of
local anti-fluoridationists
is relatively
true. The Advertiser has ref used to publish three letters opposing the proposed
program here. It was no secret that this
newspaper had adopted a policy against
printing unsubstantiated
"anti" allegations.
Among the authors of the three letters
was a woman who discussed this policy at
length and in person with the editor. She
also brought to the office another letter
written by a man who wanted to know
if he could buy space in the People's Forum column or elsewhere in the newspaper for it.
The only basis upon which such material will be accepted editorially can be
summed up in two words: Prove it! If
evidence of any harm to Health caused by
fluoridation, attested by a court or other
impartial agency, can be produced, then
and only then, the Advertiser will print
statements to this effect.
Since this policy was adopted, none
of the opponents has ·submitted such
proof. These people offer only the statements of the physicians and dentists who
share their views. And they say there are
1,000 to 2,500 in this group-out of 270,000
members of national medical, dental and
public health associations.
Of this better than rno-to-1 minority
in the professions, none has presented
proof in a court of law or elsewhere to
prove the "anti" case. Some have tried
to do so in court or before the national
associations of which they are members,
but have been unsuccessful in every instance.
While the opposition submits the opinion of this minority as "fact," its more
rational members are not very proud of
some of the company they're keeping.
These people would like to soft pedal talk
about the fluoridation program being a
plot of the communists or the Aluminum
Com~any of America.

Yet such leaders of the "anti" movement as Dr. Frederick B. Exner of Seattle,
Wash., scheduled to visit New Canaan
next week, harp upon the "plot" theme.
And the latest ally in their cause, the
Daughters of the American Revolution,
lean on propaganda about the communist
influence.
As the people of New Canaan approach a vote on the issue of fluoridation,
let them examine the sources and the
references quoted on each side. We have
tried to help our readers in this examination. And it's a bit frightening to discover
the number of people who dismiss the
truth as "bias."
If it be bias to seek out and .state the
facts, if it be bias to accept the word of
recognized authorities, if it be bias to
insist upon proof of statements to the
contrary-then
we're biased. We'll continue in that stand until somebody accepts
and meets our challenge: Prove it!
Since the local opposition has seen fit
to present a ridiculous personal reference
as to what water the editor of the Advertiser drinks, let's set the record straight.
He has been and will be drinking more
water from the New Canaan reservoir
than many of those who are so active
against adding fluoride to it.
Let it be remembered how many of
the statements made by this group have
no more valid foundation than this one.
Remember, also, that our reply to it will
not stop the use of this canard. Ask these
people, as we have, to prove what they
say and examine their arguments with
an open mind.

24, 1958
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Cartoonist's Reaction

"

..

..

and we lake Lhe position lhal it is 1m-Amcrican

not

Editor New Canaan,Adverliscr:
I have enc losed a draw ing which
I hope conveys some i<lca o! how
I feel a bout this issue.
Th ere have always been those
who .violently resi st that which in
time has become a matter of accepted practice. I need not cite
examples.
Should we listen lo the objective
voice o{ recognized medical authority, or the hysterical shou tin gs
o! people eit her uninformed or irresponsible"!
When I have a toot hac he, I go
to a dentist, not an orator.
Robert Bugg.

lo have

a few cavit ies!"

WE
The fight

TRUSTED

for fluoridation

OUR DOCTORS
in New Canaan,

Connecticut

by W. Harry

Siemon,

D. D.S.

How it all started
The campaign
for fluoridation
of New Canaan's
water supply actually
had its
start in February
1952. An official of the Connecticut
State Dental Association
spoke to the members
of the Kiwanis
Club during Children 1 s Dental Health Week
a.nd told them about fluoridation.
The Club then decided to make fluoridation
one of its projects.
Attitude

of the water

company

It was felt that a group of citizens
should approach
the privately
owned New
Canaan Water Company with the idea of the townspeople
contributing
funds to
purchase
the necessary
equipment.
The then president
of the firm agreed to
the plan.
Joining the Kiwanis
Club in a town-wide
fund campaign
were the
Lions Club, Exchange
Club, Chamber
of Commerce,
Parent-Teacher
associations,
and the local medical
and dental societies.
Favorable
response
was
spotty and donations
fell far short of the quota.
With part of the money raised
deposited
in the bank, the plan received
a further
setback when the ownership
of the water company
changed hands.
Although there was no firm commitment
from the new owner,
a second drive
to get the rest of the money was started
in 1955.
Special emphasis
was given
to the effort when the parents
of a child killed by an automobile
while riding
a bicycle requested
funds for fluoridation
in lieu of flowers.
Although
the
needed money was raised,
it was evident that there was still an educational
effort required
before fluoridation
became a reality.
By the time the American
Medical Association
reaffirmed
its endorsement
of
fluoridation
in December
1957, the new owner of the water company
had been
convinced
of its worth,
Talks with state and local health officials
had been
most helpful in convincing
the water company.
Its president
also felt a high
moral responsibility
and as he stated,
"It was just as bad not to do the right
thing as to do something
wrong. " Once convinced
of the merit of water
fluoridation,
the water company
remained
steadfast
ih its determination
to
proceed
with the measure.
Facts

and fiction

From the beginning
the opposition
was outspoken
and vigorous.
The anti letters
to the newspaper
came fast and furious.
After the water company announced
that it would install machinery
to fluoridate
the water,
the anti group swung into
action.
They circulated
a petition
to force a town meeting
and to make the issue
a referendum
to be decided by using voting machines.
The selection
of a voting
date to coincide with a school holiday period indicates
that the antis were hopeful
that many parents
of school age would be away.

.,

Letters
to the editor of the local newspaper
took on a better balance when the
health director
and individual
dentists
and physicians,
as well as townspeople,
replied to the opposition
charges.
Anti literature
began to appear in mailboxes
and at meetings
with the usual talk about poison,
mottled
teeth and sinister
plots.
Each charge was checked and answered.
Top professional
experts
were quoted in news stories
and in editorials.
President
Eisenhower's
personal
physician,
Dr. Jonas Salk, Dr. Frederick
McKay of Colorado
Springs and the
U.S. Public Health Service were quoted to show how data was being distorted
and misinterpreted
by the antis.
Finally the New Canaan Advertiser
announced
in an editorial
entitled
"Prove
It!" that it would publish no letters
containing
such allegations
unless the
writers
could produce
documented
proof of their statements.
No valid proof
was produced,
but the opponents
leveled attacks
on the newspaper
for "refusing
to give both sides" in their direct mail attack.
By thoroughly
investigating
falsehoods,
the proponents
Debates

all the opposition
claims and by showing their
appealed
to the basic rules of fair play and truth.

and forums

At the town meeting
on fluoridation
a physician,
a dentist and a municipal
court
judge spoke in favor of the measure.
They were opposed by a salesman,
a radio
executive
and a contractor.
Several other professional
persons
spoke favorably
from the floor.
At another meeting
the antis were unable to find any local professional
spokesmen
so they invited long time opponents
from New York, New Jersey
and even as far
away as Seattle,
Washington
to participate.
The director
of health sent letters
to
a good nwnber
of top professional
experts
asking them to join in the debate.
Most
of these people declined
the invitation
either because
of a crowded
schedule
or on
general principles.
A nwnber
of those contacted
stated that there was no point
in trying to refute argwnents
founded upon a purely emotional
appeal.
When
informed
of this reaction,
the antis decided to present
only their point of view
at the public meeting.
However,
several
New Canaan physicians
and dentists
did attend the meeting
and asked sharp and demanding
questions.
Often these
anti "experts"
became
entrapped
in their own logic.
Faced with a quotation
from his own writings,
one of them denied he had ever said anything of the kind.
It was a case of high frequency
remarks
with low fidelity.

...

It takes an informed
and articulate
group of persons
to take part effectively
in
this kind of meeting
and ask the kind of questions
that are necessary
to deflate
the opposition
statements.
However,
the effort is well worth it.

Role of local

dentists

and physicians

The doctors, aroused
by attacks
upon their integrity,
campaigned
openly and
vigorously
with their fellow citizens
in the ranks of proponents.
Of New Canaan ts
34 dentists
and physicians,
32 agreed to the use of their names on a poster
11
supporting
fluoridation
headlined,
Do You Trust Your D9ctor?"
The two who
didn't give permission
refused for personal
reasons
other than scientific
ones
and did not publicly oppose.
This theme proved most effective and the poster
and flyers were circulated
about town.
Before proceeding
to work with the professional
group it is necessary
to acquaint
them with the facts and the scientific
material.
Lawyers
were sent material
on
legal aspects
of the question.
Once this is done, these groups can be your most
effective weapon in winning the confidence
of the public-.
Newspaper

support

The New Canaan Advertiser
supported
the proposal
from the beginning in 1952
to the successful
culmination
in the spring of 1958 with the vigor and spirit of
traditional
crusading
newspapermen.
An editorial
appeared
in the paper on
"Isn't It Time?"
The recent AMA action was
December
12, 1957 headlined
cited and the question was raised as to when would New Canaan fluoridate
its
water supply.
This editorial
was the trigger
for ren(twed activity.
Shortly
thereafter
the director
of health urged the adoption of the program.
As
indicated previously
the editor set up a policy governing
the material
he would
accept for publication
and stuck to his guns.
The paper printed the answers
to
the misleading
allegations
and editorially
stood up to be counted among the
staunch supporters
of fluoridation.
Grass

roots

organization

A decided effort to educate the people of the community
became apparent
as a
grass rootc comrr.dttee
rallied around the health director
and her husband,
also
a physician.
The proponents
sent out their own mailing pieces and concentrated
on a telephone
campaign
as the time for a decision drew near.
In the final hours
campaign.
before the vote, the group worked as if they were in a political
Telephone
calls were made to get out the vote.
A careful approach
was prepared
to avoid arguzne.nts and to keep the calling rapid.
Transpor.tation
was provided
to those needing it. The directqr
of health staked her job on the•outcome
of the
vote.
The water company stood firm in its determination
to go ahead with
fluoridation.
Victory
On May 3, 1958 the voters of New Canaan
fluoridation.
The equipment
was ordered,
mo·nth later.
As the New Canaan newspaper
intelligence
of the community

decided 1513 to 673 in favor of water
installed
and in operation
about a

said in an editorial
after
was "Equal To Test. 11

the referenduzn,

the

,.:..

CONCORD,
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
In 1951 the City Council authorized the City Manager to introduce fluoride into
the water supply. In 1952 Concord became the first city in NewHampshire to
fluoridate its water supply. During the campaign to elect a mayor and Board of
Aldermen to replace the city manager form or government, the issue of r1uoridat1on was made part of the platform. Mayor Johnson pledged that tf elected he
would stop fluoridation.
He was elected and the fight started •

•

The Mayor asked t'or immediate action to suspend fluoridation.
A hearing was
called for February 24. An EmergencyCitizen's Committee To Save Fluoridation
was formed. Mrs. Judith R. Kamin, Secretary of the ECCTSF,comments on the
fight in Concord as related ·by the newspaper headlines -produced here.

CONC0RDMONITOR FEB 15, 19.58

Hundreds Sign Petitions For
Continued
Water Fluoridatio11
Emergency Committee
Claims Response
'Overwhelming
MANCHESTERUNION LEADER FEB

11,

Is

1958

'I

•

ConcordCalls Hearing
On Use of Fluorine
"Actually our fight was an easy one comparednth some of the real struggles
going on elsewhere against ignorance 1n this matter. After all, we already
bad fluoridation; all we had to do was repulse a threat.
We learned that
you've got to get out and work. There is no substitute for hard work. You
have to organize your ca • paign, you have to ring doorbells."

CONCORD
MONITOR FEB 18, 1958

Save-Fluoridation Group Says
Opponents Peddling Falsehoods
..
•

O.eck on 'Authorities'
Used by Oppo~ition
Shows Discrepandes
"Anessential for victory is effective use of public communications media.
You • ust pepper the newspapers, radio and television stations with daily
doses of propaganda and you must answer each and every argument raised by
your opponents ouickly and honestlv."

~It 1s suicidal to depend on the logic or your arguments in favor of r1uoridat1on overco • 1ng the distortion, passion and lies or a fanatical 9pposition
which pretends to know only one thing--'It's
rat poison, isn't 1t?• You just
cannot afford the- luxury of saying 'Why, that's ridiculous.
I'm not going to
d1gn1ry it with an answer.'"

CONCORD
DAILYMONITORFEB24 195a

NoReferendum Likely If City
Ends Fluoridation, ls Charge
Resolution h
'Rigged~ to Eliminate

~ DAILYMl41Trn

FEB24

1958

l\layor"s

System Without Vote

"There must be very close llaison between tbe professional people--the experts in the field--and the lay
people, citizens like • yself who want to keep our
children's teeth strong. These fights are very much
like wars--there • ust be advance planning, careful
preparation and skillful work."

Fluoridation
ViewsTo Be
Out Tonight
CitI Auditorilal Doors
To Open at 6:30
For Hearing
Mayor Johnson Ill.
May Not Attend
Medical.Dental Experts To
Present Evidence For
Continuance

CONCORD
MONITORFEB 25 1958

Overwhelming Backing For
Fluoridation At Aldermanic
Hearing;Auditorium Packed
CONCORD
HEARING
VOTES3-1 FOR
FLUORIDATION

Mayor Jolmson's Plan To
Halt Water Treatment
Opposed 3-to-l
Petition Signed BY
3,379 Favors Fluorides
Board of Alder men to Act
On Proposal March 10;
'Mandate' Challenged

"'lbe dentists took care of presentmg • ost of tbe
evidence sub111tted at a very successful publlc
hearing which foreshadowed our victory.
We 'ordinary citizens'
with our co•• ittee backed the • up
and took the lead 1n the 10-flghtmg and 1n the
propaganda war that preceded the publlc hearing. 11
"For reasons best known to themselves, • ost dentists and physicians are reluctant
to take any public part 1n favor of fluor1dat1on while freely conceding that it
is demonstrably effective and safe. This proved to be one of • y biggest disapIt's all very well for the professional pedple to take the attitude
point • ents.
that they don't want to become engaged in public brawls but I submit that here is
an issue on which we must have top-fllght medical leadership. 11

CONCORD
DAllYMONITOR
KAR10 1958

Mayor Serves Notice On
Aldermen He Intends To
Ask Referendum In 1959
Board Decides Fate Of
Fluoridation
Tonight;
Johnson Stands Pat
"For what it's worth, I personally feel that the Letter to the
Editor column of the local papers must be h1t hard. Antis who
feel strongly about fluoridation bollbard the oress with letters
which altogether too many of our 'intelligent'
pro-fluoridatJ.on
people pass off as unimportant. I reel it might not be a bad
idea to assign the chore of writing letters in favor of fluoridation to a wide variety of people. Unhappily when you're
opposed to someth1ng1 you tend to be more vigorous in your approach than wnen you re for something. This results 1n our
being beaten 1n the vox pop columns and there's just no excuse
for it--ir we mean business and get out and work."
CONCORD
DAILY MONITORMAR11, 19.58

Aldermen Vote 10-5 to Keep
Fluoridation In City Water
Supply, Over Mayor's Protest
Ant1-Fluoridat1onsts
To
Take Fight to 19 5 9
Legislature

CONCORrDAILYMONITORMAR18, 1958

City Asks Bids
For Fluoride
Johnson Seeks Prices On
Six Tons of Chemical
March 26

CONCORD
DAILYMONITORMAR19, 19.58
Save Fluor1dat1on
Has $2 as Surplus

"WelearnP.d that money is d1fflcult to obtain and a llttle of it 1s essential
for newspaper advertising and pr1nt1ng etc. For example, 1t wasn't until
more than a month after the conclusion of our fight that we managed to pay
all our b1lls--and they were really quite modest. Wedonated a $2 surplus
to the Concord Chapter, American Red Cross."

SEATTLEVOTESON FLUORIDATION
Prepared

by Sanford P. Lehman, M.D., M.P.H., and Barbara L. Kahn, M.P.H.
for Western Branch, American Public Health Association
Denver, June, 1952

Seattle
voted two to one in the municipal election,
March 11, 1952, against
the addition
of the fluoride
ion to the municipal water supply.
This resulted
in
spite of the fact that fluoridation
was endorsed, in addition
to national
scientific
bodies, by the local dental society,
the local pediatric
society,
the Executive Board of the King County Medical Society,
the local health department,
and the
Seattle P.T.A. Council.
Such doubting by the vast majority
of citizens
of scientific
evidence presented
by qualified
medical and dental persons suggests pause for
reflection.
BACKGROUND
OF DENTALPROGRAM
Interest.
in dental health on a communi.ty wide basis began s.ometime in 1949
when the P.T.A. selected
dental health as their health program for the year.
They
learned of instances
where Public Health Service teams came into a community to put
on a demonstration
program of topical fluoride
application.
P.T.A. members approached
the health department and dental society regarding its feasibility.
A city-wide dental committee was formed composed of representatives
from the Seattle
P.T.A. Council,
the Seattle District
Dental Society, the Seattle Public Schools - both medical and
curriculum departments,
the Catholic Diocese representing
parochial
schools, the
Washington State Department of Health and the Seattle·-King
County Department of Public Health.
It was decided by the committee that before any program be carried out
a survey of dental needs be first
undertaken.
This was accomplished in March, 1950,
with the assistance
of the Public Opinion Laboratory of the University
of Washington,
91 local dentists
who volunteered
half a day each, the Director
of Dental Health for
the State Department of Health, and over 200 P.ToAo volunteers.
Six thousand students
from grades kindergarten
through twelve were inspected
and answered questions on dental health.
The results
showed a high decay rate, with the average 11th and 12th
grader having 14.8 decayed, missing or filled
teeth.
The committee turned its attention
to supporting
and implementing dental health
education in the schools and in the P,.TnA~'s.
It felt that topical
application
of
fluoride
on a city-wide basis to school children at this time would be impractical
and expensive.
FLUORIDATIONRECOMMENDED
TO CITY COUNCIL, JANUARY1951

..

The Director of the Seattle-King
County Department of Public Health had meanwhile been studying the results
of fluoridation
of municipal water supplies,
and was
impressed with the results.
fruits

Here was a real public health measure: a safe method of disease prevention,
of which would be enjoyed by the entire population
of the next generation.

the

He had also discussed
the problem with the dental health committee and individual
leaders in the Seattle
P.T.A. Council.
He received their backing for the fluoridation
of the municipal water supply.
The Executive Committees of the Medical and Dental
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Societies were likewise consulted..
With their endorsement, and that of the Po ToAo
Council and the Health and Welfare Council of Seattle and King County, the local
Director of Public Health recommended to the City Council (in January 1951) that
fluoride up to 1 part per million parts of water be added to the city water supply.
The City Council held a publ.i.c hearing on the matter early in February,
1951.
The room was crowded with citizens
most of whom were P.ToAo memberso The Director
o:£'Public Health for the Seattle-King
County Department of Public Health, and the
new Head of the Dental Health Section, State Department of Health, presented
the
case for fluoridation.,
The Superintendent
of the Water Department expressed the
belief that insufficient
study had been rr.ade on the problem to warrant adding f luoPoT.Aa members expressed their support, as did the President
of
ride at this time.
the Health and Welfare Council for his organization,
and the Chairman of the Public
Health Commit.tee of the Junior Chamber of Commerce for his organization~
With the
exception of the Superintendent
of the Water Department, no individual
or group expressed any opposition~
Council members voted that two ordinances be prepared,
one
to allow for fluoridation
and one on the cost and method of payment, with the Water
Department responsi.ble
for preparation
of the latter,
and the Heal th Department of
the former.

1951 to :!)ECEMBER
1951
EVE..WTS
FROMFEBRUARY
An Institute
at the University
of Washington on April 27, 1951 was the only
educational
program carried on for the public at large from the time of the hearing
until the decision:, November 1951, to let the people decide by referendum.
Leading
research men on the subject of fluoridation
from throughout the nation were speakers
at the Institute.
These included Frederick McKay, DoDnSo, from Colorado Springs;
Philip Jay, DoDaSo, University
of Michigan; J. Roy Blayney, D.D.S., University
of
Chica.go; and Francis A" Bull, DoDoSo, Director of Dental Health, State of Wisconsin
!3oard of Health.
'1here was also a 'Panel on Policies
and Viewpoints of Interested
Groups in the Field of Fluoridation"
in which the Assistant
Superintendent
of the
Seattle City Water Department as one member of the panel expressed his views that
0
insu.ff icient evidence had been accumulated to assure the safety of adding fluoride
to the water supply""
1

1

Letters opposing fluoridation
began coming into the City Council.
Also the
Water Department began receiving
crank letters
about the difficulties
they were having since the W9.ter was fluoridated!
A new Director of Public Health for the Seattle-King
County Department of Public
Health took office March 1, 1951. He and the Acting Director of Environmental Health
conferred with the Water Department concerning the ordinances,
but the question of
cost caused delay in their preparation.
The Public Utilities
and the Finance and Taxation Committees of the Municipal
League of Seattle took up the question of fluoridation.
They were interested
in
maintaining
the low water r5.tes which Seattle enjoyed.
In August, 1951, they recommended that the C:i.ty Council put the question on the ballot as was to be done in San
Francisco.
It was not until after the City Council's decision to do this (November
1951) that the Publ.i.c Heal"th Cammittee of the Munictpal League met and endorsed
fluoridation.
The Executive Boe.rd of the Municipal League, however, took a neutral
stand.
This was about the best the Public Health Committee could hope for, since
the early study and adverse action of their subcommittees (utilities
and finance)
had been augmented by prejudices
of the Water Superintendent
and two prominent and
influential
officers
of the Executive Committee who were Christian
Scientists.
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In November, 1951, the Corporation
Counsel was instructed
by the City Council
to draw up a single ordinance embodying the requirements
to fluoridate
and to incorporate
in the same ordinance the cost of the fluoride
which would be borne by
the water users.
When the Health Department inquired wby a single ordinance was
being requested,
the Water Department officials
replied
that they did not want to be
caught with a mandate from the people to fluoridate
without the funds with which to
do so.
The Health Department was asked to work with and to advise the Water Department concerning the cost of materials,
operation,
and wording of the ordinance.
The Health Officer's
chief concern was that the cost of the fluoride
seemed very
high (double that used in other large cities).
The explanation
of the Water Department was that the cost of the equipment should be amortized over a ten-year
period,
the silica-fluoride,
the type commonly used, would be exceedi.ngly difficult
to obtain,
so we should plan on sodium fluoride.
This is the most expensive to obtain.
Seattle
uses approximately
200 gallons per person compared with one-half
that used
by most cities
the size of Seattle.
The surprising
sp~eding-up of activities
of the official
bodies after the issue
lay dormant for so many months aroused the interest,
and to some extent the anxiety
of Health Department officials.
They attempted to dissuade the Council against
putting this issue before the public for decision by suggesting
this was too technical and scientific
a matter to be decided by the average lay citizen.
Four members
of the Council,
strongest
advocates of fluoridation,
were coming up for re-election
on March 11th. ·The election
period was nearing,
which undoubtedly must have modified some of the action taken by some of the members of the Council.
To ease the position
of the Council, the decision
was made to place it on the
ballot as had been done with the same issue in San Francisco.
This was just what
the opposition
was hoping for.
From this point on, the Council never spoke of fluoridation
in open session,
nor did any of the candidates
for office in any of their
campaign arguments.
It appeared to be too controversial
an issue for any of the
candidates
to discuss.
No one knew how the votes were lining up on fluoridation,
even after the primaries
in February 1952, and I am sure no one would hazard a guess,
Fluoridation
of the municipal water supply
March 11 ballot,
and read as follows,
uShall a
the State Department of Health, be added to the
by water users through a monthly charge of ten
as contemplated
by Ordinance No. 80527? 1'

was made Referendum No. 1 on the
source of fluoride
ion, approved by
water supply, the cost to be paid
cents for each premises served, all

THE CAMPAIGN
Organization
and Speakers Bureau - Following the announcement late in November
that the fluoridation
issue would be referred
to the people, the local Director
of
Public Health met with some of his Division heads.
It was decided that a committee
should be formed to bring the facts before the public.
It was felt that the Dental
and Medical Societies
should first
be contacted
to ask them to reaffirm
their stand
endorsing fluoridation,
and to encourage the Dental Society to take leadership
in
sponsoring the committee.
The Director
of the Dental Health Section of the SeattleKing County Department of Public Health, who had just been appointed Chairman of the
Public Health Committee of the local Dental Society,
called his committee together,
which in turn made its recommendation to the Executive Committee of the Dental
Society.
Meanwhile, the Public Health Committee of the King County Medical Society
recommended to the Executive Board of the Medical Society that it make firm its
stand on fluoridation.
The Executive Boards of both Societies
announced again their
endorsement of fluoridation,
as they had done the previous year.
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A meeting was then called late in December to discuss orga..~ization of a Citizen's Committee for Fluoridation.
Present at the meeting were the President
of the
Seattle District
Dental Society,
the Cb.airman of the Public Health Committees of
the Medical and Dental Societies,
respectively,
the Director of Public Health, the
health educator from the local health department,
the Director of Dental Health for
the State Department of Health, the President
of the Seattle PoToA. Council, a
representative
from the Board of the Seattle Visi~ing Nurse Service,
the Executive
Secretary of the State Health Council and the Secretary of the Health Division of
the local Health and Welfare Council.
The Executive Committee of the Dental Society, believing
in fluoridation
and
showing real comm.lmity spirit,
agreed to take the leadership
and sponsor the organization of the committee, which would have both a lay and professional
division,
with a lay person as chairman.
Accordingly,
lay and professional
medical a~d dental
persons to be invited as members of the committee were discussed,
and a rr.eeting date
set for January 10. It was decided that headquarters
would be set up i!l the office
of the Dental Society, with a separate phone, and that the health educator and
another representative
from the health department,
and the Executive Secretary
of
the State Health Council, who is a publicity
exfert,
would devote most of their
time to the fluoridation
program.
The Executive Secretary
of the State Health
Council deserves special credit for the hours of hard work he devoted to ~he committee.
A Speakers' Bureau was to be organized immediately.
It was felt tr-i.at
dentists
and physicians
were the ones to bring the facts before the people.
It was
also agreed that a pamphlet, similar to the one used in San Francisco would be
printed.
At the regular meeting of the Dental Society on January 8 (about 65 merr.bers
were present),
the fluoridation
issue was brought before the members and discussed.
The only opposition
was expressed by a member of the fa,~u:_ty of the Unlversi ty of
Washington School of Dentistry
who felt that insui'ficient
study had been ms.de on the
subject.
However, in order for the society to present a unanimous front,
he wi'thdrew his objection.
This lack of opposition
is significant,
fo:c late i~ February,
announced publicly that they had never favored fluorida1,ion.
This
about 20 dentists
group was recognized as advocates of applied nutri ti.on and were inf h1enced by the
opposition to voice th2ir views.
The Seattle Committee for Fluoridation
met two days later on January 10 in-the
Medical Dental Building.
The meeting was planned for the Public Safety Building,
but because it was learned that hecklers from the opposition were planning to attend,
the meeting place was changed.
(Such heck.ling had been experienced
the day before
at a PoT.Ao Council meeting when a panel of speakers presented the fac~s for fluori.dation.
It was felt that +~his wrangling and discord would be undesirable
for an
organizational
meeting.)
Facts on fluoridation
were presented,
an alert and competent insurance man was elected chairman, and a sum of money was promised the committee from the Dental Society:
The PoT.An Cound.1 agreed to pay for the pamphlets
needed for its organization.
Anticipated
expenses were for the parnphlet, the telephone and mailing.
At a later meeting, committees were appointed:
1) publicity
and 2) organization,
including the Speakers' Bureau.
Work OL the Speakers' Bureau and some publicity
stories had already started
- even before the January 10 organizational
meeting.
Post cards were sent to about 400 organizations
telling
them that a speakersr bureau
had been formed to give them the facts about fluoridation.
Thirty-seven
der.ti.sts,
twelve physicians
and several lay persons volunteered
to do the speaking and speakers
kits were supplied each one. Two dentists
served as co-chairmen to secure the
speakers, and the health department representatives
received and fi.lled reques-te,
143.
which by March 10, totaled
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During most of January the speakers from the Committee for Fluoridation
met
with little
opposition
from the platform,
but the same faces of a small group of
fanati.cal
objectors
began appearing in meeting after meeting with questions
in-tended to stump the speaker and to raise doubts in the minds of the audience.
When a speaker did encounter the debate type of program, the opposition
speaker
was usually an elderly
homeopathic physician,
noted for his opposition
to other
important public health measures, including
pasteurization
of miik, water chlorination, and vaccination
of dogs against rabies.
He i.s not a member of the County
Medical Society.
To the average citizen,
however, he had equal status with the
physician
or dentist
speaking in favor of fluoridation.
At the beginning of the campaign, persons vocal in opposing fluoridation
formed the Washington State Council Against Fluoridation
which was backed by the
National Nutrition
League, Inc.
Most of these were owners, operators
and patrons
Later, about the first
of February,
Christian
of so-called
"health food 11 stores.
Scientists,
deploring
"compulsory medication",
took the lead in forming the AntiAn attorney
served as chairman, a trained
publicity
man
Fluoridation
Committee.
worked with them, and a speakers'
bureau was formed.
Billboards
opposing fluoridation appeared the last week or so of the campaign.
From all appearances,
the
Washington State Council Against Fluoridation,
for the rest of the campaign, was
absorbed by this latter,
well organized committee.
(Following
election
day this
committee decided to remain organized on a permanent basis as the Northwest
Committee Against Fluoridation.)
Following the formation
of the Anti-Fluoridation
Committee the first
part of
February,
opposition
speakers appeared on practically
every program.
Added to the
ranks of the opposition
were three physicians
from the Medical Society,
and several
well-known attorneys
who appeared at meetings,
on the radio and on television
to
debate the issue on the basis of invasion of individual
rights,
and pressure
for
the program from Oscar Ewing and the U.So Public Health Service.
Their suggested
alternative
was to add fluorides
to salt.
The editor of the leading Northwest medical journal
and chairman of the Health
and Welfare Council as spokesman for ten local physicians
reported
to a local
newspaper "as professional
men and citizens
we wish to express our unqualified
support of this measure".
A few weeks later this same physician
appeared on television as an opponent of fluoridation.
In order that all physicians
and dentists
might have the facts about fluoridation,
the Committee for Fluoridation
mailed to each a copy of the AoDnAn booklet
on fluoridation,
mimeographed copies of the summary report of the National Research
Council, and the Statements
of the Councils on Pharmacy and Chemistry and Foods and
Nutrition
of the A.M.An Later a letter
was sent to each physician
and dentist
asking whether they would be willing
to (1) be a member of the Committee for Fluoridation,
(2) mail an accepted leaflet
on fluoridation
with their monthly statements,
About 150 responded to the first
two, and several
and (3) serve as a speaker.
additional
speakers were secured.
A total of three meetings were held by the Committee for Fluoridation.
The Speakers'
Bureau met twice.
Publicity
- The Publicity
Committee was composed of the Executive Secretary
of
the State Health Council, an ex-reporter
of the Seattle
Times, and a person who
served as publicity
chairman for various community organizations.
They arranged for
newspaper stories
to the dailies
and weeklies,
and arranged for the radio and television programs.
They also prepared materials
for the speakers'
kits,
and set up
the leaflet
which was distributed
by the overall
committee.
They were active in
urging people to write letters
to the Editors.
They wrote to authentic
sources
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all over the country seeking facts on fluoridation
and answers to oppositions'
questions.
Replies were mimeographed for distribution
to particular
areas of
interest.
.
The two daily newspapers from the beginning took a
neutral stand.
They printed as much material
in opposition
as they did pro.
The
majority of "Letters
to the Editors" were opposed to fluoridation,
even though
those in favor of fluoridation
were urged to write.
The topic of fluoridation
became front page material
and a subject for editorials.
It was the most controversial
and talked of issue on the ballot.
Several neighborhood weekly papers came
out against fluoridation.
Radio and television
stations
became additional
media for publicizing
the
controversy.
The seven radio programs and two television
shows all presented
pro
and con, and the debates became quite heated.
The pamphlets which were prepared by the Committee for Fluoridation
were distributed
at every PoToAo meeting in February (about 30,000 copies).
In addition,
speakers gave them out at other meetings, a few volunteers
distributed
them within
their own neighborhoods
and about 150 physicians
and dentists
mailed them with their
statements.
A letter
was.written
to every AoF. of Lo Union in the city, with a copy
of the pamphlet attached~
Further distribution
of the pamphlet was stopped when a
labor union official
questioned the chairman of the committee about the fact that
no union label appeared on the leaflet.
The type for the leaflet
was set in a union
shop, but it was multigraphed
in the Department of Public Health.
How much influence this had on the final vote is difficult
to say.
The opposition
distributed
quantities
of literature.
The first
pamphlet that
appeared was seven pages with a skull and crossbones on the front,
and was put out
by the Washington State Council Against Fluoridation
which was sponsored by the
National Nutrition
League, Inc.
Later they distributed
mimeographed copy entitled,
"Correct Answers to Common Questions About Fluoridation."
This was in refutation
to
that put out by the Committee for Fluoridation
headed, 11Answers to CommonQuestions
About Fluoridation".
The opposition
also distributed
reprints
of an article
that
appeared in "Northwest Medicine 11 , and one that appeared in the commercially
published 1'0ral Hygiene" - both in opposition.
The latter
included accusations
of
socialized
medicine, and recommendations for a "campaign for better
systemic health
11
through natural nutritious
foods".
Don't Be a Guinea Pig 11 was the heading of
another mimeographed throw-away.
Another "anti" publication
distributed
was one
called,
"Fluoridation",
by H. G. Anderson, Secretary,
Citizens Medical Reference
Bureau, Inc., 1860 Broadway, Suite 1215, New York 23, N. Y. This contains excerpts
from articles
which oppose fluoridation.
The various materials
published by the
opposition were distributed
at meetings,
through health food stores,
and in some
areas, from door to door.
They contained quotes from scientific
articles
no longer
considered valid - even by the authors,
and quotes from some unrecognized
and unreliable
sources.
The average lay person, however, did not know this.
The campaign_.then, to summari.ze, included pro-and-con debates at meetings,
on
the radio and on television.
It included the distribution
of literature
by both
sides, and pro-and-con news releases.
Each side formed a committee to take the lead
in spreading information.
The campaign in the community extended for nine weeks up
to the March 11 election.
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POSITION TAKENBY VARIOUSINDIVIDUALSAND ORGANIZATIONS
State Department of Health - approved such a program for Seattle.
The
Director
of Dental Health worked actively
for the passage of the referendum.
Seattle-King
County Department of Public Health - recommended the program to
the City Council and to the people.
They took a stand as a body for fluoridation
and worked actively
on the program.
All members of the department
attended
orientation
sessions.
Two members were appointed
to work full time if required
with the Committee for Fluoridation,
during the active
campaign (two and one-half
months).
State Health Council - approved fluoridation,
and its
worked actively
- long hours - as information
and research
passage of the referendum.

Executive
Secretary
clearing
house - for

the

Seattle
District
Dental Society - Executive Committee approved fluoridation
of
the water supply in January 1951 and reaffirmed
its stand in December 1951. This
was approved by the Society as a whole in January 1952. Members worked actively
for
fluoridation,
37 serving as speakers and 100 or more distributing
leaflets.
Two
dentists
who were originally
on the Committee for Fluoridation
publicly
announced
their opposition
late in the campaign.
This announcement was followed by the public
announcement through the newspaper that 18 other dentists
were against
fluoridation.
Most of these were members·of the Academy of Applied Nutrition.
They insisted
they
had not had an opportunity
to discuss the subject at a Society meeting.
King County Medical Society - The Executive Committee, following
a recommen,by the Society's
Public Health Committee, endorsed fluoridation
in January
1951. This was reaffirmed
in January 1952. It was never brought before the entire
membership for a vote.
At the membership meeting in February 1952, however, a
physician
moved that the Executive Committee take no stand on the issue.
This was
tabled on vote from the floor.
Three members of the Society campaigned actively
against fluoridation
of the water supply, maintaining,
among other things,
that it
was an invasion of individual
rights,
constituted
socialized
medicine,
and that it
would be equally effective
to fluoridate
salt.
Twelve members of the Medical
Society served actively
on the Speakers'
Bureau of the Committee for Fluoridation,
and an additional
one hundred or so included in their monthly statements
the
pamphlet endorsing fluoridation.
dation

Seattle
PoToAo Council and local PoT.A. 's - the P.T.A. Council was behind
fluoridation
from the beginning.
During the campaign the Council paid out $125 for
leaflets
on fluoridation
to distribute
at PoT.A. meetings during February.
Without
question the great majority
of individual
P.T.A. 's were in favor of the program.
A
small group of members through a public announcement in the newspaper opposed
fluoridation
and accused the P.T.A. Council of handing down a decision
from the top
without giving individual
P.T.Ao 's the opportunity
to decide for themselves.
The
P.TaA. Council countered with the fact that local P.T.A. 'shad
been working on the
problem of dental health for several years and had been looking to the authorities
for help.
The separate
P.T.A. 'shad
been in favor of topical
application,
but had
been told it was impractical
in Seattle
due to lack of personnel
and funds.
Fluoridating the water supply they felt was a way of reaching all the people.
Junior Chamber of Commerce - The Junior Chamber of Commerce endorsed fluoridation in February,
1951, at the public hearing held by the City Council.
During
the campaign in January and February 1952, one of the programs of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce was a discussion
of fluoridation,
with both sides presented,
after which
no further
action was taken.

Labor Unions - The Director of the CIO Regional Office was a member of the
Cormr.ittee for Fluoridation.
Meetings at which only the pro aspects of fluoridation
were presented were held with the A.F. of L. Central Labor Council and the CIO
Central Office.
Neither group officially
endorsed fluoridation.
A letter
-was sent
by the Cammittee for Fluori.dat:i.dn to all A.F. of L. Unions asking for their support.
The Aeromechanics and the Communication Workers of America invited pro and con
speakers to their meetings.
The week before the voting, the Aeromechanics 1 weekly
paper published an editorial
expressing the belief that the issue would be defeated
badly, and giving the arguments of the opposition only.
Municipal League of Seattle
and King County - the Public Utilities
Committee
and the Finance and Taxation Com.vnittee of the League discussed fluoridation
in the
spring and summer of 1951 and recommended to the Executive Committee that the issue
be placed on the ballot.
The Public Health Committee did not take up the matter
until January 1952. This committee recormnended to the League Executive Committee
that the League take a stand in favor of fluoridation.
The Executive Committee
decided to take no stand and in its regular publication,
The Municipal News, presented the arguments on both sides.
Seattle League of Women Voters - Arguments on both sides were presented by the
League of WomenVoters, both in their publication
on the issues to be voted on, and
at thei.r regular Town Meeting.
Individual
members spoke actively
for fluoridation,
although through policy of their organization
they took no official
stand on the
issue.
Health~ Welfare Council of Seattle and King County - Following the recommendation of its Health Division,
trie Executi.ve Committee of the Health & Welfare
Counci.l endorsed fluoridation
in January 1951. After the decision was made to place
the matter on the ballot,
the Health Division reiterated
its former stand.
The
Chaj_rman of the Health Division,
a physician,
however, reversed his stand and spoke
for the opposition.
His argument wa$ that fluoridation
of the water supply was an
invasion of individual
rights and a trend toward socialized
medicine.
University
of Washingto~ - The Deans of the Schools of Medicine and Dentistry
were members of the Committee for FluoridationA
Also, individual
professors
in these
schools worked acti.vely for the passage of the referendum..
It was mistakenly men~ioned in a small. article
in the paper that the two schools -were backing fluoridation.
The Df-:ans of the two schools refuted this in a letter
to the Edi tor, explaining
that
the U::..iversity could take no official
stand on such m.atters, but members of the
staff were free to express thei.r opinions.
A prominent professor
of engineering,
a
Chris+,ian Scientist,
spoke for the opposition,
as did the ex-Dean of the Law School.
Daily Newspapers: Seattle Times and Seattle Post-Intelligencer
- Both papers
took a neutral stand and published asrriuch information
against fluoridation
as in
favor of it. o The same -was t:rue of the radi.o stations.
Others - Other organizations
endorsing fluoridation
included the Woments auxiliary of the Seattle District
Dental Society, the Seattle Pediatric
Society,
the
Washington State Dental Hygienists
Association,
the local Dental Assistants
Association, the Seattle Dietetic
Associ.ation,
the Seattle Visiting
Nurse Association,
the
Gyro Club and the Active Club.
Candidates for Office - None of the candidates for office expressed
opi.nion on the issue, evidently
feeling it was too hot to handle.

3.,

any

MAIN ISSUES
L The basic claim of proponents of fluoridation
remained uncontradicted
..
That was that fluoridation
reduces tooth decay in children.
Communities which have
tried fluoridation
have less decay than similar
cities
which have not tried it.
Persons reared in cities
where there is naturally
occurring
fluorine
in the water
also have less decay.
The opponents asserted
that reports
from cities
where the
fluoride
ion has been added are inconclusive
because they cover too short a timeo
2. The opponents rang out warnings on the poisoning
effects
of fluorine
Vlrat poisonu, they termed it.
It brings out, they insisted,
hardening of the
arteries,
interferes
with kidney excretion,
causes bones to become brittle,
causes
mottled enamel and weakening of the tooth structure
and may cause cancer.
Fluorine,
they continued,
"may tend to accumulate within the body so that
symptoms of fluorine
poisoning may take as long as ten years to appear".
When
pinned down, however, the opposition
could find no examples of persons who had been
poisoned by the addition
of one part per million fluoride
to the water supply"

3. Other arguments were that mechanical failure of fluoridating
equipment,
accidently
or through sabotage,
may destroy the community and that fluorine
was used
in Germany after World War I to Y'weaken the wills of the people vi.
4,. The proponents pointed out the large list of qualified
scientific
bodies
who had endorsed fluoridation
.. The opposition
emphasized that the local medical
and dental societies
were not unanimous in their support - that even the experts
could not agree.

5.
be paying

The opposition
pointed out that only children
out the money and deriving no good.

would benefit~

adults

would

6. A substantial
part of the opposition
to the issue among some doctors and
dentists
was based on considerations
other than the medical-dental
problems involved"
Heading these considerations
was the assertion
that fluoridation
is an
invasion of individual
rights,
would constitute
"socialized
medicine 11 , and the
source of the movement for fluoridation
was Oscar Ewing, head of the Federal
Security Agency.
The great majority
of physicians
and dentists,
however, did not
agree with this,
since it was well known that the request to fluoridate
had originated locally
through the groups that have been mentioned.

'I,

7. Alternatives
to fluoridation
of the water supply proposed by the opposition were fluoridized
salt or fluoridized
milk"
The former had been tried for
several years by one of Seattle's
leading physicians,
but he himself stated in a
newspaper interview
that he was doing it on an experimental
basis and he would much
prefer that the water be fluoridated.,
It was also pointed out that there has been
no body of evidence proving the efficacy
of adding fluorides
to salt as there has
been for adding fluorides
to water.
Difficulty
of control was the main argument
against fluoridating
milk.
8. Cost - The opposition asserted that a large amount of money would be paid
out and only a small proportion
of the population
would benefit.
Those in favor
pointed out that 10¢ per meter per premise - or per family - was small considering
the benefits
derived.
In the long run, the pro forces said, money would be saved.

9.

GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS
ANDSIDELIGHTS
1.

The campaign seemed to be one of appeal

2. Placing
the opposition.

doubt and fear

to facts

in the minds of the people

3. Numerous anonymous letters,
leaders of the pro forces,
accusing
tactics,
and making such statements
and "you •·11 probably get a mink coat

4. Members of the opposition
pose of harassing
the pro speakers
presentc

versus

appeal

to emotions.

was the mai.n tactic

of

post cards and telephone calls were received by
them of such things as communism and Hitler
as "the Almighty will mete out your retribution",
from a chemical company".

attended all meetings they heard of for the purand raising doubts in the minds of persons

5. Dr. E,. A. Bronner, Research Chemist from Los Angeles, who was quoted frequently by the opposi.tion,
and who incidentally,
manufactures
and sells "Dro E. A.
Brenner's Organic Mineral Salts",
appeared in Seattle for one week to lead mass
meetings of the Anti -Fluoridation
group.
Dr,. Bronner called the Cammittee for
Fluoridation
requesting
that a speaker for fluoridation
appear with him. He was
turned down on the basis that persons present at that meeting were not there to
learn but to heckle the opposition.
Neither of the daily papers covered these meetings.

6c The feeling of many of the young physicians and dentists who spoke for
fluoridation
wast.hat
the majority of older people were against fluoridation,
and
that perhaps more effort
should have been made to have older speakers direct appeals
to older people.
Older people were more susceptible
to the poison argument.
Also
they knew that fluoridation
would not benefit them"

7. Several informal polls were carried on in the course of the campaign. The
journal "Northwest Medicine" polled 50 Seattle physicians
with the result
that 78ffo
favored fluoridation.
Another poll was reportedly
taken in the Medical Dental Building in which the results
showed a majority opposed fluoridation.
At the University
of Washington, students conducted a poll of 500 persons from which they predicted
fluoridation
would pass by a slim majority.
Results of the nation-wide
Gallup poll
appeared in the paper during the campaign.
This showed that the maj ori.ty of people
favored f luoridati.on.
8.

It was felt

by many observers that the large turnout
part to the widespread community interest
supply.

11 was due in large

the public

water

9ff Consumers Research
opposition.

which opposed fluoridation

at the polls on March
over fluoridation
of

was often

quoted by the

10. Dentists
on the Speakers' Bureau for Fluoridation
felt that another time
they would not consent to the pro-and-con type of discussion.
Said one, "If organizations wanted us to speak on fluoridation
we would simply say that we will furnish a
speaker ..• and if they want the opposition
to give their views, they will have to have
them speak at another time.
The reason .•. is that if you have the pro-and-con type
of debate, it gives the proponents very little
time to explain their case; but it
gives the opposition
ample time to discredit,
lie, and if nothing else, to confuse
the audience - which is tantamount to victory for the opposition".

10. ·

11.

Sample Q,uotes - A City Council

member, "I think

the cost

will

beat

Letter to the Editor:
" ... $99.25 out of each $100 worth of fluoride
to our water would be wasted down the sewers".
fluorides
provided

i tu.
added

11
Homeopathic physician:
0,.treatment
of drinking water with inorganic
would not provide the same benefits
derived from the organic fluorides
naturally
in foods, such as green vegetables
and fishtt.

An attorney~
"••aSo far as I am concerned this is simply another step
indoctrinating
the people along the socialists'
line, which means ultimately
Communism or complete government controls".

in

A former resident
of Grand Rapids: "oo.I think it important that Seattle
voters next Tuesday know that residing
in Seattle
is at least one family which can
bear witness to the tremendous advantages of fluoridation
and discount,
at least as
far as our experience
goes, the dire forebodings
of the opposition
to fluoridate
Seattle's
water supplytt.
An attorney,
Chairman of the Anti-Fluoridation
answer to fluoridation.
Fluoridized
salt is feasible
not too distant
future.
It's as simple as that".
Same attorney;

11

The Public

Health

Service

Committee: "Salt is the
and will be available
in the
is out to get us".

A dentist
from the Universi.ty of Washington School of Dentistry:
"One of
the great benefits,
however, of a public vote on fluoridation
is the fact that it
gets the entire population
thinking and talking
about the problem of dental decay
in children.
Regardless
of the outcome of the issue, thousands of people will be
acutely conscious as they never were before of the need for better
dental health".

11.

WILLIAMSTOWN,
MASSACHUSETTS
From The SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY,November 1953
SMALL-TOWN
FLUORIDATIONFIGHT
by John A. Hutchison·*

The question of fluoridating
the local water supply fi.rst ca.me to the attention
of our town when it was placed on the warrant or agenda for the 1952 town meeting.
At the time most people gave fluoridation
little
chance for our town is traditionally conservative,
particularly
on public health issues.
However, at the town meeting there were persuasive
speeches citing the experience
of other towns and cities
in greatly reducing dental decay among children by adding minute a.mounts of fluoride
to the water supply.
Two local dentists
testified
that the American Dental Association had endorsed fluoridation
as a safe and effective
way to reduce dental decay.
So, unexpectedly,
the measure passed by the overwhelming vote of 302 to 2.
But this was only the beginning of what was to prove a long story - a story by
turns tragic,
comic, and frightening
- and a story with ma.ny ramifications.
The
issue of fluoridation
itself,
while surely not of as great magnitude as many which
come to public attention,
is by no means unimportant.
A state public health
official
recently
characterized.
it as one of the best gifts which any town might
give its children.
But beyond the immediate issue, the controversy
that it raised
in our town has presented,
in capsule form, many of the urgent and unsolved problems
of public discussion
in a democracy ..
The scene of the story is a small picturesque
and rather isolated
New England
town. Of its approximately
5000 population
a few hundred are connected with the
local college;
another several hundred are professional
people, many of them connected with local and nearby industries;
the ~est are laborers
(local industries
are
nonunionized),
small businessmen,
farmers,
and retired
people,
Long-time residents
look with scorn and suspicion
on newcomers.
It is sometimes said that a man must
have lived here for twenty-five
years before he applies for naturalization.
Soon after the town meeting there were rumblings of opposition.
As a consequence, the selectmen acted slowly in carrying out the voters'
mandate.
But when
the opposition
failed to materialize
by midsummer, they investigated
and placed an
order for equipment.
It did not arrive until ,January, 1953. By that time opposition
was vocal and vigorous.
An item was placed on the warrant for the forthcoming
1953
town meeting to rescind the action of the previous year and to sell the recently
purchased equipment.
In the face of such developments the selectmen decided not to
operate the new equipment until after the 1953 town meeting,
scheduled for early in
February.
Advocates of fluoridation
asked what authority
the town fathers
posGessed
to stall
in carrying out the people's
vote.
Some charged that the Belectmen had
dragged their feet throughout
the year.
Meanwhile, those who claimed to have a fin·ger on the public pulse, predicted
that fluoridation
would be overwhelmingly
rejected.
*The author, a graduate of Lafayette
College and Union Seminary, received his Ph.D
from Columbia University.
He has taught philosophy and religion
at the College of
Wooster, and at present is the Cluett Professor
of Religion at Williams College.
He
was a participant
in the fluoridation
fight described
in the present article.
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The opposition
expressed its views in a series of letters
to the local paper.
One letter
charged that fluoridation
was a dangerour practice,
foisted
upon the
town by an evil alliance
of misguided doctors and the companies that sell fluoridation equipment and supplies.
Another said that fluorides
were rat poison, and
that if an enemy were to gain control of the town water supply our whole population
could be silently
and efficiently
exterminatedc
Several charged mass medication
and socialized
medicineo
Another letter
asserted that too little
is known about the
subject and asked for an unbiased and expert committee to study it.
Others cited
data alleging
to prove fluoridation
harmful to the sick, aged, and to pregnant
womenc Cities which had adopted fluoridation
were claimed to show a marked increase
in heart disease,
kidney disease,
bone fluorosis,
mottled teeth,
stillbirths,
and a
variety of other maladies.
Some added bluntly that they just di.dn 't want any more
chemicals in the drinking water.
Opposing atti.tudes
ranged the whole spectrum. of belief from the thoughtful
conservatism which argued that we ought to wait a few years until more is known, to the
dogmatic and frantic
assertion
that fluoridation
is a satanic (or communist) ploto
Individuals
known throughout the region for their opposition
to such measures as
pasteurization,
compulsory vaccination,
and chlorination
of water, entered the discussion and made their views heardo
Advocates of fluoridation
sought to meet the issues.
They read scientific
articles
and wrote letters
to the paper, stating facts and figures from the Newburgh experiment,
giving statistics
from areas of the country where fluorides
occur
naturally
or are added to drinking water, showine; that dental health is greatly
improved and also that no harmful results
followo
The opposition
countered with the
distinction
between fluorides
which occur naturally,
nas God made them," and "manmade," or artificial
fluoridation,
the former being beneficial.
and the latter
harmful.. They alsc quoted the Report of the Delaney Congressional
Comrr.i
ttee with .its
counsels of caution and its suggestions
of possible long-time harmful results.
A
Harper's Magazine article
entitled
"Fluoridation
- Go Slow," was widely read"
Opponents spoke darkly of local doctors who were Hagen-ts" of sinister
but unspecified
powers and of dentists
who were promised a cut in the sale of fluoridation
equipment and suppliesn
But above all, they bore down on the argument that long.:.timeeffects
of fluorides
are unkown.u Who knows their effects?
Who knows? Who knows?
They repeated this with almost hypnotic effect.
Advocates sought arguments to stem the tide of misgiving and fear.
They
pointed out the high rate of dental decay in our regiono
They read and analyzed the
Delaney Report, with its inaccuracies
and its innuendoes,
and also the American
Dental Association's
devastating
analysis of the reporto
They mimeographed and distributed
figures for death rates in regions having fluoridation,
showing no divergency from the ra~es of the country as a whole, They argued that the issue crune
down in the end to a question of whom the people are to believe,
of what authority
they are to trust.
On the one hand were the .American Dental Association,
the
American Medical Association,
the Federal Public Health Service,
the state health
board, the .American Waterworks Association,
and many other reputable
and competent
organizations
whicr- have endorsed fluoridation.
On the other hand were the few
individual
doctors,
dentists,
scientists,
and self-constituted
local experts who
questioned or opposed it.
Feeling ran high at two preliminary
public meetings where the issue was discussed"
At one meeting, called by the League of WomenVoters for the purpose of
discussing
the warrant for the town meeting, there were speeches pro and cono One
opponent raised the issue of constitutionality,
arguing that fluoridation
is an
infringement
of individual
liberty
and citing legal decisions
purporting
to prove
the pointo
Another spoke of an alliance
between local "so-called
doctors 11 and the

Aluminum Company of America, which would presumably supply fluorides.
She also
stated knowingly that Oscar Ewing, recent Federal Security Administrator,
had
formerly been an official
of the same company.
At another meeting called by advocates of fluoridation,
there were speeches by
a representative
of the United States Public Health Service and by a medical man with
years of research
experience
in fluoridation
and its effects.
Opponents came to
heckle and filibuster.
The net outcome of the meeting was aptly expressed
in the
newspaper headline,
FLUORIDATIONDISCUSSIONLEAVES125 MINDS UNCHANGEDo
A climax was reached at the town meeting.
Of a total
of approximately
3200
registered
voters some 600 turned out, a fai.rly good number and about all the local
Many had come to vote only on this issue,,
Feeling ran so
school gym will hold.
high that when this item on the agenda was reached, the moderator called a tenminute recess,.
He introduced
the issue with an appeal "not to let angry passions
rise,"
saying that he would alternately
recognize pro and con speakers.
The first
speaker,
an advocate,
urged the meeting to defeat the motion to
rescind_, emphasizing the benefit
of fluoridation
to children's
teeth and the recognized safety of the procedure.
The first
opposition
speaker,
a man well-known in
town meetings for his practice
of making speeches in opposition
to almost everything,
said that in his observation
our children's
teeth are good, but that few people over
fifty have stomachs that are worth anything.
He did not spell out the implications
that fluoridation
was harmful, but the point seemed widely understood.
A doctor who is a member of the town health board, and who had studied the
issue carefully
and extensively,
explained the experimental
work which had led up to
its approval by the dental and medical associations.
He also described
the scientific
investigations
supporting
the conclusion
that fluorides
in the amount contemplated are harmless to everyone, old and young, sick and well,.
An opposing speaker
dwelt upon the possibility
of poisoning the whole population
if excessive
amounts
were dumped into the water supply at one time.
Scientists
attending
the meeting
writhed in silent
anguish while the speaker confused and misconstrued
elementary
scientific
facts.
Another doctor and two dentists
added their testimony that
fluoridation
was a safe and a desperately
needed step toward better
health.
An opposition
speaker sai.d that her ancestors
had fought for their lives in
this region against the Indians and that the time had come to fight with equal vigor
against fluoridation.
She said that it had been proven useless
and harmful in many
cities
and she defied the proponents to deny this.
A local lawyer stated that he
had checked the legal issues and tbat in his opinion fluoridation
was legal in our
state· - an opinion in which the state's
attorney
general had recently
concurred.
A
final opposition
speaker,
sensing that the tide of argument was running against her
side, made an impassioned plea for the "li ttie people" to rise agai.nst authority.
They had done so in the American revolution,
she argued, and should do so in the
present emergency, defending the right of the individual
"to control what goes into
11
his own body"
The vote was a victory,
291 to 249 for fluoridation.
Proponents heaved a sigh
of relief,
thinking
that the cause of science and public health had been vindicated
in our town. The result was headlined
in the newspapers of many surrounding
towns
and cities.
However, the relief
was premature.
Feeling was still
intense and
bitterj
one person who had spoken for fluoridation
in town meeting was accosted on
and a II communist""
One of the leading
the main street
of town as a 11 stinker"
opponents of fluoridation
said to a friend as they left town meeting that their work
was now cut out for them" Meanwhile, instructed
by two successive
years'
town meetings, the selectmen proceeded to put the fluoridation
equipment into operation"

Newspaper articles
and pi.ctures heralded the event and state health officials
described inspection
procedures and safeguards.
One lady telephoned the water department complaining of stomach pains which she attributed
to the fluorides,
only to be
told that she lived in a part of town supplied from a reservoir
not then being
fluoridated.
For a few days the town wondered if the issue would be dropped.
This uncertainty was soon removed. After a series of discussions
an Anti-Fluoridation
Association
was organized,
officers
elected,
and a statement formulated,
charging
the moderator of the town meeting with bias, allegi.ng that illegal
votes had been
cast, and raising the issue that the whole meeting had been illegal
since it had
~een held in a hall too small for all the town ts 3200 registered
voters.
The last
charge, which is technically
correct,
would invalidate
all of our town meetings for
many years pasto
They made plans and raised funds for a hard campaign.
They circulated petitions
asking for a special town meeting at whl.ch there would be a secret
ballot on fluoridationo
The work was done thoroughly,
and as a result 932 signatures were secured for the petitionc
The committee r~ported mysteriously
that
several other pages of names had been stolen from their headquarters.
The campaign against fluoridation
gained momentumo Flushed with success in the
petition,
some members of the Anti-Fluoridation
Association
boasted that once they
had won this fight they would turn their attention
to other i.ssues of good government. They did not specify what they meant.
They continued to fan the flames of
fear.
Fluoridation
is harmful to the kidneys, to the heart., and to the boneso Who
knows what results may follow from its use? Who knows?
This phase of the ca~paign came to a climax. in a public meeting, billed as The
The leading
Facts on Fluori.dation,
and addressed by thre~ denti.sts opposed to it
speaker was billed as senior dental consultant
of a well-known hospi.tal in our
region.
A phone call revealed that the position
is purely honorary, that he is not
at present a member of the hospital
staffo
He claimed to have the signatures
of 119
dentists
in his city who are orposed to fluoridation,
The signatures
turned out to
be several years old, a large percentage of the si.gners have subsequently
changed
their mi.nds and end.orsed fluoridation.
At the meeting a package of sodiun:.. fluoride
labeled "Poison 11 was plainly displayed at the front of the roorr~o At the opposite
side of the platform was a large container of nonfluoridated
water from which the
speakers drank freely during the meeting.
The speeches rehashed the half-truths,
the discredited
arguments, and the misinformationG
A few supporters
of fluoridation
who attempted to ask questions were heckled.
The meeti.ng ended with a spirited
diatribe
from the floor against the current addition (without popular mandate) of a
water softener in our water supply,
o

The proponents of fluoridation
were puzzled to know what course to takeo
If a
large number of people were frantically
opposed to fluori.dati.on,
however invalid
their reasons, was it wise to press the issue?
It was felt that misstatements
of
fact should be publicly
correctedo
Bu.tin limited time and without an expense
account, it was impossible to trace and check all statements.
Furthermore,
a
correction,
however fully and accurately
documented, did not in this case, as so
often it does not, undo the effect of an original
false stat·ement.
It seemed to
them that many people were not open to facts,
often rejecting
carefully
stated
factual evidence from competent and reliable
authority
in favor of gossip and hearsay based upon the flimsiest
evidence, and full of loopholes and contradictionso
But most of all, proponents of fluoridation
were puzzled to know why this issue had
generated so much heat that long-time residents
of the town can remember nothing
comparable.
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Seeking answers to such questions they recognized
a basic error in strategy
bringing the issue to a vote without a long and thorough campaign of education.
Failing this,
they found that they had a tiger by the tailo

in

They also noted that the issue was made to order for exploitation
by fear and
demagoguery.
It is a highly technical
question on which only a few trained experts
have any first-hand
right to an opinion.
The public,
knowing little
or nothing of
the technical
questions
of chemistry and biology,
and hearing claims and counter
claims bandied about by self-styled
experts,
is justifiably
puzzled as to whom to
believe.
While all major medical and health organizations
have endorsed fluoridation, there is a small minority of dentists,
doctors,
and scientists
who have misgivings or are opposed.
The public asks, 11Since the experts disagree,
should we not
wait awhile?y'
No science,
except perhaps pure mathematics,
ever achieves complete certainty
in its results.
What it offers is am impressive body of overwhelmingly
probable
facts - facts which gain in probability
with each successful
experiment but which
never achieve complete certainty.
Moreover, scientists,
as men of intellectual
integrity,
do not want to claim too much for their results.
Thus, when a scientist
is asked to give absolute
assurance for what will take place in the distant
future
he hesitates
or demurs.
But this limitation
of scientific
knowledge provides the
opening wedge for deep-seated
fear.
So the unanswerable
question recurs,
"Who knows
what results
will follow?"
Who knows? Such fears are also accentuated
by the new
and unfamiliar
nature of the scientific
processes
involved in fluoridation.
Deeper than any specific
fears or issues lies a free-floating
fear or anxiety
in the subterranean
depths of men's minds.
This unreasoning
anxiety attaches
itself
to different
and often unrelated
issues.
Thus, questions
as far apart as Senator
McCarthy's investigations
and the fluoridation
of a small town's water supply shows
a similar emotional pattern.
It is this attitude,
expressed in so many ways, which
has led some observers
to charge that American public opinion is in the grip of a
fear psychosis.
In our town this fear psychosis found a vehicle
in the fluoridation
issue.
Health issues impinging directly
upon individual
lives have been effective
in dredging up such fears,
from the first
days of compulsory vaccination
to the
present.
The fruits
of this fear, in bitterness,
dogmatism, charges of guilt by
association,
misrepresentation
of facts - as often to oneself as to others - suspicion, and intolerance
of any disagreement,
were all illustrated
in our controversyo
But perhaps the most fundamental attitude
was a deliberate
rejection
of reason
and rational
authority
by the antifluoridation
forces.
In an age when storms of
unreason have swept like devastating
floods over many nations it is significant
to
trace such attitudes
to their source in fearo
Truly, big lies from little
misstatements grow when they are fed by fear.
A further
observation
is the ineptitude
of the time-honored
New England system
of direct democracy in the face of attitudes
and problems of this sort.
Any sharply
controversial
issue tends to disfranchise
those citizens
who are dependent upon
public goodwill.
For this reason many merchants in our town have stopped coming to
town meetings.
Systems of indirect
or representative
democracy provide means for
giving weight to expert opinion on technical
matters.
No such means exists
in the
town meeting system.
As the time
bought advertising
A crescendo was
would produce a
organized effort

for the secret ballot drew near, the Anti-Fluoridation
Association
space in the local paper, repeating
and underscoring
its charges.
achieved the day before the election
in the warning that fluoridation
"third generation,
degenerated
to crippled
Pygmies."
The only
of the profluoridation
forces was a letter
to the newspaper, signed

by six of the seven local doctors,
stating that they had faith in the reliability
of federal and state health agencies,
and that in their opinion fluoridation
would
be both beneficial
to dental health and harmless to the population
at large.
A
college professor
of science pled in newspaper letters
for reason against emotion°
The result was a vote, 1114 to 415 against fluoridation.
It was an authentic
social
revolt on the proto-fascist
pattern.
Advocates suggest that in a few years after
emotions have cooled and public judgment is restored,
the issue can be raised again
and can receive a fair hearing.
Opponents reply that fluoridation
will take place
in our town over their dead bodieso
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A Study
of the Anti-ScientificAttitude
It has been clParly de,nonstrated

that .fluoridatzon

tends to prevent

tooth decay and does no harrn. Then wh_y are rr1any people violently

against it? .How the question was investigated in Northan1pton, Mass.
hy Bernard and Judith Mausncr

M

any people, particularly scientists, believe that we are suffering in the U. S.!from a national
epidemic of irrationality-what Senator
J. W. Fulbright of Arkansas has called
the "swinish blight of anti-intellectualism." The current outbreak has expressed itself in many manifestations,
but they are reducible to two wellrecognized symptoms: a deep distrust
of"intellectuals" and r~jection of ideas
oi discoveries that co)1flict with entrenched beliefs. Can \:Ye do anything
more than·name the disei1se and describe
its symptoms? It would be helpful to
have more data on the causes of the
malady and possible methods of combatting it. This article will report the results of a case study which may offer
some light. The place of the study was
the town of Northampton, Mass., and
the occasion was a dispute over fluoridation of the town's water supply.
Fluoridation is an excellent example
of the careful application of scientific
knowledge to a problem. As David B.
Ast, director of the Bureau of Dental
Health in the New York State Department of Public Health, has said, no
other public health measure has ever
been so thoroughly studied and tested
before it was introduced. Ever since
1908 it has _been observed that people
living in regions where fluorides occur
naturally in the water have a remarkably

low incidence of tooth decay. In 1945
controlled studies of artificial fluoridation of the water supply were started in
three communities: Grand Rapids,
Mich., Newburgh, N. Y., and Brantford,
Ontario. The nine-year results of these
tests, plus many others, have convinced
the scientists who have investigated the
matter that artificial fluoridation can
greatly reduce dental caries among children who drink the water during their
teeth-building period and that the procedure is perfectly safe. Fluoridation has
been recommended by an impressive list
of scientific organizations, including the
American Medical Association, the
American Dental Association, the National Research Council and the U. S.
Public Health Service. And more than
1,000 communities in the U. S., with a
total population of more than 17 million,
have adopted it so far.
However, from the beginning there
has been opposition. The opponents,
mostly laymen but also including a few
scientists, have fo11I1ed two national
ilio~IPu~_iwaTe·;
organizatio~s-the .N
·Assochi1Ionanctilie National Committee
against Fluoridation-and
many local
committees to fight adoption of the idea.
The issue has twi~e been argued before
committees of Congress. In 57 out of
104 communities where the question has
been voted on by the electorate, the opponents have defeated fluoridation.

A content analysis of the anti-fluoridation argument shows that it has three
main themes: ( 1 ) fluoridation is an experiment which has not proved its value
and ~iy_hold unknown dangers; (2)
fluorides are .£_OiS~!}§;
( 3) treatment by
public agencies of the water that everyone must drink is a step_in the direction
of socialized medicine and an invasion
of individual rights.
As for the first of these objections,
public health and dental authorities believe that the effectiveness of fluoridation has been so well proved that it need
no longer be considered an experiment;
objections that the case has not been
proved, they feel, betray a lack of understanding of epidemiological research.
Many people find it difficult to accept
conclusions based on statistical analysis
rather than on laboratory or clinical
"proofs." The most careful evaluation to
date ·of the supposed dangers of fluoridation, carried out by a committee of the
St. Louis Medical Society, found no good
evidence that it is dangerous. Populations who have been drinking fluoridecontaining water for some time show no
unusual death rate or incidence of degenerative disease, cancer or children's bone
fractures-all dangers mentioned by the
opponents.
The poison theme is based on a failure to appreciate that a substance may
be safe or even beneficial in small doses
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SCIENTIFIC BODIES LIKE THE AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION
AND THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ARE THE BEST
SOURCES FOR FACTS ABOUT FLUORIDATION.

A GOOD REASON FOR OP'POSING FLUORIDATION IS.THAT
iT INFRINGES ON INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.

FLUORIDATION IS NOT A STEP TOWARD SOCIALIZED MEDICINE.

DENTISTS WILL PROFIT FROM FLUORIDATION BECAUSE IT
MOTTLES (DISCOLORS) THE TEETH.

SINCE FLUORINE IS ONLY BENEFICIAL TO CHILDREN,
EVERYBODY SHOULD NOT BE FORCED TO DRINK IT.

FLUORIDATION HAS BEEN A SUCCESS WHEREVER IT HAS
BEEN TRIED.

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IS FOR FLUORIDATION EVEN THOUGH
IT MAY BE DANGEROUS BECAUSE THEY Wl~L BE ABLE
TO PROFIT FROM SELLING THEIR FLUORIDE WASTES.

VOTING ON FLUORIDATION IS AS SENSIBLE AS VOTING
ON THE USE OF PENICILLIN IN TREATING DISEASE.

PEOPLE SHOULD NOT BE FORCED TO DRINK SOMETHING
WITHOUT THEIR CONSENT.

THE BENEFITS OF FLUORINE COULD NOT BE OBTAINED BY
HAVING DENTISTS GIVE IT DIRECTLY TO CHILDREN IN
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THE SCHOOLS.

THE WATER COMMISSIONERS WERE TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THEIR POSITION IN STARTING FLUORIDATION WITHOUT
CONSULTING THE PUBLIC.

INTERVIEWSof the Northampton study were based on these 11 statements. The 397 people
interviewed a week before the fluoridation vote were asked (I) to give their opinion of
each statement and (2) to indicate whether they intended to vote for or against fluoridation.
The responses of the pro• and anti-fluoridation groups are separated at the right in per cent.

though it is toxic in large amounts. Opponents of fluoridation have pointed out
that sodium fluoride is a rat poison and
fluorine is a component of deadly "nerve
gases." This theme has inspired some
bizarre, irrational fears. It has been suggested that in the event of war saboteurs
could poison our water by dumping large
quantities of fluoride into the reservoirs
from the fluoridation apparatus. Actually
it would be hard to imagine a more cumbersome method for sabotaging water
supplies. Enormous amounts of fluoride,
more than is ever normally stored at a
water-treatment station, would be re-

2

quired to produce a concentration high
enough even to mottle the teeth. Despite
these sober facts, the lurid picture of a
saboteur poisoning the entire population
by pulling a switch has apparently been
easy to evoke. One anti-fluoridation
pamphlet has suggested that fluoridation is a part of a subtle conspiracy on
the part of our enemies to "paralyze,
demoralize and destroy our great republic from within" by undermining us
with a nerve poison in the water.
The third argument, that fluoridation
is an invasion of individual rights, raises
a complex issue. In innumerable public

statements the opponents of fluoridation
have called it compulsory mass medication. However, so are compulsory
smallpox vaccination and many other
modern public health measures. The
proponents of fluoridation consider that
the invasion of individual rights involved
in compelling everyone in a community
to drink fluoridated water is minor when
weighed against the incalculable benefits to our next generation from the reduction of dental disease.
There has been a host of other objections to fluoridation: its cost ( about 10
eents per person per year) , the allegation that it makes water taste foul (in
the small amounts used the fluorides are
actually tasteless), the complaint that it
kills goldfish and makes dogs and cats
ill ( actually there is no evidence of harm
to animals) . The power of suggestion has
been vividly demonstrated on several
occasions. For instance, in New York's
Westchester County and two or three
other localities the announcement that
the water would be fluoridated was followed by a flood of complaints of badtasting water, sudden aches and pains,
and dead goldfish and dogs-even before
any fluoride was put into the water! A
witness before a Congressional committee declared that he had fainted from
drinking two cups of coffee made from
fluoridated water.

Jn short, the ob ·ections to fluoridation,
h~r
~tm~listic __Qr__ynfo\l.!!...J:.
,
have deep psychologic~_ r?.~~!·To what
extent does the general public share the
fears and attitudes of those who have
campaigned against fluoridation? It was
this aspect that we set out to investigate in Northampton, where the issue
came to a referendum. Before the election we ( Allan Leavitt, Sidney Robbins
and Bernard Mausner) surveyed the
attitudes of leaders of the community
and a representative sample of the city's
population.
The fluoridation controvtrsy in Northampton had followed a typical course.
A local committee of the Dental Society
had recommended fluoridation after ·an
investigation of its merits made at the
mayor's request, and the City Council
had then held hearings, voted approval
of the step and appropriated money to
carry it out.
Opponents of Huoridation continued
to argue against the practice, and the
foremost objector, a professional chemist, actually installed a still in his home
to prepare fluoride-free water. He was
elected mayor some months later, and
on taking office attempted to halt appro-

priations for fluoridation. An ad hoc
anti-fluoridation committ ee obtained the
signatur es of more than IO per cent of
tJ1e town's voters on a petit ion demanding that fluoridati on be stopped. A local
judge issued an injunction against it.
Th e injunction was loosely worded; it
bann ed th e addition of all chemica ls to
th e water. The water commissioners
therefore halted chlorination as well as
fluoridation, and one melodramatic evening issued a radio appeal to the public
to boil drinking water. This literal interpreta tion of the injunction was greatly
resented by the public . Th e injun ction
was eventually voided, but by that time
oppon ents of fluoridation had succeeded
in having a refer endum on th e subject
placed on th e ballot for the following
November.
The pro-fluoridation leaders, mainly
dentists , felt that the weight of scientific evidence and authority was so
strong that they did not need to campaign intensively; moreove r, th ey were
justifiably unwilling to make enemies in
the town . The anti-fluoridat ion forces,
on the other hand , continued vigorous
activity. They kept up an active telephone and letter-w riting campaign . Th e
night before the elec tion the local newspaper carried two advertisements. One,
signed by a majority of the dentists and
physicians in town , soberly explained th e
virtues of fluoridation and urged its
adoption. The other, sponsor ed by "Th e
Northampton Non-Political Ant i-Fluoridati on Committee," was couched in
these terms:
"no
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" .. , Fluoridation is mass med ication
regard less of the needs or wishes of the
people ....
"F luoride is a poisonous waste from
aluminum manufa ctur e. It is dangerous
and costly to dispose of ....
"Fluorin e is a pow erful poison that
gradua lly deprives the bod y of calcium
whether children or adu lts, with ill effects on organs as well as bones ....
"Fluoridation could p lay into the
hands of our enemies. America is too big
to be conqu ered by invasion, but with
fluoridation machin es at the reservoirs,
the popu lation in important centerscould easily be wiped out or made nonresistant . ...
"J. Edga r Hoover, head of the FB I,
has warned the pub lic to be on guard
aga inst any attempts at poisoning of
pub lic water supplies. ( AP Dispat ch,
Feb. :n, 1951.)
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ON THE FLUORIDATION

REFERENDUM

ON

3, 1953."
Fluoridation was defeated by a vote
of two to one.
XOVEMBER

fn our opinion survey, made during the
week before the election, we interviewed a ·sample of 397 potential voters,
selected on a quota basis to give accurate
representation of the sexes and age and
occupational groups in the town. That
our sample was indeed representative
was proved by later tests.
The persons interviewed were asked
their opinions on pro- and anti-fluoridation statements representing the major
themes in the controversy; on each item
the respondent was asked to express his
opinion on a five-point scale: agree
strongly, agree, no opinion, disagree,
disagree strongly. He was also requested, at the end of the interview, to indicate how he expected to vote.
The questionnaire was designed to
answer two questions: first, how proand anti-fluoridation attitudes were distributed in the population; second, what
role each theme played in determining
how people would vote.
Who were against_fluoridation? They
were preaominantly people of the older
age groups, people without children under 12, people of the lower income
brackets and middle- or lower-class occupations. Support for fluoridation came
mainly from the younger groups and
those in professional, managerial and
other white-collar occupations. One of

the most striking differences was in education. A large proportion of the antifluoridatTcm voters had failed to finish
high school. Among high-school and colJayo~e,d
lege graduates, the .. !Il11j9.rity
fluoridation. Yet there was a large number of graduates, even some with postgraduate. education, who accepted the
anti-fluoridation arguments.
Thus the demographic factors show
two independent trends: (1) the younger people are more likely to be for fluoridation than older ones, probably in part
because they are more likely to have
children under 12, and (2) the people
of higher education, occupations and incomes are more likely to be for it than
those of lower social status.
The pro and anti groups were significantly different in their responses to specific arguments or statements about fluoridation. The disagreement between
them wa:: especially clear-cut on the
question whether fluoridation had been
a success wherever tried. The anti voters
overwhelmingly refused to accept reports of its success or to accept scientific
organizations as the best authorities on
fluoridation. Many of them felt that public health officials, dentists and the chemical industry were in a conspiracy to
impose the measure on the public; they
agreed with the statements that "dentists
will profit from fluoridation because it
mottles the teeth" and that the "chemical
industry is for fluoridation, even though
it may be dangerous, because they will
profit from it."

The questionnaire i& discussed

4

The question concerning acceptance
or rejection of scientific authority is
what especially interests us here. Almost
95 per cent of those approving fluoridation accepted scientific organizations as
reliable sources of information on the
subject. Among the anti voters those
with little education tended to reject
scientific authority. However, in the anti
group two thirds of those with better
than high-school education professed to
accept the authorlty of the scientific organizations. Their opposition.to fluoridation suggests either a failure of communication from the scientists, which is unlikely in this well-educated group, or an
unconscious rejection of these sources.
The deciding factor may be not the specific content of education but rather the
set of attitudes toward scientists developed during schooling.
The anti-fluoridation voters on the
whole seemed to be more impressed by
the few deviant scientists and professional people who opposed fluoridation
than by the organized medical and scientific groups that favored it. Some, indeed, as we learned in a later survey,
voted against it under the impression
that "dentists and chemists say it ... is
bad for children's teeth." In any case, a
layman, not being trained to evaluate
authorities, generally must commit an
act of faith in choosing among conflicting points of view. This suggests that a
major function of education should be
ti~e establWlment of criteria, if these can
be defined, for weighing authm:iti~s.
We were struck by the pervasive attitude of suspicion among those who opposed fluoridation. They were suspicious
not only of scientific organizations but
of the s~ientists themselves. To them, as
to all those who fear the "egghead," it
seems perfectly reasonable to suppose
both that scientists would lend themselves to a conspiracy with enemies of
our country, and that, at the same time,
they would permit themselves to be used
by a giant monopoly. During the campaign in Northampton ( as elsewhere)
it was rumored that the American Dental Association and the U. S. Public
Health Service had been subverted by
the Aluminum Company of America; the
Dental Association was said to have received large research· grants from
ALCOA as the price for favoring fluoridation. Thus even those opponents of
fluoridation who did not see a saboteur
lurking in every corner were able to invest it with an odor of conspiracy by
claiming that fluoridation was being promoted for profit.
The fear of conspiracy, which has

Feelings ran high

been such an important component of
the anti-fluoridation cause, is often
strengthened by the manner in which
fluoridation is introduced. Usually it is
arranged primarily in conferences between local dentists or public health authorities and town officials and technicians; public hearings are often held, but
they rarely achieve wide publicity. The
anti-fluoridation forces often move into
the battle with full vigor only after fluoridation has been started. It is hardly
surprising that they are able to convince
a large portion of the population that
fluoridation has been "put over" on
them. In Northampton, for instance, 82
per cent of the antis, and even 32 per
cent of the pros, agreed with the statement that the water commissioners had
taken advantage of their position to start
fluoridation without consulting the public. This despite the fact that there had
been public hearings and an appropriation by the town council before treatment of the water began. The same sequence of events apparently occurred in
Williamstown, Mass., in Seattle and in
Cincinnati. The Cincinnati case is especially interesting because one person, a
radio announcer, succeeded in creating
violent anti-fluoridation sentiment in a
city in which fluoridation had been acCef,ted without much debate.
The case of Mt. Clemens, Mich., offers
a contrast. There the director of water
purification, on deciding that fluoridation was a desirable procedure, brought
into play the active cooperation of such

groups as the Parent-Teachers Association, the District Health Service, the
school health services and local U. S.
Public Health Service officials. The climate of public opinion was carefully
prepared. Speeches presenting the facts
were made at a large number of public
meetings. There were demonstrations of
the virtues of fluoridation by the P .-T .A.
in a local home exposition. When fluoridation was introduced, there was no opposition, and so far as we have been ab1e
to determine there has been no opposition since.
Undoubtedly for many of the 1,000
communities in which fluoridation is
now a routine matter, such careful preparation was not necessary. This suggests
an interesting research project: to compare communities which have erupted
into a volcano of protest over fluoridation with those in which it was adopted
with relatively little controversy.
can

scientists draw any lessons from

..A the anti-fluoridation outbreaks? The

strength of the opposition to fluorid,ition
can be attributed to three important factors. Firstly, the anti-fluoridation_,fil;guments are understandable, easy to follow: Their weaknesses are often difficult
fo!: a layman to grasp. Secondly, ~e
8!gµ_m~nt~~re grcmn9Jtdjn ..some of ..the
1:1os~\Vid~ly held ideas and emotions of
our culture. In their appeal to respect
for individual rights, to fear of poison,
to a watchful conservation of public
funds, they ring a bell for most people.

Thirdly, they are clearly related. to the
Zeitgeist, the current suspicion of scientists, the fear of conspiracy, the tendency
to perceive the world as menacing.
In contrast, the proponents of fluoridation have a11too often ignored public
psychology in presenting their case.
They have relied too heavily on the fiat
of organized science and have tended
to dismiss opponents as "crackpots" and
fo deride their arguments. The greatest
flaw has been the failure to prepare the
n,ub}ic adequate~y. As a result there develops a polarization of attitudes which
makes it very difficult to change opinion.
While it would be foolhardy to attempt generalizations about anti-intellectualism on the basis of this one phenomenon, our analysis of anti-fluoridation sentiment does suggest a pattern for
the study of other manifestations. In examining any anti-intellectual movement
we can ask what kinds of people participate in it, what fundamental motives
and thought processes support it. If the
fluoridation case is any indication, we
shall find the motives understandable,
if irrational. In our attempts to overcome anti-intellectual feelings we can
try to avoid the errors of relying on
prestige, of name-caBing .and of failing
ch people be£ore issues become
tore
polarized. Unfortunately the pressure of
events often makes this last step impossible. However, an attempt, at least, to
understand anti-intellectualism and to
meet it on its own ground should make
it easier to defeat.
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CASE HISTORY OF C1NCINNAT~_ ... ··· by Al Schottelkotte

I'd like to amend the topic assigned me to read,
"How a Community Loses Temporarily-"
Admittedly the program was defeated, and
soundly, in a public vote in November, 1953. The
final tally showed 76,612 persons against and only
55,904 in favor of fluoridation. But my own newspaper, The Cincinnati Enquirer, and the ScrippsHoward newspaper, The Post, both of which campaigned vigorously for the measure, have pledged
that the fight hasn't ended.
Our Cincinnati health authorities, too, have
promised to give all assistance possible at any time
it is considered practical to revive the issue. We
have had a pretty bitter controversy, one which
went to extremes no one could have anticipated.
But some day the fluoridation of the public water
supply in Cincinnati will be accepted. I might
say too that we have litigation pending and any
opinions expressed here are my own, not those of
my newspaper.
As far back as 1948 The Enquirer carried an
editorial on the pilot studies in fluoridation, and
thete were occasional mentions of projects in succeeding years. In late 1950 the Public Health Federation - our local health council - recommended that the city adopt the program. Approval
came next from the Cincinnati Academy of Medicine and the Cincinnati Dental Society. The
Board of Health assigned Dr. Francis Heyroth, a
member and assistant director of the Kettering
Laboratory at the University of Cincinnati, to
make an independent study. His favorable report
led the Board to recommend to the City Council
that fluoridation be adopted.
On January 29, 1952 the Council, after a
public hearing. unanimously approved fluoridation. On January 29, 1953 - one year after the
Council's approval - the superintendent of the
waterworks announced in the papers that fluoridation of drinking water would begin by March 1.
No stir of opposition through all these years
- then it came. A radio commentator who had

been doing radio news in Cincinnati for 15 years
and was the most listened-to radio personality in
town, opened a crusade to bring out what he
called the ''other side" of the story.
This commentator was a vigorous anti-Communist and an enthusiastic supporter of Senator
Joseph R. McCarthy. He did a 2-hour combination talk and record program early each morning
and, each week day, at eleven, noon, five, and six
o'clock, 15-minute news programs which included
personal commentary. On his early morning program February 17 he called attention to an article
in the then current Harper's by James Rorty, "Go
Slow on F1uoridation," based on the hearings
more than a year previous by the House Select
Committee to Investigate the Use of Chemicals
in Foods and Cosmetics - popularly known as
the Delaney Committee.
The report already had been denounced and
debunked by the American Dental Association
and others, but it gave Rorty fine material for a
scare article - and our commentator fine material
for a crusade.
As a result of that first broadcast - which
by inference and innuendo if not flat statement
left you with the impression that all teeth could
be discolored, bones softened and enlarged, unborn babies affected, and so on - a councilman
asked the Board of Health for a new opinion on
fluoridation.
The commentator's blasts continued and
dozens of letters from his listeners, many of the
"screwball" type, began to arrive at City Hall demanding that the fluoridation plan be killed or
postponed. Considering what they were hearing,
you could hardly blame these people for being
frightened. In virtually every one of his five programs a day, the commentator kept at it.
The mounting opposition described by Mr.
Schottelkotte involved a much publicized television debate; organization of the "antis" under

leadership of a college sophomore and a retired
school teacher (eventually the group split into
two), and a new Council hearing. The City Council reaffirmed its approval of fluoridation of 14
months earlier by 8 to 1.

Circulate Petitions
But the opponents still had 30 days to circulate
petitions for referendum to overthrow Council
approval. By now fluoridation was the talk of the
town. And the petitions, needing 15,000 signatures, came in with 22,000.That was in April, 1953
and the vote was set for November.
Both "anti" organizations opened headquarters in downtown hotels. Their money source
never could be pinned down but their poison
scare literature turned up all over town. This
much is known - the out-of-town people who
make a good living stirring up these fights and
selling scare literature made a real killing in Cincinnati.
The pro forces were concentrated in a group
which took the name "Crusade for Dental
Health." Its active members were comparatively
few, and were primarily dentists, physicians, and
persons interested in public health work. They
sought donations from dentists and doctors without much success although the "antis" actually
were calling doctors killers. Sixteen of the city's
top medical, health, religious, labor and civic
leaders agreed to serve . on the committee, and
their endorsements were given wide publicity .
The public schools' PT A gave its endorsement.
As it happened, 1953 was a City Council
election year and two Republican candidates, seeing what they thought to be an excellent chance
to get votes, ran mainly on an anti-fluoridation
platform. They lost, but their speeches and the
publicity they received didn't help the fluroidation
cause any.

a

Reasons for Defeat
I've already told you the result of the referendum.
Although there is danger of oversimplifying, the
reasons for the defeat would include:
l. Certainly the availability of so much radio
•time to a commentator who had a lot of people
believing that, since he was against Communism,
anything else he said or did must be right.
2. The failure - and no one really can be
b~a~ed ,!or i.~.- to a~ticipate such a vigorous and
v1c10us anti campaign.
. 3. Failure o~ dental arid public health people,
nationally, to bnng home to the public the seriousness of the .tooth decay problem .

4. Success of opposition in confusing the
voters. The illusion was created that there was a
definite split in medical ranks over the safety of
fluoridation. The opposition did this with pamphlets and statements quoting the half dozen or
so alleged "authorities" who, for one reason or
another, choose to lend their names to the "anti "
campaigns. I wouldn't even venture an opinion
as to how to handle this problem. You can 't deny
a man his right to speak or write what he thinks.
All you can do is try to show that the person is
voicing just one opinion in the face of overwhelming evidence backed by all of the reputable
medical and health groups.
5. The Delaney Committee hearings and re•
port, which gave what seemed to be Congressional
support to the credibility of many arguments of
the so-called opposition "experts". It isn't the
factor now that it was in 1953.
6. Natural reluctance of the public to accept
something which is new.
7. Inability of the proponents to stay out of
debates, which give the public the idea that, yes,
there are two worthwhile and legitimate sides to
this picture from the safety standpoint.
8. Failure of the physicians and dentists, for
~he most part, to realize that they were in a political sluggmg match rather than a scientific discussion. For instance, a suggestion that they get
volunteers to the polls on election day with suita?le h~ndbills was not even given serious consideration. But the opponents were there with
their rat poison stuff.
9. Failure of t~e city's dentists and physicians,
generally, to contnbute money and time. There
were some who just about abandoned their practices for the campaign, but they couldn't do it
alone.
I'm afraid the dentists and doctor s were remiss in another way. They never did quite grasp
the fact that "dental caries" may mean to the
average person a group of female dentists named
"Carrie." You can't talk to · the public in technical terms and expect to be understood.
A representative group from the medical and
dental societies should go to the editors before the
campaign gets started and be very frank about telling them what the situation is and what is liable to
happen. It is a tragic mistake to let people find

~ut about the c~mpaign through the rat poison
literature on their doorsteps. The fight is really in
laymen's circles, however.

That 's how the Cincinnati story was read by
the unpracticed eye of this layman. A much better appraisal of it will be available soon when a
Uni~ersity of Cincinnati sociologist completes a
detailed study, and I urge you to watch for it.
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In the Spring of 1951, the San Diego City and County Boards of Health
began to study the value of fluoridation
of the city's water supply as
a means of preventing
dental decay in children.
During the next seven
months,
they discussed
fluoridation
with the San Diego County Dental
Society and San Diego County Medical Society; Community
Welfare
Council; Ninth District,
Parent-Teacher
Association;
Chamber
of Commerce; Central
Labor Council,
American
Federation
of Labor; and other
organizations
interested
in the health of San Diego.

-

In turn, each one of these groups made its own investigation
of fluoridation as a way of preventing
tooth decay.
In the end, every one of
them endorsed
fluoridation
and petitioned
the City Council to supplement
the naturally
existing
O. 3 part of fluoride
per 1,000, 000 parts of
water already
present
in our city water system.
In October,
1951, after several
public hearings
and considerable
study, the Mayor and Council of the City of San Diego adopted an
ordinance
which authorized
supplementing
the naturally
existing
fluoride
content of the city water supply up to 1. 0 part per 1, 000, 000
parts of water.
Before taking this action the San Diego City Council
secured
expert evidence
on this technical
and scientific
issue.
During
their investigation,
the Council found that every recognized
dental
in San Diego County, the State of California,
and medical
authority
and recommended
fluoridation.
These
and the United States supported
Societies,
authorities
included the San Diego County Dental and Medical
and the state and national
Sand Diego City and. County Boards of Health,
counterparts
of theS"e organizations.
Although the Council ordered
fluoridation
commencing
in 19 51, San
Diego did not actually
start the fluoridation
program
until November
This delay was due to legal action.
Those persons
in
10, 1952.
San Diego who were opposed to fluoridation
obtained a temporary
injunction
against
San Diego city officials,
restraining
them from
carrying
out the fluoridation
program.
On April 3, 19 52, Judge Dean
Sherry of the Superior
Court of San Diego County agreed with the
defendant
(City of San Diego) that the plaintiff
did not have a case.
The following
excerpts
from Judge Sherry's
opinion for the motion
for non-suit:

-2"Therefore,
no constitutional
rights of any of the citizens
of San Diego to freedom
of religious
belief would be invaded
or violated by the adoption of the proposed
program.
"
"Plaintiff
complains
that the program,
if carried
out, would
him to
constitute
a trespass
on his person by compelling
take medicine
against his will.
Ordinarily,
a trespass
must be founded on an injury.
Plaintiff
has not shown that
he will be injured by the adoption of the program.
"
"For the reasons
stated it must be held that the plaintiff
has not proven that the program
here under attack has or
will invade any of his constitutional
rights,
or that the
carrying
out of the program
mentioned
will in any wise
On the other hand, the facts in evidence and
injure him.
the authorities
cited herein demonstrate
convincingly
that
the adoption of the fluoridation
program
here involved is
a valid exercise
of the police power of the City. "

On April 9th, a motion by the plaintiff for a new trial was denied and
an appeal was filed.
This delayed fluoridation
until November,
1952 •.
Subsequent
review by the Appellate
Court, and denial of hearing by
the Supreme
Court of the State of California
as well as the United States
Supreme
Court, upheld the decision made in 1952 by the Superior
Court of San Diego.
The opposition
then circulated
an initiative
referendum
petition and
was successful
in obtaining the required
17,488 qualified
signatures.
During this time, considerable
unsubstantiated
propaganda
was
circulated
in San Diego by local, out-of-city
and out-of-state
individuals and groups opposed to fluoridation.
The local organizations
were the Citizens'
Health League; Citizens Against Mads Fluoridation;
and the Organic Health Foundation
of America,
San Diego Chapter.
The work of these organizations
was publicly endorsed
by the chiropractors,
certain
religious
groups and individuals
who hold what
could be described
as extreme
opinions in regard to nutrition.
Later,
when the is sue was placed on the ballot, the opposition
to fluoridation
which was
was represented
by the Citizens r Pure Water Committee,
composed
of individuals
from the same groups who supported
the
petition.
At the time
referendum
formed the
interest
in

that the opposition
to fluoridation
circulated
the initiative
petition,
various individuals
and agencies
in the community
Citizens'
Cam.mittee
for Children's
Dental Health to promote
retaining
fl.u,ridation.
The sponsoring
organizations
who

-3were active members
of this committee
included the San Diego
County Dental Society; San Diego County Medical Society; San
Diego County Dental Society Auxiliary;
San Diego County Board
of Health; San Diego Chamber
of Commerce;
San Diego Junior
Chamber
of Commerce;
San Diego County Service
Club Presand Health Assidents I Council; San Diego County Tuberculosis
ociation;
Cerebral
Palsy Foundation
of San Diego County, Inc. ;
Central
Labor Council,
Aznerican
Federation
of Labor; Community Welfare
Council; Coordinating
Councils
of San Diego County
Board of Directors;
Ninth District,
Parent-Teacher
Association;
plus many prominent
citizens
rep~esenting
many aspects
of
community
life.
The action taken by the Citizens'
Committee
for
I
s Dental Health was also strongly
supported
by the State
Children
Board of health and the State Director
of Public Health.
When
fluoridation
was placed on the ballot,
the Citizens I Committee
for Children's
Dental Health raised funds to employ an executive
secretary
and carry out a program
to inform the citizens
of the
true facts of fluoridation.
At this point, in accordance
with County
Counsel opinion and established
legislation,
·the San Diego Department of Public Health was limited in its participation.
Once the
is sue appeared
on the ballot,
the opposition
immediately
called
the attention
of county officials
to the Hatch Act and other legislation which limits participation
of official agencies
in matters
referred
to the electorate
on the ballot.
of San Diego who voted at the State
On June 8, 1954, the citizens
Primary
Election
decided against. continuing
fluoridation.
Proposition "A" appeared
on the ballots as follows:
"Shall the ordinance
initiated
by petition
of the required
10% of the registered
voters
of the City of San Diego prohibiting
the fluoridation
of the San Diego
municipal
water supply, be adopted?"
The final vote on this proposition was:
YES .••••••••.•••.•.
NO .••••.•••••••••••

50, 789 or 53. 3%
44, 463 or 46. 7%

It should be noted that because
of the confused wording of the ordinance,
a YES vote was against fluoridation
by favoring
adoption
of the initiative
referendum
petition and a NO vote was in favor of
fluoridation
by rejecting
the petition.
According
to the Registrar
of Voters there was an extremely
light turnout for the election
with only about 55% of the voters going to the polls on June 8th.
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The Citizens'
Committee
for Children I s Dental health was handicapped by a limited budget and the amount of time necessary
to
organize.
Members
of the committee
also formd that the greatest
obstacle
was to convince those in favor of fluoridation
that the
vociferous
minority
opposed to fluoridation
would secure
substantial citizen support.
Many persons
felt that the extreme
claims
and sensational
propaganda
against fluoridation
would be rejected
by the citizenry.
However,
the fears and half-threats
that fluoridation would be harmful,
together
with the confused wording of
the proposition
on the ballot,
influenced
the majority
of the voters
against fluoridation.
The fears of many people plus the feeling
on the part of those in favor of fluoridation
that the program
was
not seriously
in jeopardy,
were the factors
largely
responsible
for the discontinuation
in San Diego.
Many individuals
have asked questions
concerning
the future of
fluoridation
in San Diego.
The reactions
of citizens
following
the discontinuation
of fluoridation
are evidence that there exists
a great deal of interest
in reopening
the subject in San Diego.
We in public health,
together
with the Medical and Dental Societies
for
and the hard-working
members
of the Citizens I Committee
Children's
Dental Health,
took the loss of fluoridation
very seriously,
for the dental health of our children
is of grave concern to all of
which would
us.
We would certainly
support a citizens I movement
again bring this matter
of the fluoridation
of the city water supply
If the
before the people for their further
consideration
and vote.
citizens
of San Diego do take such action,
the wording on the
ballot will be such that a YES vote will be in favor of fluoridation
and a NO vote will indicate
opposition.
In the final analysis,
whether fluoridation
will ever be considered
again in San Diego
depends entirely
upon the wishes of the people of San Diego.
Compendium

1.

of Replies

to Inquiries

When the water of San Diego was fluoridated,
were
clinically
established
ill effects on the residents?

there

any

There is ample evidence in scientific
literature
establishing
the
safety of fluoridation
of water supplies up to one part of fluoride
per million parts of water.
On November
10, 1952, San Diego
supplemented
its naturally
occurring
fluorides
(. 3ppm) up to
one part per million.
During the 18 months that fluoridation
was in effect in the City of San Diego, there were no reported

-5instances
recognized
according
elsewhere
2.

Was there

of harmful
effects that came to the
physician
and surgeon
or dentist
to the literature,
there have been
in communities
fluoridating
their
any significant

change

attention
of any
in this area,
and
no reported
cases
water
supply.

in the mortality

rates?

The crude death rate of the City of San Diego has continued
to decline
while the birth rate has continued
to increase.
The
provisional
crude death rate per I, 000 population
was 7. 5 for
1953 in San Diego,
which is well below the crude death rate of
9. 2 for the State of California,
and the rate of 9. 6 for the nation.
3.

Was the taste

of the water

changed?

The water supply of the City of San Diego is primarily
derived
from the Colorado
River which has hard water with a high mineral content.
There was no noticeable
change in the taste of
the water when fluoridation
began or when it ceased.
4.

What were some of the arguments
advanced
behalf of the discontinuation
of fluoridation?

in San Diego

on

The salient
points against
fluoridation
were surnrn.arized
as
follows in a leaflet
which was distributed
by the Citizens'
Pure
Water Committee,
the organized
group which opposed
fluoridation.
This summary
appeared
at the end of the leaflet
and was
preceded
by questions
concerning
fluoridation
which were very
similar
to those that have appeared
in other areas:
"Here is why you are urged to Vote YES ON PROPOSITION
'A' to pass the ordinance
that will STOP FLUORIDATION:
''( 1)

11

(2)

"(3)

According
to reliable
authorities,
there is conflicting evidence
about the effects
of fluoridation.
There
is a REASONABLE
DOUBT about it. And when the
experts
disagree,
the public should beware.
After all, fluorine
IS a deadly,
cumulative
poison.
It is therefore
important
to your health and the
health of your family that you be ABSOLUTELY
SURE about its safety.
There are several
safer,
cheaper,
more scientific
ways to get fluorine
treatment
for those who want
it, without forcing
it on EVERYONE,
and increasing
the tax load to pay for it.

-6"{4)

Scores
of cities and towns that nave tried artificial fluoridation
have later discontinued
it.
WHY?
There must have been a good reason.

"{5)

Finally,
and most important
of all: No amount
of arguing
or statistics
can cover up the fact
that artificial
fluoridation
is COMPULSORY
MASS MEDICATION,
and it has been so described
by medical
authorities.
Fluorine
is added to
your water for just one primary
purpose--to
give you a dose of medicine ••• and with no control over the amount of the dose or who is to be
dosed.
If you can be forced to take poison -even in small doses-what next?"

The appeal to fear and the -use of unsubstantiated
manner
that implied
authenticity
were dominant
ics throughout
the campaign
against
fluoridation.
5.

What were
fluoridation?

the salient

points

advanced

by those

facts in a
characterist-

in favor

of

Here again,
the argu:rnents
in favor of fluoridation
are essentially based on the proven facts in the resource
materials
available through medical
and dental societies.
Therefore,
the
materials
used in San Diego in favor of fluoridation
are similar
In addition,
to those that have been used in other communities.
the City of San Diego conducted
a survey of public and parochial
school children
which was also included
in the literature
for
fluoridation,
as follows:
"A survey made in the San Diego City Schools in 19 53
revealed
that by age 17, 98. 3% of the children
have had
some dental decay.
It also showed that the average
17year-old
has already
lost at least one permanent
tooth. "
Also,
San Diego has been fluoridating
the water for over one
year and this was another
factor emphasized
in refuting
the
claim that harmful
effects resulted
if the water was fluoridated.
6.

What was the attitude
fluoridation?

of the medical

and dental

practitioners

to
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The medical
and dental societies
endorsed
and supported
the program
of fluoridation
when it was first proposed
in
1950-51,
and generously
supported
the continuation
of
fluoridation
during the court injunction
as well as before
the primary
election
of June 8, 1954, when the issue of
fluoridation
appeared
on the ballot by an initiative
referendum petition.
Both of these professional
bodies,
being
public health minded,
supported
the organization
to keep
I
fluoridation
in effect by participating
in a Speakers
Bureau
and providing
some of the funds necessary
for a campaign
to inform the citizens
of San Diego.
7.

Is it possible
to secure
copies of any materials,
pamphlets,
etc. , used during the fluoridation
campaign
in San Diego?
The material
used by those opposing
fluoridation
is very
similar
to that used by such groups throughout
the nation.
The mat~rials
in favor of fluoridation,
which were distributed by the Citizens I Committee
for Children I s Dental Health,
were all used during the campaign.
We are sorry,
but we
do not have copies for distribution
to interested
persons.

PARENTSDOUBi TABLETSCUTTOOTH DECAY

Citycan'tgiveawayfluoride
pills
Almost

an entire

shipment mid-May !or free distribution
tablets a~·c on prescription, only eight parcollectrng dust on shelves 111 ents · have appea'red to take
t he Newark Health Dep ar'. .
i:nent because parents ·appar- home 300 pills. That leaves 99.
entlv still doubt claim s the 700 tablet s laying around.
pilli cut down toot h decay Health Officer Aaron H. Has111children.
kin said public apathy toward
Since the Health Depart• taking the pills apparently is
ment received the tab lets in ir,fluenced by docto rs and den-

lists, most of whom prefer
fluo i·idat ion of the water supply.

of 100:000 iluoride

'NO EVIDENCE'
Dr. Haskin, also an advocate
of
fluoridation
of
water.
claims a majority of doctors
.
d
b .
th
a nd denti st s O not e 1ieve e
tablets are effective in reducing cavities .
"There has been no evidence
to date," Dr. Haskin declarer!.
"that fluoride tablets will re duct> rlental caries '<cavities)."
He said the problem of tab
let distribution and the tendency of indi vidual~ to take
1 them
improperly
would cu t
;down on any possible good effe cts.
'·As
for
fluoridation
of
water,'' he added, "there have
been reports that tooth rlecay
has been reduced by as much
as t wo-thir<ls."
CITES PARE!\TAL FEAR
Dr.
Haskin
said
public
f apathy toward the tab let progn::m was also probably du~.
to a smal l degree, to parents
. who fear fluoridation is harmful.
C'i(y Council adopted the pro•
gram last February after a
. prnp osa l lo add fluorida lion to
• Xr \,·«r l,'s
water supp ly w -1s
1
/ bea tP,n.
Th(' ;irtion r·ame after a long
st udy and public hearings at
, whi ch propone n ts and oppol nen l~ ilrgued whether iluoril dation o! water is harmful.
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Why

Fluoridation
Was

in Long

Beach~

We lost an election but the
dentists of this West Coast city of
300,000 think the people of Long
Beach lost a great deal more when
they turned down the proposition
to add fluorine to their public water supply. The children here may
not have the highest caries rate of
any city in the United States, but
it is far higher than it sho.uld be.
,. In a recent survey of preschool
children between the ages of two
and six, it was found 43 per cent
needed dental attention, and in the
older group the percentage was
higher.
The Harbor District Dental Society, of which Long Beach makes
up the greater part, worked carefully in the four years before election to prepare and educate the
people on this vital health measure.
l'.ES.

The Public Health Officer and
his staff stood strongly behind the
project. The medical society needed no education to swing it over to
our side. Members of both the dental and medical societies, along
with the health officer, gave talks
on fluoridation to the children in
the schools, to their mothers and
teachers at PT A meetings, and to
their fathers at luncheon clubs ano
lodges. Most of the dentists tried
to educate ·'their patients on this
caries preventive in their own office~, but the day of the election
only one-sixth of the population
came out to vote and the opposition won by a slim 8000 majority.
Naturally after all the efforts the
dental society had put into this,
the members were discouraged. At
first with many dentists the attitude was, "To heck with the people. If they don't know enough to
help themselves, we'll go on filling
their teeth." But after the first re-

Defeated
California
acuon faded, the dentists knew
they could not let the public down.
This was only a first round. They
would try again another time.
Doctor Dan E. Tannehill, chairman of the fluoridation committee;
Doctor Virgil Ridgeway, co-chairman; Doctor Frank Blair, Harbor
District President; Health Depart•
ment officials, and others advocat•
ing fluoridation, got together to
find out why the proposition had
been voted down and perhaps fig•
ure out how to profit by the mistakes made.
Reasons for Defeat

After much study the committee
decided on five reasons why fluoridation had not won, any of which
might have turned the votes in its
favor. When we checked dental
societies in other cities that had
also lost the fluoridation vote, they
found similar reasons for defeat.
1. The first reason fluoridation
lost was the measure did not have
the full cooperation and endorse•
ment of the press. The supporters
forgot that the editors and publishers of our newspapers, and
feature writers, were .dental patients, and more likely to accept
And evaluate scientific facts if
properly presented than almost any
group of the lay population. However, these men should have been
and were not individually ·shown
the facts and figures that would
convince them fluoridation was
needed. Supporters of the measure
did take the time to do this with
one Sunday feature editor, and
from him they had favoFahle articles and editorial comment. The
others they took for granted and,
when the opposition sent in a flood
of copy against fluoridation, it fell
on ears unprepared to evaluate
such information. The result-no
definite stand by the newspapers,
which left the way open for the
opposition's campaign of fear and
nn....,...f11._a;n.n

A member. of the Harbor District Dental Society tells why
their campaign for fluoridation failed, and how they plan
to correct their mistakes in the
Juture.
BY DOUGLAS W. STEPHENS, DDS*
*Doctor Stephens is Editor of Harbor District Journal and member of the staff at ~aside Hospital, Long Beach.

2. The opposition had their
campaign carefully planned in advance, and apparently by a national organization, as the news re•
leases followed• the same pattern
as in other cities that voted on
fluoridation. The opposition's headlines were sharp and to the point.
They stressed one thing, fear. Fear
of being poisoned, / ear of socialism, / ear of a communistic plot.
When the advocates of fluoridation
published a claim, it was always
supported by clear scientific proof
endorsed by leaders in the medical
and dental professions both nationally and locally known for their
honesty and integrity. The opposition held frequent meetings and
whether there were five or fifty
people present they reported the

meeting to the newspapers in sud
a way as to garner headlines tha1
usually followed a pattern stress
ing fear and c1eating confusion ir
the ranks of the pro-fluorine fol
lowing. Headlines read, "Pyorrhei
Caused By' Fluorine," "No Proo:
Fluorides Will Prevent Dental De
cay,'' "Speaker Claims Russia Be
hind Fluodde Move To Poiso1
Children," or "Chemist State
Fluorides Present In Rat Poison}
Had we known the oppositio1
would flood the papers, signboard~
and the airways with such a mas
of unbelievable drivel, we woul1
have warned the people about j
beforehand; but although we ha,
read something about the -tactic
of the anti-fluoridation group, w
never thought they would go· t
these extremes. At first we laughe
at the storie•s we saw printed; ther
as we began to talk to patients an
lay friends we found that althoug·
most of them did not really believ
the oppositi.on's claims, the. resul
ing confusion was enough to kee
many from giving fluoridatio
their full unreserved support.

3. We learned when fear is employed expertly it can swing more
minds than cold figures and facts.
This fear program undoubtedly
was the reason the PTA did not
come out and give fluoridation its
full membership support. We had
educated the leaders of the parentteacher organization and thought
we had also done a good job on
the rank and file, but the fear and
confusion campaign showed u~ our
educational program had not been
as thorough as we had thought. A
strong active PTA on our side,
using their telephones and automobiles to bring out the vote would
have been a great aid to our dental
group.
4. Wrong timing in holding the
election was the fourth reason
fluoridation lost. Instead of bringing the proposition up for a vote
at a general election when important state and county measures and
perhaps state or national officers
would be voted on, we presented
it at a minor local election when
only a few unimportant items other
than fluoridation were on the ballot. The result-no crowds at the
polls.
5. The fifth reason for losing
was the amount of money spent by
the opposition. This was and still
is a great mystery to those of us
who favored fluoridation. The dental, medical, and pharmacy societies each bought half a page in the
local papers the day before election
and published good statements in
favor of the bill, listing the prominent professional men and others
in town who advocated approval.
The bar association did the same.
However, our society, and I expect
the other professional societies, did
not have sufficient funds budgeted
from the society's treasury to spend
on the election. On the other hand,
the opposition spent money on every form of advertising, even to
sound trucks going through the
streets blaring, "Don't Poison

Your Children. Vote No On Fluoridation."
And where did the funds come
from? They surely did not come
from the thirty odd thousand who
voted against the bill, for there was
no collection from the little people!
It is true a few outspoken citizens were strongly opposed to the
measure, but on close study these
people were found to be ones who
always take the minority side in
any measure on the ballot for the
pure joy of a political fight. None
of these people has ever been
known to spend anything but their
time and their voices on any of
the causes they have supported.
The next time the dentists of
Long Beach put this measure on

the ballot, they plan: First, to win
over the press; Second, to warn
the public what to expect from the
opposition before they start their
campaign of fear and confusion~
Third, to get the wholehearted support of the PT A behind the measure. making sure not only the leaders but the rank and file know the
true story of fluoridation: and
finally, to put the measure on the
ballot during a general election
when there are other important
issues to be voted on at the same
time and an assurance that a more
representative segment of the population will turn out to vote.
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How

COMMUNITIES

WIN ..·····by Herbert B. Bain

Just who is winning this controversy over water
fluoridation? Despite all the hullabaloo emanating from the opposition, the answer is - the
people. Currently, controlled fluoridation of community water supplies is in operation in 1,048
communities throughout the United States. These
water supplies serve a total population of more
than 20,275,000. In addition there are about
3,500,000 persons residing in communities where
water supplies naturally contain fluoride ions. In
other words about one-fourth of all the people in
this country served by a communal water supply
are drinking fluoridated water. Many have approved fluoridation and can reasonably be expected to place it in operation in the very near future.
There is good reason to believe that in time
fluoridation will be as common and as uncontroversial as the pasteurization of milk and the chlorination of water are today. However, we cannot sit
idly by and ignore the small but highly vocal
group of self-appointed health "authorities" who
are opposing fluoridation. This group includes
some of the nation's outstanding quacks and medical phonies. The worst they can do is to delay
fluoridation. But the cost of such delay in terms
of needless dental decay is staggering.
Some leaders of the anti-fluoridation movement are motivated by religious beliefs; others are
attention seekers, pamphleteers trying to make a
few dollars, dissidents and malcontents among the
professions, and a large assortment of emotional
characters. But no matter what their motives, they
must be dealt with in almost every community
where fluoridation is proposed. In some, the opposition has collapsed in the ridiculousness and
tremendous diffusion of its own arguments. In
others, the opposition has prevailed rather effectively as Mr. Schottelkotte has reported so well.

Citizen Support Imperative
A review of the campaigns conducted by both the
pro-fluoridation and the anti-fluoridation groups
reveals one clear fact. In communities where there
was a real organization of community groups in support of fluoridation, the procedure was approved.

Where there was not such a united organization,
it was defeated.
Support by health agencies and by the health
professions simply is not enoug~. Why do citizens
*"A Study of the Anti-Scientific Attitude" by Bernar~ and
Judith Mausner, Scientific American, Vol. 192, No. 2,
pp. 35-39, Feb. 1955.

refuse to accept the word of health authorities on
health procedures? Bernard and Judith Mausner,
writing in Scientific American,* suggest that the
defeat of fluoridation may be attributed to a growing anti-intellectualism, to a "current suspicion of
scientists, the fear of conspiracy, the tendency to
perceive the world as menacing." Whether this be
right, the health team is apparently inadequate by
itself to convince a community a public health procedure should be adopted.

This inadequacy does not apply solely to
fluoridation. Not long ago, several communities
that should know better refused to permit a test
of a polio vaccine simply because some gossip
columnist had warned against it. Vaccination,
chlorination, and pasteurization all were opposed
viciously. It does seem, however, that an undue
amount of superstition, emotional prejudice, and
outright deceit has been gathered together in some
of these anti-fluoridation camps. These forces,
however, are more vocal than numerous as the
continuing approval of fluoridation programs
throughout the nation indicates.

The San Francisco Story
One of the earliest of the successful fluoridation
campaigns was conducted in San Francisco. Early
in 1951, the San Francisco Dental Society proposed to the Board of Supervisors that 40 per cent
of the city's water supplies be fluoridated. Nine
supervisors approved fluoridation but protests
from two led to a referendum.
As the issue was moved from the scientific
to the political arena, a truly representative Citizens' Committee for Fluoridation was formed.
Among its members were a member of the Board
of Supervisors, the superintendent of schools, a
member of the board of education, a past president of the Chamber of Commerce and former
chairman of the Community Chest, a professor of
biochemistry, a vice president of a large insurance
company, PT A leaders, and officers of such groups
as the League of Women Voters and the Junior
League. A local labor leader was elected chairman.
At this point the dental profession wisely
limited its activities to assisting the Citizens'
Committee.
With little financial support, the committee
concentrated on less expensive activities such as
providing speakers for civic clubs, neighborhood
groups, and business organizations, a "letters to
the editor" campaign, and the endorsements of
various groups. Several thousand copies of a pam-

phlet, "Why We Back Fluoridation ," were handed out by dentists and delivered to homes by a
local milk comp any. Dental patients were requested to telephone five persons to vote for
fluoridation.
The vote, taken November 6, 1951, was
114,125for fluoridation and 88,377 against. Fluoridation began in San Francisco August 25, 1952.
A few months later came the Seattle referendum, famous or infamous as you please, for its
extreme claims. Some of these were that fluoridated wate r would ruin car batterie s, kill lawn
grass, cause cavities in the head bones, and induce
"nymphomania" and "satyriasis" among the entire
population.
Palo Alto Referendum

While the "anti s" defeated fluoridation in several
cities last November 2, an outstanding example
of their own defeat was provided at Palo Alto
where fluoridation was approved 7,500 to 6,000.
Considering the violence of the opposition this
vote is significant.
The movement for fluoridation in Palo Alto
was launched in 1953 by the Junior Chamber of
Commer ce. For several month s, it consisted primarily of an education program. Some thr ee
months prior to the November 2 election, the
Dental Health Council , which was the community group sponsoring fluoridation, decided to operate its campaign strictly along political lines.
The campaign concentrat ed on three main
points:
I. "For the facts about fluoridation - ask
your own physician or dentist." The community's
profe ssional men unanimously backed fluoridation.
2. "This is the time fo be known by the
compan y you keep!" - nam es of more than 1,000
community leaders were used in advertisements.
3. "The merchants of fear send their salesmen to Palo Alto - but we don't scare easily."
The anti-fluoridationists imported professional
men oppo sed to fluoridation from San Diego and
Seattle.
The opposition was organiz ed under the
name of the Pure Water Association of America.
The chairman was a 44-yeJr-old religious book
and health food salesman. One of their principal
activities was a "letter to the editor " campaign
which was fairly effective in confusing the voters .
In July, basic decisions were made regarding
'the pro-fluoridation campaign organization and
campaign finances. A steering committee met
weekly. It was composed of committee chairmen
working as a team. Represented were the committees on finance, public relations, precinct or-
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ganization, professional liaison, speakers' bureau,
and ways and mean s.
Precinct workers were organized by school
areas to coincide with Parent-T eacher group s.
Women conducted a doorbell ringing campaign
which revealed accurately that the older, more
conservative sections would ·vote against fluorida tion while the newer sections populated by young
married couples with children would favor it.
The total budget was $2,000 and expen ses
came within $100 of this figure. Many services
were don ated including those of a competent pub lic relations man. The principal item of expense
was for newspaper advertising, which the com mitt ee believed to have been a "mu st." In addition to the adverti seme nts, the Dental Health
Council distributed auto bumper str ips, handed
out pamphlets, and used dire ct mail.
Thi s successful campaign proves that once :1
scient ific measure is plunged into th e politic al
arena, political measures are ne cessary if it is to
survive politically.
Report to the People

Another point which I believe has been dem on ~trated time and time again throughout the nation
is the need for a full and objectiv e report to the
community on any plans for fluoridation. I do
not believe, howe ver, that there shou ld be a formal debate. That would be like havin g a deba te
on the composition of salt.
As a matter of fact, the anti-fluoridationists do
not_ ~!ways appear. The re was not a ripple of oppos1bon as Osawatomi e, Kansas celebrated the fact
that it was the l ,000th com munity in the United
St~tes to start fluoridation of its local water supplie~. Everyone kne w about the plans for the celebration and the decision to add fluoride iops to
the local water supply seemed un anim ous.
I th ink we can agree that any comm unity
that really wants fluoridation can have it. .
Dr. James H. Shaw, of the H arvard School
of Dental Medicine, in a preface to a recent monograph of the American Associati on for the Advancement of Science , said: " ...
there appears
to be no doubt but that, through the providence
of nature , no other publi c health procedure in the
annals ?f history has been so thoroughly tested in
· fi~ld tnal s under the widest variety of controlled
circumstances."
The scientific evidence is overwhelmin gly
~avo_rableregardi~g the benefits and safety of fluoridati on. It s legality has been upheld in every case.
!he proble~ remaining is the matter of obtainmg_commumt y accept:1nce. And that is a problem
which each commumty must utilize its own resources to· resolve.
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REFERENDA
FOR FLUORIDATION*
Charles

A. Metzner**

The original
title
suggested to me was "How to Win Referenda for Water Fluori11
dation Projects
I mentioned that it might well be less optimistic,
not only to
be honest with you, but more important to you, to be honest with myselfo
While
the academic tradition
of a four volume work entitled
"Preface to an Introduction
to Some Consideration
of the Problems That May Be Found in Certain Communities
Concerning Fluoridation
of Public Water Supplies" is not altogether
a happy one, it
does have the merit of inducing humility.
And we do have trouble between our own
conception of the importance of what we know and the realization
of its limitations.
It is the realization
of its limitations
that keeps us working and prevents us from
succumbing to the fast sell that brings fleeting
fame and some difficulty
with
mirrors.
The temptation
is all the more great when we are honored, as I have been
by you, in having our advice asked on a subject of real importanceo
Since I do not
want to keep repeating,
"I believe"
and 11 the evidence suggests, 11 notice is now
given that, while I believe what I have to say is true and useful,
it cannot be
swallowed whole as a pat answer to relieve you of all responsibility
for checking
your own situation"
Indeed, much of what I say is simply a guide to things to look
for.
But I need not dwell on this longer.
In the United States,
in the Fall of
1956, I can get the point across by saying that if I were really so good at telling
people how to get votes for their side, there would be much competition
for my
services from at least two other organizations.,
Contrariwise,
it is instructive
that more and more frequently
interview
surveys and social analyses are being used
politically"
O

Analysis:

The Two Situations

Two situations
in which there may be an effort
to secure fluoridation
can
readily be distinguished.
These are the period of relative
calm before fluoridation
has become a political
issue, and the period after.
The first
situation
has all of the advantages of its calm for the presentation
of facts and their consideration
without pressure for immediate decision.
It is
one of my major theses that a hasty decision in the absence of sufficient
knowledge
will be for postponement.
Notice that I do not say a decision against fluoridation.
I do assume insufficient
information
on the part of many and no pressing desire for
the claimed advantages,
but of this more later .. It may be said here, however, that
I have confidence that if the facts were known, there would be a demand for fluoridation,
This may be re-read as - if the facts~
known, there would be a demand
for fluoridation
- and there is not.
*
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The second situation,
in which there is an impending referendum,
is much more
difficult
because
unless we have handled the basic situation,
we have all of the
problems ~f the fi;st
and less time to handle them. We also have excit~ment th~t
goes ill with reason.
Professional
groups find their position
as experts questioned
and their efforts
shifted
from education to politics,
neither
of which contributes
to their calm. This situation
can be viewed as an intensification
of the first,
and it is very interesting
to the social scientist
because it makes apparent some
things that are otherwise difficult
to observe.
Just as a crisis
is a test of a
personality,
so it is of a society.
The seams become sprung under the stress,
and
the bonds become tighter.
A kind of crystallization
occurs, but the structure
follows lines and forces that were always there.
It is for this reason that we
cannot ·divorce the two situations
completely,
and why one sketch of the basic
society will serve for both.
A third situation
should be remembered, although for our purposes it may be
much like the first,
except for some in-fighting;
this is the period after fluoridation has been established.
If the effort has been successful. on the narrow basis
of convincing a few "important"
people, it is always subject to reversal
by reconsideration
by the same or a wider group.
Let the number of cities
that have defluoridated
serve as a warning that only a thorough job of conviction
can be relied
on.
Let us also remember that this is as it should be; this is what we mean by
democracy.
I hope we cannot sneak much past our electorate.a.
Problems~

Communication and Status

These rather too general remarks should be sharpened by specific
statements
of
problems to be encountered.
For easier handling and because I have some feeling
of
repeating myself after three other talks on highly related
subjects,
I will try to
keep them short and number them, although they are interrelated
and some are of
formidable complexity.
1.
Many people are still
not familiar
with the facts of fluoridationa
In
support of this may be repeated the previous argument that, if people did know,
there is every reason to believe there would be a positive
demand for fluoridation.
The best evidence supports this also, and it is certainly
reasonable
from what we
know about the trickle
of like material
through our society.
A special problem is
the difficulty
of convincing professionals
that everyone does not share their interests
or have access to the same materials.

2. There is no great interest
in oral hygiene.
The utilization
of dentists
fluctuates
greatly with aggregate income.
It is eminently elastic,
indicating
a
non-critical
commodity. Many, many people do not go to dentists
and of those who
do many may be as interested
in appearance and status as in health.
Although dental
caries constitutes
a disease problem of some magnitude, there is no large voluntary
organization
supporting measures, such as fluoridation,
to overcome the problem.

3. The facts on fluoridation
are technical.
The very elaborateness
of the
studies undertaken to estimate the effects
of fluoridation
makes for difficult
readingo Not many people are concerned with or understand the nature of an experiment,
particularly
when it involves statistical
analysis.
It strikes
me that the history
of the discovery is more easy to comprehend, emphasizes the natural basis of this
nutritional
finding,
and is more convincing concerning possible
side effects.
This
is not, however, as widely used as the comparative studies,
whose precision
is
greater,
but this precision
does have side effects.
Having.taught
or attempted to
teach statistics
to college students,
I have few illusions
about the interest
or
unders~anding
of the general publico
It is also true that the exact nature of the
process whereby adequate fluoride
intake reduces dental caries in children
cannot
be explained.
2.

4° There are special social blocks to comrnunicationo
Of course
disinterest
and tec~ical~ty
are social blocks in the sense of being associated
wfth special
strata in society.
There seems also to be some difficulty
associated
with the
position of the dentist
in our society"
That position
appears too high for many
people, th~ very great ~any in the lower strata,
so that they do not conveniently
m~et and listen
to de~tists,
but not so high that his transmitted
word is accepted
without question°
This is complicated by arguments within the profession,
tooo
5° The opposition
is overestimated.
Partly perhaps to augment our own selfperceptions,
but mainly perhaps through not appreciating
the complexities
of our
society,
we are p~one to ascribe anti-intellectual
and anti-scientific
attitudes
to
those who block our actions.
This reminds us that we are intellectuals
and
scientists,
but it is not explanation,
and overstates
the case.
Not everyone unwilling to give us a green light is an opponent.
Many of them I believe are uninformed and unwilling
to operate on ignorance.
That we do not have their faith is
not altogether
a defect
The proportion
that we find in attitude
studies who have
closed minds or anti-intellectual
attitudes
is actually
quite small.
This is one
of the things that makes election
predictions
difficult
and election
campaigns important.
F~rthermore,
in hearings and in referendum arguments we find the same.
people over and over again.
The same names crop up here and there, within a city
and even over the country"
Their intensity
and omnipresence makes them appear like
a multitude.
They seem, indeed, much more concerned than the proponents.
0

6. To achieve conviction is more difficult
than to create doubt.
This should
not require much discussion,
but it is an important and frequently
forgotten
phenomenon. Much information,
all pointing in the same direction,
is necessary to
ensure belief,
but a single contrary piece of evidence may shake ito
Ordinarily
we
are content with a statement that is largely true, when there is not much at stake,
but in the realm of health we want to be pretty sure, unless the proposal is a last
hope for something we cannot live with.
7. In doubt, people vote against change. This is particularly
true when the
positive
outcome is not considered
crucial and the negative risks are supposed to be
great"
Why not wait until the arguments are settled?
This is related
to the fact
that the proponents are not as vocal nor as alarming about nonacceptance.
8. A referendum creates doubt. The very fact that community leaders have
asked the people to decide indicates
that the leaders lack belief
in the experts who
propose fluoridation.
It may be true that the leaders,
who are politicans,
may only
Leading a fight
be wary of tackling
a vocal, active opposition
if they can avoid it
may be noble and statesmanlike,
but it is dangerous to someone who is already in
office.
It may be that politicians
are not convinced that the proponents could
successfully
back them up if it came to a fight.
Frequently
they are right to be
skepticalo
0

9. A referendum changes the situation
from educational
to political.
I have
already commented on the intensification
of activities
that this creates.
One aspect
of this is to cause people to depend more on established
personal relations
than on
abstract
discussion.
All argument tends to become ad hominem, and testimonials
attain many times their previous potency as compared to statistics
0

10. Members of a profession
are at a disadvantage
in politics.
By choice, by
training,
and by precept the members of a profession
should not engage in what is
politically
necessaryo
There should be no blatant
calling
of attention
to oneself,
there should be no appeal to uninvolved motives, there should be no derogation
of an
opponent, there should be no formation of pressure groups, particularly
in our own
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support.
I would not claim that all professionals
always followed ~11 of these
principles.
But the attempt to do so at least gets us out of practice:
Many of.us
do not speak easily in and to the public, cheap appeals do n~t come quickly to m1~d,
we are not good at mudslinging,
and do not know how to organize a door-bell
campaign.
This list may be lengthy, and the answers may not come easily,
but I think this
is what we face.
I am, of course, singling out and thereby stressing
the difficultieso
Referenda have been won°
Approaches

to Solution

I suppose it is apparent that I consider the best way to win a referendum is to
have prepared for it by a thorough educational
campaign.
This is more than a public
Poli ti.cal acti.vi ty puts the proponents of fluori heal th preference
for prevention
dation at a disadvantage.
In trying to avoid a direct poli ti.cal fight,
however, we
should not avoid politics.
We must get over our feeling that there is something
unworthy about it.
In a democracy politics
is a duty, and in any society politics
is a necessity.
What I would like to suggest as politics
is simple democratic,
indeed human, attention
to the other fellow.
o

First in importance as well as in presentation
is to remember all of those who
have a legitimate
interest
in the project.
If fluoridation
is under consideration,
bring as many as possible
into early planning.
More than one fluoridation
battle
has been lost because it was forgotten
that the city engineers are necessary to implement the procedureo
Dentists
simply cannot, either technically
or socially,
institute
fluoridation
by themselveso
A thorough educational
campaign requires much help and a high degree of organizationo
I have already indicated
the difficulties
in reaching,
which is still
not
convincing,
all of the people.
Some of this can be handled by special attention
to
bringing in to the planning those groups separated from us by some social distance.
Remember the unions and the smaller church groups.
It is parti.cularly
important to
pay attention
to those groups that have many members relatively
uninterested
in
written words.
Advertising
men and public relations
experts can help you with this,
Material must be prepared for many audiences,
for oral as well as written pre sen·!..
tation in as many different
kinds of places as possible.
You have to try to reach
everyone, particularly
those not now in contact with dentistry;
you have to overcome
the technicality
of the argument for fluoridation_;
and you may have to motivate many
to consider important what you may take for granted as a goal - the reduction
of
dental caries.
There must be a broad appreciation
of oral health as a goal to have
fluoridation
accepted as a means. I suppose that the most effective
widespread
appeal in the United States is for the health of children.
In the writing,
health educators have their proper plB-c.e - in fact, their
vocation.
Dental hygienists
are trained for education also, and havi.ng much experience with spoken (I almost used oral) presentation,
they may be particularly
suited
to this.
Since this is one of the new professi.ons,
it is an avenue for rising in
status,
and many dental hygienists
can therefore
be of particular
help with groups
otherwise hard to reach.
That is, because dental hygienist·s
represent
a status
between dentists
and some other groups in the population,
both technically
and
socially,
they are well placed for communication.
Remember also that you should not
hesitate
to ask for help.
It is flattering,
and by giving other people responsibility,
you make them firm allies,
where·as neglecting
them when they feel they ought
to be involved will antagonize them ..•
If public education has been well done, one need not fear a referendum.
The
group that helped in education could·well aid in avoiding the necessity
of a refer-
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~ndum by assurance that most parts of the community were thoroughly
in back of
indee~J _asking forJ fluoridation.
Their number could make it easy to recogniz~ the
opposition
for the small number they are., Certainly
having this apparent is necessa~ to convince political
figures
that they can safely make a decision.
I firmly
believeJ because of what a referendum implies concerning the openness of the argumen~J _that a referendum should be avoided} except as a means of convincing timid
officials
that you actually
had secured public support"
It is undoubtedly necessary to convince a legislative
or ex~cutive body that
the opposition
is a minority.
It may not be sufficient.
In connection with the
Boston polio outbreak of 1956 it was found that school authorities
bowed to the
activities
of about four per cent of the community in delaying school opening} although no more than fifteen
per cent of the parents might have kept their children
homeJ and although the public health authorities
felt the delay was needless.
It
should be said alsoJ howeverJ that the public health authorities
had earlier
refused
to recognize the situation
as an epidemic.
If a referendum is to be heldJ then much rapid action must occur.
Time is on
your sideJ but shortness
of time helps the opposition,
because they have the easier
jobJ as I have said.
DelayJ indeedJ stalling}
even by legal maneuvers if necessary}
is valuable.
It gives you time and·allows
the early excitement}
and the opposition,
to run down. They depend on scare techniques,
and these are difficult
to sustain.
Every effort must be made to see to it that the wording of the referendum
question is fair and clear.
I mean fair.
I doubt if you can win in the long.run by
tricks.
I do not believe they canJ eitherJ
but you do not want to lose at allJ
temporarily
or permanently.,
It should not be difficult
to arrange a fair referendum,
unless you forget about it, which has happened.
You will have to do everything
to prepare for a referendum that you would have
to do anyway, but faster.
Of course, to win a referendum you do not have to convince everyoneJ only over half of the votersJ but to do this undoubtedly demands
aiming at all.,
Certainly
obvious neglect of any group could be ruinous .
You will need organization.
A public committee for fluoridation
is a must.
It
cannot be confined toJ or probably even headed byJ the experts who were not listened
to by the body responsible
for the referendum.
Leadership
should be in the hands of
broad public figures whose position
is pertinent
to the issues.
A prominent physician,
a PTA leaderJ or a well-known engineer would be good. Movie stars and
sports figures
have their place, but this has been overdone, and their irrelevance
is no longer overlooked.
Industrialists
and unionists
are importantJ
although I
suspect someone connected with the aluminum industry
would redouble the efforts
of
the opposition.
For those who find this cryptic,
I would suggest greater
acquaintance with opposition
arguments.
Certainly
among your advisors you will want political
scientists
and politi~cians.
I can hardly pretend to speak for them, and this kind of activity,
which you
may shy from, is their specialty.
It may not be possible
to have any practicing
politicians
risk their necks by open support, but advice you should be able to getn
Their knowledge of the tricks
of the trade and the specific
groups to work with in
your community will be invaluable .. There are a few general principles
that I know.
The chief of these is the importance of personal contact.
While ward and block organizations
are difficult
to develop, they are what turn the tide.
It is true of
many efforts
that only by asking will you get.
There are always leaders commanding
blocks of votes, but you cannot always believe those who "speak for so and so many
citizens."
Politicians
learn the hard way who can and who cannot deliver.
It is
particularly
important when the subject of fluoridation
first
comes before the city
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council or other government agency to find out who influences
les-sen in value to know this if a referendum is decided on.

whom, but it will

not

One of the reasons for speed in organizing and educating is to seize the initiative.
It should not be left to the opposition
to define the issues.
You must try
to get them to attempt to meet your arguments.
If this can be done, you will have
turned the situation
to your advantage.
But if you try to meet their arguments,
you will be giving them tremendous odds. You will dignify their arguments by
answering.
You really cannot descend to some of their methods, because innuendo can
never advance the cause of reason.
However, some obvious issues cannot be avoided
It is true that fluorides
in large quantities
are poisonous, but this is hardly the
whole truth,
and has little
to do with water fluoridation.
This is one of the
issues much easier to explain at leisure,
rather than when someone is yelling
the idea can be gotten across that the phenomenon is not
"poison, 0 but certainly
unusual, being entirely
like that of iodine.
The goals, your goals, in terms of
be hammered home,
everyone's
goals, ( v,save your children vs teeth") , must constantly
so that the opposition
is no more than a backstage voice, even though it be a scream.
The major theme must not be allowed to become poison plots, but be maintained as
caries prevention.
0

It has intrigued
me from time to time to consider what might be done for fluoridation in the manner of the opposition,
using, of course, only the solid ba·ses from
which they take off.
It would be worthwhile,- I believ_e, t_o qpt~in testimonial.s
from
:p~opl.e w_ho_have brought u:p -children i.n areas without and with fluoriq.,at~_ w·ater. ·Testimonials
have the personal touch, and appeal to those for whom data are a waste
"My first
boy was born
of time.
You know, a motherly picture with a statement:
in _____
where they did not have the water fixed up with these fluorides.
It
seems like he was always at the dentist's.
But our girl and little
boy grew up
here in ______
where they have fluoridation,
and we have had hardly any trouble
By
with them. I think fixing up the water is grand.
Everybody should have it."
the way, doesn't it strike you that fluoridation
just doesn't fit well in that context?
It is a cumbersome, unusual term that must be a hazard in itself.
"Fluoridation" has a better flow and odor. Maybe we need a contest and some market research.
-~-t a~~o occurs to me that it
on leading opponents.
politically
useful,
to know what
are.
Perhaps they are projecting
I would really like to know, and
psychological
generalization.
if you will,

might be well to have dossiers,
or case histories,
It would be psychologically
interesting,-and
else they are against and what their interrelations
when they say that they are fighting
a conspiracy.
it might well be reve9.ling of more than socio-

These are only a few specific
suggestions
that may and must be tried.
I am
painfully
aware of their inadequacy and the sketchy nature of what I have to offer.
I still
think it an important beginning,
even if it is far from sufficient.
What I
have said may in fact be summarized in three statements:

6.

1.

You do not have to and should not deal with the opponents of
fluoridation
themselves.
They are a smaller group thar:: we are,
and their thoughts and methods are not ours.

2.

You must and should deal with the large group who are only
peripherally
interested
and partially
informed.
Th.ey need
your information
and can be interested.

3.

To reach others we must involve them and become involved
them. This demands understanding,
time, and good will.

with

I am under no illusions
that what I suggest is an easy way, but I do not believe that there are any good gimmick solutions.
If there were, our whole professional attitude
would be wrong, and our society would become hopelessly
subject to
sway in one direction
after another by groups commanding the gimmick.
Slowness and
difficulty
do make for stability,
and the ways open have allowed and do allow change.
In many ways participation
in this kind of effort
can be exciting
and interesting.
You will find out many things about how your city is actually
run, and it
may not tally with courses you have taken.
Fights like these may not always accord
with what we have been taught on Sundays either,
but if we do not like what we see,
only our continued participation
will change it.
And the goal is worth the effort.
You are in this for the health of the next generation,
and considering
all of the
other problems we are handing on to them, they will need it"

7.

Motivation

111

Health Education

HOMER N. CALVER
New York City
is not satisfied with the philM osophicalscienceapproach
to the solution of its
ODERN

mysteries, including the mystery of human behavior. So tests and questionnaires
and other
devices have been evolved to try to find out really
why people do things. As a base for our conclusions, we look for evidence which is aside from
our own subjective analysis, as well as aside from
the subject's own analysis of his own reasons.
Again and again it has proved to be unsatisfactory. to ask people what their motives are.
Answers to such inquiries are unreliable. Few
people are capable of analyzing their own motives,
and even when they understand them they may
be unwilling to admit them. They deceive themselves as well as the examiner. These deceits are
unconscious. If cornered they may say "I don't
know why I did such a thing." Often, the subject who is being examined will base his reply
on what he thinks will do him the most credit.
For example, if you ask a selection of people why
they read certain comics regularly, they would
not admit (perhaps they do not even realize) that
it is for the sheer excitement of crime, sex, ~iolent
murder and sudden death which such comics portray. They would tell you they read them because they are funny, yet it is obvious that very
few comic strips are funny. Or they will tell you
they read them because they give an imdght into
human nature, they're educational, or they will
offer some other reason that seemR creditable.
Various disciplines have evolved different theories of motivation. The psychiatrist, fo1· instance,
points out that with re§!pect to personal health
there is a con:-;cious ambivalence. It i::;not correct
to assume that everybody wants to be well. People
often cling to their disabilities, sometimes consc;iously, more often unconsciously. The psychiatrists point out that sin and illness are linked in
thought, noting that the words for pain and penalty come from the same root. To be ill, therefore, eases the conscience. It gives a sense of
Having paid for wrongdoing. Kubie says, ''It is
an everyday experience in psychiatry that depressed patients tend to lose their depressions
when they suffer physical pain, or break a leg or
fall ill, only to lapse back into a guilt-laden depression when they recover from their physical
ailment."
HOMERN. CALV.:Ris Editor of the Health Offi,ccrH' News DiYork. This paper was presented at the Third Public
Health Workshop on Dental Care in Industry, at Hotel Statler,
New York City, January 21, 1955; was published in "Health
gducation and Preventh·e Dentistry in Industry," Volume 3,
Limited Edition, First Dh1trict Dental Society of the State
o! New York; and i11 published here by special permission.
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Then, too, as children, we learned that there
was satisfaction in being ill. We had our mother's
~ympathy. We got more attention than our })]'other:-; and siste1·s. We didn't have to go to ~chool.
These early experiences, of course, tend to determine our attitudes thereafter, even though we
may have forgotten all about them.
Our system of childhood rewards has had a
great deal to do with motivations in health. We
say "you can have ice cream if you eat your
spinach," but we never say "you can have your
spinach if you eat your ice cream." What better
way could there be of prejudicing one against
spinach? There is little emphasis on the possible
enjoyment of the thing itself, no stressing that
spinach tastes good, only that it is good for you.
No wonder most of us don't like spinach. We eat
it reluctantly as a penalty for our sins.

yo

COUNTERACT
these attitudes, health educators have tried to instill new attitudes which
inflate the values of health. They have stressed
the allure of getting big and strong, beautiful
and successful. These arguments have had but a
limited appeal. In attempting health education,
we cannot proceed on the assumption that everybody wants to be big and strong. Indeed, the Bible
teaches that "the meek shall inherit the earth."
The anthropologist approaches the subject of
motivation from another angle. He stresses the
influence of culture in determining motivation.
For example, Dr. Mead and others have pointed
out that in the northeastern United States, our
culture is ba:-;ed 011 Puritanism. This traditionaccounts for the common attitude that if something tastes good or feels good it is probably bad
fo1· you, whereas if it is unpleasant it is good for
you. The asafetida bag around the neck and the
irnlphur and molasses spring tonic owed their
potency, no doubt, to this concept rather than
to any controlled experiment. Dr. Mead further
points out that in the Southeast where the culture derived not from the Puritans but from a
cavalier stock, these vie,vs do not hold to the same
extent. Any of you who have a tradition of upbringing that stems from New England will have
heard many times that hot bread is not good for
you. It is better when it iR slightly stale ( and,
therefore, doesn't taste so good). This view does
not prevail in the South. There, hot breads are
pref erred. They taste better and are, therefore,
better for you than stale bread. The Californian
insists on enjoying health outdoors. In the East,
until recently, sitting in the sun was thought
sinful. People should be working.

In my own work, which has to do with thE: promotion and acceptance of paper cups for the
drinking
of be\·erage~, we have an enormous
proulem in changing a culture pattem. Most of
~·ou will say that you do not like to drink out of a
paper l'UP and wilJ <\dvance all ~orts of reasons
for your position. You will say that you ?on't
like the taste when te:,ts show that there 1s no
more a paper ta::-:te than there is a glassy taste.
You will say that they leak, ignoring the fact
that sometimes glass and crockery are .cracked
and leak also. If pushed, you will perhaps accept
the paper cup for the dentist chair but not the
dining table. X ow in this connection note the
attitude of the Russians. They drink tea out of
glasses. and it would be presumably l)eyond their
imagination to drink tea out of a china cup. An
Engfohman
would take the opposite vie,v. Experiment:- by Kurt Lewin showed that children
have a much more ready acceptance of paper service than do adults, pointing out that they have
had fewer years to become habituated to gla~s and
crockery. His experiments also showed that continued use of paper :-:;ervice results in a more
ready acceptance of it. From such experiments,
the dentists may conclude that the more one visits
the dentist, the more he will continue to visit
the dentist.
The anthropologist
emphasizes that people are
motivated primarily by their concept of what is
the thing to do. If it is part of the family and
community culture to brush the teeth, teeth will
be brushed. because no one likes to be odd or unusual. Whe1·e the culture is not for tooth brushing, all so1·ts of arguments can be advanced as to
why brushing the teeth is probably bad fol' one.
As an example of such attitudes, we found during the war when we were developing large health
programs in South America that there was a tribe
of India11s in the Andes which could not be convinced of the desil'ability of taking a bath occasionally, These Indians pointed out, with entire
conviction ou their part, that the body was like a
tree which developed a sort of protective bark. If
this bark were washed off the individual would
die, just as a tree would die if the bark were
peeled. If you doubt the power of eulture in determining action. visit the campus of any midwe,stern college. You will find not one freshman
rn-ed in }0 who is not wearing white bobby sox
and white shoes. The <.1uestion of how customs
and cultul'al habits arise is another subject.
The educator approaches the problem of motirn.tion in another way. He insists that there must
be a felt need. The person himself must see his
problem for himself in his own light. It does no
good to tell him he has a problem when he doesn't
feel he has one. Furthermore,
he is more likely
to apply the remedy if he has evolved the idea of
the remedy for himself. Everyone is reluctant to
accept unfamiliar
remedies
for unrecognized
conditions. This has nowhere been better illustrated than in the various community campaigns
for fluoridation of water. Universally these campaigns have been attempts to impose an unfamiliar remedy on a populace which did not recognize

there was any problem in the first place. No fluoridation campaign
that I have ever heard of
though there may have been some, has ever
started with the idea that the community ought
to take a look at its teeth. True, there have been
community surveys of "dental defects." However,
"dental defect" does not mean the same thing to a
layman that it does to a dentist. I may havP. ''bad
teeth,'' ha\'e "lost some teeth," or have ''a pain in
a tooth.'' I don't have "defects." Only other people
are defeetive. I have gotten along pretty ,ve11so
far anyway with the kind of teeth I have and I
don't see why I should do anything about it until
I am faced with the downright problem of continuing to suffer with pain. Then the obvious
answer is to have all my teeth out and get a set
of false teeth.

p 1s particularly

difficult to get over the idea of
prevention, especially in fields with which people ai·e not familiar. The farmer may cover a
hay:;;tack 01· wagon to keep it from getting wet in
the l'ain, but there just is no carryover from this
idea of pl'evention to the idea that he or his parents might have done something which would
perhaps have prevented him from losing his teeth.
So even before fluoridation of the community
water supply is mentioned, an effort should be
made to establish two ideas: ( 1) Bad teeth are
not good. <2) Bad teeth can be prevented.
But most campaigns start with the unfamiliar
remedy of fluoridation for a condition which is
not recognized or which no one had thought of
p1•evcnting. In my opinion, there are only two
ways in which fluoridation of most public water
supplies can be accomplished:
1. There is a swift autocratic way of putting
the fluorine in the water either with or without
telling the people it has been done. In most communities that is the way chlorination
of water
~upplie~ was accompli:-1hed. It is an indefensible
procedm·e, from the democratic point of view, but
wholly defensible on the basis of scientific evidence, and, furthermo1·e, it is the way a great
proportion of our public affairs is conducted.
2. The other way is :-dowe1·but has the advantage of democrntic approach with a bonus of
health education. This way is to develop a campaign of interest in the problem of decaying
teeth, gradually developing the idea that much of
such decay might be prevented. When this has
been thoroughly done, the people themselves may
be ready to move in to an exploration of the various ways in which decay may be prevented.- Such
a campaign, ~killfully handled, will lead them to
conclude fo1· them~elve:-: that fluoridation is the
best an~wer.
Most fluoridation campaigns have begun and
have been carried along in between these two extremes with a modicum of autoc1·at action, (The
decision that fluoridation is the answer is, in itself, an autocratic decision) and a modicum of
education regarding
fluoridation
and fluorides
which tends to make everyone forget what the
problem was in the first place.
Our religious leaders approach the problem

of motivation from still a different angle. Most
religions with which we are familiar in this
country, approach the idea of motivation from
the simple concept that we are inherently "sinful," and only by prayer or penance may we atone
for our sins. Whether we are deeply religious or
not, the feeling is ing1·ained in most of us that
our pains and failures are to some degree,. at
least, the result of transgressions of the rules laid
down by the spiritual or incarnate founders of
the religion we have been more or less taught to
follow. Viewed from the standpoint of religion,
one of the strongest motivations is the desire to
escape from pain here and hereafter.
The salesman roams the field. He reaches out
for whatever motivations he thinks can best be
used to sell his products. He appeals to fear (as
does the religious leader). He appeals to social
acceptance (the anthropologist's
viewpoint). He
appeals to pride, self-indulgence, security. Furthermore, he uses these motivations
Bkillfully
and successfully. Health educators could learn
much from the methods of the salesman. For example, it is common practice now to drink orange
juice, but this practice derived in small part from
the teachings of the health educator that orange
juice was good for you. Our habits in this respect,
I believe, were in much greater degree determined
by the energetic sales campaigns of the citrus
fruit growers and the improvement in packaging
their product.
A great many scientists endeavor to motivate
people by the use of statiroJtics. Much as they may
appeal to the scientist in his field, experience has
shown again and again that outside of one's field
they have little appeal. In the first place they are
often hard to understand; second, they are impersonal (they do not apply to me) ; and, in the third
place, most people dh1h'm1t them. Even dentists
who may trust and be motivated by dental fltatistics, will fail to trust or be motivated by flnuncial
fo\tatistics or 8tatistics of highway accidents when
they buy a stock or drive a car.
So it is in each field. The lawyer stresses legal
motivation-the
doctor, physical-the
banker,
financial. Those trained or experienced in each
area tend to assume that other people are motivated by the same knowledge and considerations
which he has. Each one has confidence in his own
analysi1-1or motives, and, for his purposes, he may
be right.

p· THERE were

time, one might attempt to correlute these different approaches to find a
common denominator if there is one. Since there
is no time, perhaps you will permit me to conclude
with a few observations with respect to motivations in health education:
1. Merely imparting facts will not always motivate to action. Furthermore,
the imparting of
facts about a field generally will not result in
some specific action. For example, there has recently been an extensive campaign to encourage
people to buy stocks. The steady rise of the stock
market has given this campaign a good deal of
support. However, wh1.•r1it comes to buying stocks

of a particular company, we run into all sorts of
motivations. They ai-e bought on hunches, tips,
fragmentary
information, but very seldom with
a knowledge of the products, finances, and management of the company concerned. We can carry
on general campaigns to persuade people to see
their dentists at regular intervals, but these campaigns fall short unless we can tell people how to
select a dentist. This is perhaps one of the gravest
problems for the dental and medical professions.
Some of the professional societies are trying to
do something about it, but it is still generally
true that the average person can select a pair of
Hport shoes with greater wisdom than he can
select a surgeon to perform a vital operation.
2. It seems clear that the individual must recognize the problem for himself before he is motivated to do something about it, and here it is important to remember that he sees the problem
differently from the way you do and may have
a different solution for it. Also, here it must be
remembered that people are subject to many different motivations at the same time, and each
individual will, for. himself, decide his own values.
For example, I remember some years ago seeing
an intelligent looking young man on
street
in downtown New York selling pretzels from a
basket. He was motivated to sell pretzels presumably to earn money to support himself. Perhaps
the pretzel business then was better than I
thought it was, and he may have been doing very
well. But I could not escape the feeling that if he
had shaved off his beard, and changed his habit of
dress, he might have put himself in the way of
earning an even better living. However, it was
not for me to tell him this thought of mine. In
the environment in which he lived, it was, no
doubt, more important for the satisfaction of his
ego, his position in society, and perhaps for his
future career, that he have a distinguished beard.
For him it was a choice, perhaps an unconscious
one, between beard and dollars. I know a young
man who feels it is more important for him to
have a foreign sports roadster than it is to get
his teeth fixed. So in attempting to motivate people to better dental health, one must constantly
keep in mind the other person's point of view.
Motivation of a worker in respect to dental hygiene may be quite different from the motivation
of the employer. The motivations of both may be
quite different from the motivations of the dentist.
3. It seems clear that in health education at
least, people are more likely to be motivated when
they participate in making a decision. Early in
the war, a vigorous campaign was put on by the
meat packers to encourage people to buy more
liver and kidneys-which
you may remember
then sold at a very low price. The campaign was
not going very well until under the direction of a
psychologist and anthropologist
groups of women were brought together to discuss the problem
of food budgets and analyze for themselves how
to get the most food for the least money. These
women for themselves
concluded that these
cheaper meats were excellent, and over the years

a

you know now what has happened to the price
of liver.
4. We may conclude that motivations are determined by many factors. Culture patterns, patterns of family living, community attitudes, social acceptance, religion, economic level, all affect motivations. Sex and age are important factors in motivation. Different sexes feel different
need ;;, and different needs are felt at different
age s. At one age -conformity is important, and at
ano t her it is less important. Pa st experiences are
important factors in moti vation, especially our
childhood exp eriences which we hav e forgotten.
We forget the simple analy sis of the dental problem couched in the statement "I went to the denti st once and he hurt me . I'm not going back
again until I ha\'e to." We are too much inclined
to make assumptions relating to motivations
ba,;ed on our own experience rather than on the

~xperience of others. Finally, we must not overlook
the fact that our mood at the time, particu lar
day, hour, week or month, may determine in a
large degree, our motivations regardless of all
other factors.
fINALLY, I have touched only by indirection on
the whole subject of habit and motivation. Consideration of this problem would take more time
than we have. But it might help us to determine
whether we should be more concerned with health
education or more concerned with habit training .
At least , we can conclude with the thought that
good dentistry in the United States has greatly
changed the attitudes of people, particularly in
urban areas and the upper income brackets, so
that they now take for granted the need for
good dental care. Their motivations in this respect have been established by experience .
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HOW The desire to adjust the fluorine concentration of a

LO CAL

local water supply for the purpose of controlling the

INTEREST amount of tooth decay may originate with a single
ST ARTS individual, a small number of individuals or some
health minded organization. However it originates,
it is sometimes a long time before this interest becomes an
actuality.
Experience in this state and others shows that successful
campaigns have gone through three stages:
( 1) The Planning Stage.
(2) The Information Stage.
(3) The Action Stage.
Failure ·often can be traced to insufficient attention to one
of these stages. It is best that they are followed in consecutive
order.
THE PLANNING
STAGE
One of the very first things to do is to get the most reliable and up-to-date information available. Sources of such
information are the Pennsylvania Health Department, Division
of Dental Health, P. 0. Box 90, Harrisburg; The American
Dental Association 222 East Superior Street, Chiq1go I I, Illinois, and the U. S. Public Health Service, Washington 25, D.C.

Public desire can be expressed through a Citizens' Committee representing as wide a segment of the community as possible-labor groups, PTA's, Jr. Chambers of Commerce, church,
civic and social groups, medical and dental groups, veterans' or-

ganization s, newspaper peop le, teachers, voluntary health agencies
and busfness men.

SURVEY
A comprehen sive survey should be made of all community
organizations, together with the nam e of the leader and, if po ssible, the name of a member known personally to one of
the group.
The interested group will want to know a great deal about
the water system they are using. What are the benefits of fluoridat ion? How much does it cost? How is the equipment installed?
Is the water supply municipally owned, a water authority or a
privately owned water company? Does the community have exclusive use of the supply or ~loes it serve other communities?
What is the source of the water? How much water is used per
day? ls it filtered? Is it chlorinated? All of this knowledge will be
necessary later.
A visit to the water works and a
talk with the official in charge of the
water supply will provide this information , and may brin g out the attitude
of the water works people toward s
fluorid ation.
Having gathered all the information you can get on fluoridation in
general which pert ains to your parti cular community , you are
now ready to proceed with the organization of your Citizens'
Committe e.
ORGANIZATION

Thi s calls for a meeting of some kind. We hope you or
your gro up have had some experience along this line. If not ,
call on someone for help who has experi ence. A meeting place
must be secured and a time set. The groups you want repre-
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sented and the individuals you want present must be notified .
It should be stressed, at this point, to get as wide a representation of your community as possible. Some of the past
failures result from trying to keep all activity within one group .
The selection of a chairman is important.
The chairman should be a person who is
well liked and respected - who will see the
project through to completion. Don't forget
to invite the chief official of the water works.
1t also is vital to the success of the organization meeting that a speaker with complete knowledge of fluoridation be secured.
If such a speaker cannot be secured through the local dental or
medical society, it is quite likely that the State Dental Society's
office, 217 State Street, Harrisburg, or the State Health Department will provide one for you.
Literature o_n fluoridation for distribution at the meeting
should be available. Here, again, your State Health Department
can be of service.
Having made all these preparations ... and not until then
. are you ready to enter the second phase .
INFORMATION

ST AGE

Basically, the objectives of the Citizens' Committee are to
rally and to represent wide public support. This may be accomplished through a public fnformation program.
Methods for informing the public about fluoridation can be
grouped under four major headings.
A.

The Press

1. Editorials
2. Letters to the editor
3. News releases of committee activity-such as--committee meetings, speaking engagements, and
endorsements.
4. News releases of state and na-
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tional importance-such as-fluoridation programs in other municipalities and articles from scientific a_uthorities. Much of this
material may be secured from your local and state dental societies,
local health departments, and the Pennsylvania Department of
Health.
5. Printed questions and answers.
B.

Radio and Television
I . Panel discussions
( 15 and 30 minutes)

I/

~ /

2. Questions and answers

,:~f
~v:
Y.~:~~=i~~
~~;:;:::
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pared presentations. People tend to lose interest in them.
Generally, local radio and television stations will provide
air time without charge as a public service.

c.

Community Meetings

One of the best ways of providing information is through community meetings.
,AK·::=::;;::;::._m~:Fn+=,
Write every community group, club, or organization who
are served by the public water supply - and offer the services
of a speaker on the subject. The talks should be short with
adequate time for questions and answers.
All speakers should be well acquainted with the subject and
should have the answers to the questions most generally asked
(cost, advantages, etc.)
D.

•

Printed Materials
I. Direct Mail
2. Pamphlets which can be mailed with bills
3. General distribution of pamphlets and handbills.
4. Posters
5. Milk bottle collars
6. Bumper strips
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E.

Special Events

1. Exhibits and information booths in department stores,
street corners and other areas where people congregate .

•

2. Movies - at community meetings; one minute trailers
may be used at the local theaters.
F.

Telephone squads.

At all times avoid controversy, defensive arguments or
personal criticism of those who
oppose fluoridation.
The evidence of the benefits and safety
of fluoridation far outweighs unsubstantiated arguments in opposition to it. The subject does not
require argument, but does need discussion, explanation and correct interpretation.

,.I

•

Its safety, economy and proven benefit in reducing the incidence of dental decay already have been fully endorsed· by
every scientific and professional organization concerned with the
public health .
There is no evidence of increased disease or death rates
in communities that adjust the fluorine content of the public
water supply when these are compared with communities that
do not adjust the fluorine conte~t of their public water supplies.
Just how much time will be needed for this information
stage is impossible to predict. It takes time to get all of the facts
before the people of any community. There must not be any
suggestion of "railroading.'' Fluoridation is one of the great public health measures of our time. Its benefits are worthwhile.
Only after you are sure that all of the organizations and residents of your community are in possession of the facts are you
ready to embark on ...

tl,e ACTION
stage

5
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THE ACTION STAGE
In every community there are certain officials who eventually make the decisions on all public questions. Who they are you
will have determined long ago when you were in the planning
stage and you will have included them when you were in the
information stage.
The community officials (City Council or the group in
charge of the water works) may provide for fluoridation . . .
or they may ask for a community opinion.
Your committee may ask each group or organization they
contact for a formal endorsement.
This might well be in the form of
1-----l?erou.1rir,N
a resolution. On page 11 you will
find a suggested form for such a
.:::::.··:.---..
resolution. Your success now will be
/ .:.:·.::-...::-:~-:- ~
conditioned by how well the work
/ _::::::::_.:::=::-.:_-·
was done during the information✓
-=:-_::_stage. Do not be in too much of a
~
.
hurry to ask for these resolution
and endorsements. Be sure that your''~~~~
facts have been well presented and
understood.

...::::::-_
-

--

Then, and not until you are sure
that the fluoridation plan has the endorsement of a majority of the citizens, are you prepared to
formally request the responsible water authority for the adjustment of the fluorine content in the public water supply.
Pennsylvania Law

Since Pennsylvania law requires that any change in the water
treatment process be approved by the Pennsylvania Department
of Health, the requirements for the issuance of a permit to adjust
the fluorine concentration are as follows:
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1. An application for such a permit shall be submitted in
duplicate to the Pennsylvania Department of Health on
the Department's Public Water Supply Application Form
by the responsible officials in charge of the public water
works.
2. The application shall be accompanied by a detailed report and plans, in duplicate, of the proposed treatment
program and the method of application. No filing fee is
required.
The final duties, therefore, of the Citizens' Committee will
be to see that such an application is filed, that equipment is purchased, installed and put into operation. If you need printed material, speakers, or other assistance in your local program, write
to the Pennsylvania Department of Health.
SUGGESTED

SEQUE~CE
OF STEPS
in ohtaining commtmity a('eeplanc·~

1. Organize a citizens' committee for fluoridation. Outline a
definite plan of action and assign specific responsibilities.
2. Ask for assistance from the local and state departments of
health, dental societies and medical groups.
3. Inform the key persons in the community who will be involved in effecting a fluoridation program and get their advice
on the steps your committee plans to take (city councilmen, professional health groups, labor leaders, officials in charge of the
public water supply, etc.)
4. Obtain ·all the facts including estimates of the cost of fluoridation, benefits, opinions on installation, etc.
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5. Conduct an intensive public information program, including
the establishment of a speaker's bureau. Counteract the psychology of fear 3nd uncertainty promoted by the opponents of
fluoridation.
6. Keep in contact with the officials who eventually will decide
upon fluoridation.
7. Present the program to those in c~arge of the public water
supply for, information purposes only. As a rule, do not ask for
a decision at this first meeting.
8. Obtain resolutions or requests from civic organizations favoring fluoridation, if this is the desire of the officials in charge of
the public water sqpply.
9. Present
supply for
the subject
present to
community

the program to those in charge of the public water
consideration. Well-informed persons should present
and a large representation of citizen groups should be
demonstrate community interest. Resolutions from
g~oups should be presented.

I 0. Fc,llow-up to see that equipment is purchased, installed and
put into operation.

Reprinted
with permission
Pennsylvania
Departnient
Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania
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